
II ANALYSÑ

l.INTRODUCTION

l.l Diglossia and Multiglossic Continuum

1.1.1 The linguistic situation in Arab countries has been described in the framework
of diglossia, which assumes a'high' variety, that is, primarily written Classical
Arabic, and a'low'variety, that is, primarily spoken colloquial Arabic. In 1930, in
an ardcle entitled'La diglosie arabe', Marçais described the diglossia in the Arab
world as "la Concurrence entre une langue SAvante écrite et une langue vUlgaire,

parfois exclusivement parlée."/ Ferguson developed the notion of diglossia further
by stating that 'high' and 'low' varieties have specialized, sociolinguistically
conditioned functions and presented a sample listing of situations in which each

variety is normally used.2 Although Ferguson's presentation of diglossia is

dichotomic, he moderates his sta¡ement by admitting the existence of
communicative tensions which arise in a diglossic situation and which may be
resolved by the use of relatively uncodified, unsable, intermediate forms of the
language (abluga l-wustã), a kind of spoken Arabic much used in certain
semiformal or cross-dialectal situations and which has a highly classical vocabulary
with few or no inflectional endings, with certain features of classical syntax, but
with a fundamentally colloquial base in morphology and syntax, and a generous

admixture of colloquial vocabulary.3 Ferguson further elaborates his views on the
H (='high) and L (='low) varieties by admitting that "there are always extensive
differences between the grammatical structures".4 However, he States that H and L
constitute a single phonological structure of which the L phonology is the basic

system and that the divergent features of H phonology are either a subsystem or a
parasystem.S Ferguson's view on the hierarchic order of H and L varieties seems to
gain support from dialectal studies as the opposite development, namely
classicization, which prima lacie lavotrs the H variety, is basically lexical and as

such does not suggest a radical linguistic change.ó

I See Ferguson, Diglossia, pp. 325-40; for the development of the concept and
terminology, see Britto, Diglossia, p. 5.

! Ferguson, Diglossia, pp. 328-329.
J Ferguson, Diglossia, p. 332"
4 Ferguson, ibitt., p. 333.
l- Ferguson, ibid., p. 335.
6 patla has observed rhar rhe strengrhening of the colloquial in many social siluadons

has led to koineieation, which is supported primarily by lexical borrowing from the lI variety.
See Palva, Pâtterns, p. 32; ci. further Palva, Notes, pp. 404f .
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1.1.2 Ferguson's concepr of diglossia has been elaborated further through attempts

to identify subvarieties./ The identification of individual variables, based, e.g-, on

different realizations of etymological interdental fricatives allows 'clear'
hierarchization. Five distinct 'levels' have been presented by Badawi, who admits

that his levels are not real and that the dividing lines between them are imaginary-2

DeSpite Badawi'S reservations, the impreSSion of underlying "neat categories" has

been criticized by Hary, who objects to the establishment of any finite number of

levels vs. the notion of a (multiglossic) continuutn.3 Hary's criticism seems

particularly valid as intermediate varieties are often characterized by hybrid
iorms.4 Deipite the general acceptance of the notion of continuum,S recent studies

seem to focus on more or less distinct subvarieties, if only for practical ¡easons.6

1.1.3 The recent theoretical discussion about the relationship of written Arabic and

regional vernaculars has been conducted mainly in the modern context.T Mitchell
r"þ.tt the notion of 'diglosia' as an adequate descriptive framework for ESA (=

Educated Spoken Arabic) by suggesting its definition through the recognition of
two primary stytistic grades,'Formal'(F) and'Informal'(-F), with the latter divided

where necessary into 'Careful' (-Fa) and 'Casual' CFb), which allows not only a
simple two-fold distinction between Unstigmatized vs. Stigmatized but also a third

J Thus, Blanc (f960) and Badawi (1973) suggest grosso modo five variational levels

based on sociolinguistic hierarchization of key variables. Badawi bases his levels, e-g., on the
various realizations of interdental fricative ! (s' t)' See Hary, p' 9'

2 The problem of va¡iational boundaries atso seems related to the'direction'of
variation. Niloofar Haeri has argued that there are importanl differences between what she

calls'diglossic variables', i.e., vãriables which come about as a result of the influence of
Classical Arabic on the national (diatectal) varieties and those discussed in the literature on

non-diglossic speech communities. It seems evident that not all linguistic -variation, 
even in

díglosiic communities, is stylistically, sociolinguisticatly motivated and it is, therefore,
im-porønt to make a difference between, e.g, phonological/phonetic varialion t¡'hich does not
have a sociolinguistic stylistic function and phonological/phonetic variation whicb has such a

functioo Against this báckground, it seems that the difficulty in defining boundaries between
varieties is-due to stylistiðatly non-functional variables which add a vertical, stylistically
redundant dimension io a continuum. Their use could possibly be described as non-stylistical
variation. Niloofar Haeri draws attention to the fact that in order to achieve stylistic
variation, speakers do not necessarily have to resor! to the use of elements from classical
Arabic, i.e.,diglossic variables but suggests that, for example, palatalization is one among a

large number õf p.ocesses which poinl to tbe resources of Egyptian Arabic for style shifting.
This, if applied io the notion of a continuum, a shift in style does not necessarily involve
moving'hãiizontally'towards either end of a continuum but can take place as a'vertical'
moneri"nt 'within' one specific place on the continuum. See Haeri, Synchronic Variation in
Cairene Arabic, p. I69f.

3 Cf. Hary, ibid., p.9.
4 Cf . Hary, ibid- pp. 20-27.
5 El-Hassan referi-to the "insufficient sensitivity 6f díglossia) to be adapted to the

'stylistic'variation". See El-Hassan, Educated, p. l12.' 6 E.c.Meiseles suggests four varieiies of contemporary Arabic, l. Literary (or

standard) Aiabic,2. Sub-standard Arabic, 3. Educared spoken Arabic and 4. Basic or plain
vernaculars, by defending rhis categorization by pract¡cal methodological considerations
"which compel, for ttre time being, to describe linguistic variations in terms of independent
structures and s"pa.ate systerns instead of pretending to solve the problem of the coherent
description of the intricate linguistic reality of contemporary Arabic."

7 See Mitchell, Dimensions, p. 89.
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dimension of stylistic difference./ The stylistic classification of forms is based on
criteria of linguistic distribution and further on extra-linguistic considerations.2 In
cases of stylistic use of a variable, a quantitative relatíve increase in its frequency
of occurrence is observable vs. its stylistically constrasting pair(s).3 As such, the
mere existence of one variable vs. another does not provide an ideal basis for the
definition of a variety even les for defining a distinct boundary belween them. It
seems justif ied to add here that relatively subtle changes in
conversational/interviewing situations have been observed to cause changes in the
relative frequencies of occurrence. In a pilot experiment conducted by George
Mahl the facing vs. facing away of the interviewer and the use vs. non-use of
masking noise to block a subject's self-monitoring of speech both caused a shift
toward vernacular forms. This would indicate that visual cues are essential for
maintaining an elevated style of speech and that social status motivation plays a

large part in maintaining the prestige dialect.4 Mahl's experiment is particularly
interesting from the point of view of style-shifting even if the situational context
remains unchanged. This is difficult to solve by purely socio-linguistic approaches5

1.1.4 There has until now been relatively little interest in investigating Arabic
diglossia in a written context as for most Arabic speakers written Arabic is usually
identified with the'high'variety, if not the CA of the grammarians. Werner Diem
has identified uses of written vernacular Arabic which seem originally closely
related to the recording of direct speech.ó The main literary genre in the modern
context in which the use of dialect seems readily accepted seems to be al-adab a3'
ia'bî, i.e., tales and stories, zaþal-poetry and proverbs.T The concurrent use of
'high'Arabic with 'low' Arabic (dialect) is consciously used for comic effect.S
Diem's observatiOnS Seem to be consistent - even for the written medium - with
Hary's observation that multiglossia tends to be topic-triggered.9

1.1.4.1 There are virtually no systematic studies of the linguistic treatment of
Arabic proverbs in living speech. The existence of a plethora of collections of
díalectal proverbs indicates ¡hat dialectal proverbs are treated basically by the

speakers as any linguistic segment of their dialect. In contrast, classícal proverbs

became very early on a fnore or less integral part of the Arabic literary ûadition.J0

J Mircheil, ibid. p.91.
I Mirchell, ibid. p. 92.
3 Cf. El-Hassan's elaborarion of Labov's quantitative probabilistíc model applied to

variation in ¡he demonstrative system in ESA (p. 48) and further his conclusions on the
relative frequencies of occurrence (p. 52).4 See, Kroch, Toward a theory, pp.3l-32.

5 El-Hassan, Variation, pp. 5i-52.
ó See Diem, Hochspradhe, pp.96-104.
7 See Diem, ibid., pp. 105-106.
ö See Diem, ibid., p. 106-107.

f See Hary, p.5.
/0 attnougtr-rhe proverbs of a classícal collection do not always represent ide,al

Ctassical Arabic, the mâin point is that they were, so to speak, codified very early in the
assumed form in which théy were lancés and were conseguently copied in ¡his forrn (or
another variant CA form) in iater classical collection* The actual living proverbs followed a

different route outside the collecrions from which classical proverbs found ¡heir way as
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Although bo¡h diatectal and classicøl proverbs are used in living speech, many

speakeis seem to be conscious of the ipeech-based vs. non-speech'basedl, i.e',

literary origin of these proverbs.2

1.1.5 One or two linguistic systems ?

1.1.5.1 $¡hite the notion of a continuum solves, for example, the problem of

variational boundaries, it has not g¡ven, in turn, a Satisfactory answer to the

question whether, in fact, CA vs. vernacularg rePresent one Or two separate

linguistic systems within a single continuum. The present situation has been

summar¡zeã by Meiseles as follows: "[.-] while not losing síght of the great extent

of the ftuidíiy and overlapping characterizing the language varietíes oî
contemporary'Arabíc, we would suggest they may be classified - applying both

tínguisric aid sociabfunctional criteria - on a scale of tour, based on the

Íui.d.amental lact that the existence oÍ a mixed language variety or several such

does not necessarily invalidate the dichotomous model of the co'existence oÍ two

basic language systems. This ís confírmed by the f act that the contrast between

the two syStr*s ís so consístent, that every text, or part of ft cannot help beíng

eíther LA(= Líterary Arabíc) or colloquially oriented;'3

l.l.5.Z Although the notion of a continuum seems to solve the most imminent

theoretical ptoblems of diglossia regarding variation, some of the basic problems

persist as summarized bY Meiseles:

borrowings into literary texts. Post-clasical proverbs were collected only in a very limited
way but ih" f"* colleciions which have survived indicate vernacular influence in wririag- R.

Selihe¡m, in his comment on ât-Tãlqãni, says that the proverbs of Risãlat al-amLãl "mit den

klassisch-arabischen nur noch wéniges gemeinsam haben", see Sellheim, p. 143. The existencc

of a strictly codified classical prouerbial tradition needs no further proof than Sellheim's
finding thai virrually all la¡er cõllections descend more or less from Abú 'Ubaid's collect¡on.

See Sellheim, p. 151.
J Fo. ihe distinction of non-speech-based vs, speech-based texts in historical context,

see Merja Kytö, Variation, pp. 28'30 and especially 38-39.
2- Alínough this haiiot been systematically studied, occasional evidence exists. In his

study of interdiilecral educated conversation, tlaim Blanc found no t¡ace of i'râå, except in
oneiroverb, quoted entirely in Classical Arabic, see Blanc, Style, p. l0l. In her study of
Cairåne proueibs F. Mahgouú divides her data into two clear calegories: 1. those which belong

to the colloquial languãge and 2. those Q.37o ') which a¡e borrowed from the standard
language butire integiatãd in the daily speech of the educated. lnterestingly, Mah_goub has

excludõd the latter from her analysis "since they contain linguistic featu¡es which are not
present in the colloquial language. However, Mahgoub elaborates further¡hat her linguistic
äriterion in this respect is "the ãppropriate internal and final vowels which character¡ze the
standard tanguage" ãnd funher, that á proverb originally from the standard languag_c m-1f-!e
classified asÍelónging to rhe colloquiai language "because each item ends io a closed syllable
(.sukún'), i.e., ir is riseC in speech without final vowets of the standard language- Although the
validity of Mahgoub's argumentation could be questioned, it deserves to be mentioned here

becausã it exem-plifies thã linguistic approach of a native speaker to literary proverbs in a
speech ftow. It ieems to indiðate that Consciousness of the origin of the proverbs is a vital
extralinguistic factor which in turn must be closely related to the level of education of a

speaker. Cf. Mahgoub, p.7 and p.50, note 35.
3 Meiseles, Educated, pp. 122-123.
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"[...] it must be said that, although the linguistic situation of contemporary
Arabic as a language continuum, indivisible in any finite number of varieties
is quite clear, its problems of description are too complex to lend themselves
to an easy solution. Even variationism, which seems most suitable to handle

this kind of problems, cannot, at th¡s stage, provide a workable solution; (æ)

Mitchell (1978) puts it in the best way, and I would like to quote:'... although
variationism may seem to offer the best prospect for success, its practice has

so far been largely confined to programmatic statements or to the study of
particulars and, as far as I know, not even an outline grammar of a koiné,
indeed of a foreign language, has been produced in variationist terms'. I feel
that this applies to El-Hassan's (1978) attempt to exemplify a chapter of a

'would-be' unified, pan-Arabic grammar. There is no doubt that a single-
grammar approach for Arabic (or any other language) is, a priori desirable;
but we have to admit that, for the time being, we cannot provide it. Yet, in
the meantime, we have to face such crucial practical tasks as teaching Arabic
or (to some extent in the Arab world) language planning. The purpose of this
paper has been to provide a methodological framework for handling
contemporary Arabic which-I feel-is able to produce a proper linguistic
description with practical and effective applicability. It takes into account the
fact that differences between the two basic language systems of Arabic-LA
(= Literary Arabic) and the vernaculars-are too obvious to be ignored."/

1.1.5.3 Multiglossic Continuum in the Historicat Perspective

1.1.5.3.1 In his historical rrearment of multiglossia, Hary conludes that Old Arabic
consisted of a continuum whose Variety A for the most part represented a

synthetic language but concludes that the opposite end, Variety C, may have been
of either a synthetic or analytic nature. One interesting aspect of the problem is

whether a Middle Arabic Literary Standard really existed or whether it originated
from multiple sources as a more or less direct reflection of Old Arabic dialects.
The latter assumption seems plausible as the first traces of MA forms in a written
text date from the early eighth century, i.e., well before the norms and content of
CA were finally fixed by the grammarians of the eighth to tenth cen¡uries.2 The
problem seems directly related to the findings of Ann M. Gruber-Muller, who in
her reanalysis of Southern (Palestinian) Arabian Middle Arabic (= ASP) finds
evidence which seems to indicate that ASP Presents CA features which were
retained, contrary to Blaul claim that they were lost, or developed in the direction
of new functions and as such could not be interpreted as hyper-corrections in either
case.3

1.L.5.3.2 Hary's also suggests a single-system model of conrinuum4 also for Middle
Arabic which involves both synthetic and analytic types being, in fact, placed on

/ Meiseles, ibid. pp. 134-135.
2 Cf. Schen, p.218; For dialecml diffe¡ences and their ¡reatment especially from the

point o^f view of i'rãb,e.g., by Sibawaihi, see Ramzi Baalbaki, pp. 17-33.
J Gruber-Miller, pp. 235-253.
4 Hary, p.28.
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the same continuum of Middle Arabic./ Blau suggests that the dialects were merely

mirrored in Middte Arabic Literary Srandard, detached from the synthetic type.

Hary argues that the entire language had changedz, which implies that Middle

Araúic ñad only the varieties q t= Literary (Written) Judeo-Arabicl and Vc

[-Dialectal Spoken Judeo-Arabici, an¿ that the written variety of Middle Arabic

inn) "ppro*i-.t.r 
the analytic type.3 In his argumentation he criticizes Blau's

;;ã;;y to label different Middlã Arabic varieties as "synthetic" or "analytic"

although these varieties, according to Hary, are not synthetic and analytic types in

absolute terms even though ttrey 
-may 

exhìbit related characteristics or tendencies.4

Although Hary's argumentation focuses specifically on Judeo-Arabic it seems a

suitablJstarting-point for investigating Middte Arabic Muslim texts, which reflec¡

concurrently both CA and vernacular features.

1.1.5.3.3 previous historical studies of Middle Arabic texts have been primarily

inrerested in the reconsrruction of underlying historical dialectss instead of focusing

on the written language and related variational features as a research subject per

s¿. The traditionai approach is further characterized by the attempt to identify

genuine dialectal feaiures from Classical Arabic and pseudo-corrected onesó and

ãften considers any deviation from an assumed CA or MA standard as an

indication of scribal incompetence.T The fact that some pseudo-corrections

eventually may become stanáardized in what Hary calls non-Pr€stigious languageS

suggests àerrelôpment of the written language, possibly via stylistic variation.9 In

this-context thã frequently made claim that Muslim writers in particular made

efforS to write as per CA gr"mmat has been rarely challenged. As pointed out by

Davies, problems'of intetpt.tat¡on arise from the lack of a historical study of

Arabic handwritten and printed orthography, which makes certain spellings

imposible to evaluare./O As the most immediately striking general characteristic

of tne orthography of HQ (= Hazz al-Quhuf) Davies mentions its inconsistency'

which in turn is an aspect of its general conservatism: "Modification of the

consonantal ductus to reflect colloquial featureS does occur, but is rarely

maintained consistently."// The problem is not limited to late Middle Arabic

Muslim texts.

J Hary menrions as the main châracteristics that distinguish MA f¡om CA, c.g., the

Oisappea¡aniá of moods and cases, the ana¡ytic possessive construction, the disappearance of

*¡e äual in verbs, pronouns and adjectives ãnd tie change in word-order. [See further, Blau'

iùiOãie eraUi", pp. eeff. in Studid.l The eventual stylistic levelling towards CA involves'

obviously, restoration of the same as per CA-
2 

' 
Hary, p. 60.

3 forlåry's treatment of the subject and abbreviations used, see pp.60-61.
4 Hary, p. 59.
i õi. Éñ, hportance, p. 641209 in Studie$ Hary, p. 68; Schen, Usama (Part I), p. 219.

ó Cf. e.g" Hary, p. 68.
7 Cf. Blau, tuti¿¿te Arabig p.6a1209 in Studies; Knutsson, p. 43.
8 Hary, p.62.
9 Cf. iaUou, Hypercorrecrion by the Lower Middle Class as a factor in Linguistic

.nr"r:,onß;lf:.t;:;äl."ttnguistics, ed. by wiuia. Bright, rhe Hasue - Paris re66'

/I pav¡es, ilp. 5z-5S, mentioning otd interdentâls and their vernacular equivalents.
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1.L.5.3.4 In his analysis of Usama Ibn Munqidh's [1095-1188 A.D.] Memoirs I.
Schen indicates that virtually faultless CA was used side-by-side with a written non-
CA which can hardly be defined as a reflection of its writer's insufficient
knowledge of Classical Arabic but rather as a conscious stylistic choice not to write
Classical Arabic. As Hitti says regarding Usama's Memoirs, "the subject matter
virtually inviteS the use of the vernacular."l Usama's MemoirS are particularly
interesting as an early example which seem to exhibit a'diglossic'stylistic contrast
more or less consciously maintained by a writer for stylistic reasons2

1.1.5.3.4.1 Further examples of conscious use of the written vernacular, which fall
into the genre of al-adab ai-ia'bî at a relatively early date, are, e.g., Risâlat al-

am!ãl al-bagdãdiya collected in 421A.H. [1030 A.H.] by Abü'l-$asan a¡fâlqani3
and the list of spoken Andalusian proverbs compiled by Ibn 'Ãsim [760-829 A-H"
1358-L425 A.D.l.4 These examples are interesting from the point of view of the
present study because they suggest that the speech-based origin of the proverbs
was probably the main reason for the use of the colloquial in writing.

1.1.5.3.5 While the above examples indicate conscious stylistic variation, Middle
Arabic texts exhibit graphemic variation which seems príma Íacie to reflect
resp€ctive, possibly sociolinguistically motivated, variation in the dialect. In his

thesis, "studies in the Text and Language of Three Syriac-Arabic Versions of the
Book of Judicum with Special Reference to the Middle Arabic Elements," Knutsson
presents a highly interesting quantitive analysis of orthographic variants of CA
etymological interdentals,i.e., tãlLã and dalldã.1, ¡o indicate that they reflect, not
simply scribal negligence in using diacritics but plosive vs. sibilant pronunciation
which is stylistically (sociolinguistically) relevant as in modern spoken Egyptian
Arabic. While making his point fairly conclusively for dãl, Knutsson believes that
the analysis of more extensive ¡extual material could prove that the irregular
spelling of ¿¿ã could possibly be of the same nature for dã|. The inconsistency
would be in this case intentional, i.e., the sibilant pronunciation would be

stylistically motivated and lexically dependent, as in modern Egyptian Arabic-

1.1.5.3.6 Based on the above, it seems relevant to know more about scribal
practices and the wrirten language the scribes used in order to evaluate in a reliable
manner what kind of language they wrote, what they intended with their
orrhography and to what exrent their writing resulted from sheer incompetence
and writing errors vs. controlled scribal usage and intentional stylistic devices in
action.

1.2. This Study

1.2.1 The Aim of this Study

/ Schen, Usama (Part l), p.229-

! Cf. Hary, p. 6E.3 Ed. Louis Massignon from ms. 399 Aga Sofia, publ. in Cairo.
4 Published in Mélanges Taha Husain.
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The proverbs of Chapter 6 of al-Mustatraf consist of non-speecå based classical

proverbs of literary origin and speech-based Proverbs of Men and women.I The

i."r"nt study intends io investigate how the copyists of the MSS. treated these

proverbs boti scribally and linguistically and whether the nature of these proverbs

iriggers specific stylistic variàt¡on which reflects or not an assumed diglossic

contrast between the two groups of proverbs.

l.2.2The Method

As the present material is based on mss. which have been copied, it seems justified

to focui on mainly orthographic and phonological and on selected morphological

features which occur retaiivãty frequently in the texts and as such are most likely

ro represent the individual language usage of the copyists- The study is conducted

by analysing2 both quantitativèly and qualitatively features wlich displa-y variation

instea¿'of rierely describing all itre linguistic characteristics of the texts'3

I It is assumed preliminarily rhat rhe classification of the classical proverbs_und-er

ant_al aÈþur;an 
"¡.. 

ir süffi"i"nt eviáence that these proverbs are recognized as literary by the

"ãplyir,t.-fn" 
Proverbs of Men and Women and respective-variants occur in most collections

of'ãíatectal Droverbs, which indicates that they are primarily speech'bascd.-' -'-r--;l',h;";h iir" basic data is relativeþ smãll, its systematic treatment proved to be

possible only by-computer. The material wai coded by using ASCII codes 33-126 and their

ðombinationi and processed by using conventional software. The basic principle of coding was

iõ in¿i""rr all sigirs used byihe cõpyists and, in ¿ddition, relevant missing featur-es.- The

;;;it;;t;;."ndîcted Uott¡'Uy identiiying selected strings in the data for further analysis and

;ñûh databases in which eãch prouórb1nd each micrôsegment was separalely coded and

studi;d as per various quantiþtivå and qualitative c¡iteria. All relevant, especially dubicus

cases were'srudied baseä on rhe microfilms and photocopies of the mss.
--- j,- iil;ãppro*r, i""ommon in sociotinguìstic studies. E.g. Labov, 1966, used only five
phonological features in his study, p.33.
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1.3 TRANSLITERATION

All manuscripts use the basic graphemes of the Classical Arabic alphabet. In order
to maintain scribal differences between the MSS. which may potentially indicate
scribal interrelationship as a result of the copying process, a fairly detailed
ransliteration has been applied. As copying may eventually entail stylistic and

linguistic borrowing, it seems justified to maintain the original scribal form instead
of editing the texts which would undoubtly make them more uniform in a very
artificial way. While the general principle has been to transliterate as closely as

possible to the original, the various 'vernacular' realizations of etymological CA
graphemes and somewhat unconventional scribal usages have been indicated by
using superscript numbers (2, t).-l The codes for data processing are presented
between brackets.2

1.3.1 Symbols used for Transcription and Transliteration

r = t (A); aliÍ al-was! i =l
./ =b(b)
o = t (t); ftt = tã' tawlla,see below]

ù =l(t3);tsproot; .¡S¡=SPro ¿!.

c = g (j); ==Yr 
(y) pro cÉ; G= õ (j4) pro6e l0nly in MS. E]'

c =h(H)
¿ =tr(x)
, =d(d)
j = dGZ);,= d'(d3)pro id; ;=û (z)pro ld.

.r =r(r)
¡ =z(z)
,¡ =s(s)
,.,' = 5 (s3)

c =$(s)

,t =d(D)

/ The main reason why the textual material was transliterated in the first place
inStead Of rendering it in Arabic script, has been data processing. llowever, instead of
pubtishing the data-coded rexr, it has been transliterated again in order to make it easier to
iea:l and in order to compare individual scribal styles. I wish ¡o emphasize that the
t¡ansliteration of the present texts serves an entirely different aim than convent¡onal text
ediúng. Tuulio demonst¡ates the difference belween the two in his study on Ibn Quzmãn by
presenting both a transliterated text which is close to my present way of transliteration and a

texte critique wh¡ch means presenting a fur¡her edited text which is easy to read.
2 the codes consist of simple sign combinations which maintain the readability of the

research material and use ASCII èodes which were appropriate fo¡ the computer software
used for elementary quantitative analysis.
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Jo =t(T)
s = 4(Z)

L =. (c)

L =sG)
.¡ =f(f)
¿ =q(q)
rJ =k(k)
.J = l0)

I =m(m)
¡ =n(n)
, =h(h)
, =w(w)
e =Y(Y)
rs = y Q2\ with Íadda marked as ya ¿=!

1.3.2. Vowel Signs

1.3.2.1. Short vowets: ' (a), - (i), ' (u). g writes occasionally fatþa and {amma
together in syllables next to'each other but in short words jumping over one

syllable in between.

1.3.2.1.1. Dagger atif and dagger kasra: ms. F uses a miniature alif, "dagger alif" ' =
I (a2) usually in positions were it would correspond to latha lal znd a similar but
subscript sign, 'dagger kasra', indicated with í (i2) for kasra. Both signs are used

occasionalty for purely decorative purposes. Suspected occurrences in other MSS.

have been indicated by using rhe same transliteration but all of them are uncertain
and might represent conventional Íathas and kasras.

1.3.2.2. Long vowelSr r = ã (A),, = u (w), ç= i (y), ,s:i(y2) with or \ñ¡ithout

respective short vowels. However, the actual phonetic length of the graphemic
long vowels in final position is unconfirmed. Word final e' /i/ (y) is usually marked
with two dots but M occasionally used an oblique strokg which is indicated in the
text by [y/] Both ç (y) and ., (y) are used for øIíf maqsùra, lãl alongside u (alíÍ
mamdñda). In order to maintain the individual scribal differences of the
manuscripts, the transliteration follows the Arabic script without conventional
editing. Thus, alif preceded by Íatha is indicated with al, not as ã. An a/Íl without
fatha is indicated with plain alil $ even in cases where it clearly stands for ã.

Accordingly, -uw stands for - and -w for - even in cases where they both stand
clearly for ú. In the case of i, iy = ,r- and iy = .,- ; without kasra y and y.
However, both y and y may also stand î'or alíf maqsùrâ.

1.3.3. Other Signs
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1.3.3.1. Tanwin: I Can), I (-un), - Cin).

1,.3.3.2. Tã' marbùta is usually indicated in the texts by z lr I k2), , lhl (hZ). The
tiny -. used almost exclusively by the copyist of ms. F and placed over tã' marbítta
/h/is indicated in the ransliteration by /bhs/. Tã'tawîIa|,tã'marbûta (¡) written
open (c-), is indicated with t¡.

1.3.3.3. Hamza is used as in CA either independently, . f l C), or with appropriate

kursî, alíf, wãw or yti'. In medial position before and after i, hamza is used with
kursî yã', which normally loses its dots; ('y) corresponds to : I z , hamza with yã'
kursi with two dots and ('y2) to : l¿ , hamza with yã' kursi without dots. The

MSS. E and M which use occasionally hamza-alif with fatþa or kasra in initial
position, the ms. F uses only fatþa-alif, mainty for 4th verbal forms and elative (21

and 18 occurrences in Classical and Proverbs of Men and Women, resPectively) or
very rarely r with imperative. í has only 9 occurrences in A cl' and 3 in E cl.

1.3.3.3.1 As the signs of Arabic script may be written not only horizontally from
right to left but also vertically from the base line up or down this may result in
combinations which are difficult to transliterate horizontally2; 31q. E: yl 'alyhl qJl r.

, 41Q:A s'ln ð'ti; , 186'A:F: kl Inál'in .t' jf , 15CI4:A ulmuk ¿¡í , 329P:H: hfl^' .'r-r .

As different scribes may write the sâme linguistic expresion differently, a different
transliteration may refer to sequences which represent identical linguistic values In
practice, however, such instances are rare and uSually Present no problems of
interpretation. The original Arabic form is given between brackets in cases where

the risk of misinterpretation may exist.

I.3-3-4. Mãdda ^; i lt^/; ^¿ indicates a mãdda on which the scribe has placed a tiny
madda (").

1.3.3.5. Sadda ' is indicated by using a bold letter e.g., b for ' Sukän - is

indicated with l(0), made by extending the'pipe-letter'(ASCII 124), which is placed

aÍter the consonant it refers to. Yã'without dots, y, with Sadda is transliterated yr.

1.3.3.6. The "like sign used in the MSS. E and F and which is a differentiation sign

usually placed slightly over to the left of a consonant3 has been indicated with -

which il placed after the consonant to avoid possible misreading of s- as 5.

Although the us" of this sign seems mainly decorative (cf. above note), it has been

included in the transliteration.

1.3.3.7.MSS. E, F and M have a large round dot or'reading'mark4, possibly to

t See Grohmann, Arabische Papyruskunde, p.96-
2 le. if the text is ro be written by using ASCII signs for computer processing.
3 ttt¡s sign originates from y (for l,¡v) to indicate the absence of superscript

liacritiæ. See Giohmann, Arabische Paläographie lI, pp. 42-46. tt seems that in ms. E it could

be inrerpreted to srand occasionally, albeit rarely, for sukûn also and even for the three dots

cf i¡n.4 Cf. 
-Crot¡mann, 

Arabische Paläographie, pp. 46-47 (esp. Lesezeichen and
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indicate a pause either at the end of the verse or at the end of a proverb. As this

work was mainly done by using black-and-white microfilms, this mark aPPears as

a black spor (o) which is, occasionally difficult to differenciate from an unattached
i ( . ). This mark has not been indicated in the text except when its collision with -
h is suspected.

1.4 Presentation of quantitative data on orthographic signs

1.4.1 The basic statistics of chapter 6 are set out in Tables (1.1: Proverbs), (1.2:

Microsegments, 'words' and lunits', fOr these terms see the table) and
(2.1)consonanrs, vowels and other signs). As different manuscripts and different
sections of a given MS. contain different numbers of words and orthographic signs

for various reasons, both absolute and weighted values are used' if needed, to

make possible comparisons between different MSS. or sections of a given MS. For

example, the total number of orthographic microsegments is presented in Table
(1.2). MS. F has been chosen to represent a basis for comparison. By dividing the

total number of 'words' or units in a section of MS. F by the respective total in
another MS. the resulting coefficient gives an indication of the relative size of MS.

F vs. the other MSS. It can be seen, e.g., that MSS. FEM contain approximately the

same number of microsegments, where as the Classical Proverbs of MS. F contains

1.43 times more differently $,ritten microsegments ('words') and 1.44 times more

'units'than MS. A. In order ro compare scribal styles in the Classical Proverbs and

the Proverbs of Men and Women in a MS., the statistics of individual signs are

presented both as absolute total number of occurrences and as weighted (w.) total
to make the Íusúl of "cl" and "mw", whiCh are of different length, mOre eaSily

comparable as per one MS. The weight (w.) is obtained by multiplying the total
number of occurrences in the Proverbs of Men and Women by a coefficient which
is obtained by dividing the total number of 'units' of Classical Proverbs by the total
number of microsegments in the Proverbs of Men and Women. Thus, the

coefficient of the fas.l of Classical Proverbs is always 1 and e.g. of the la¿l ot
Proverbs of Men and Women always >1 as this section contains in these particular

MSS. less units than ¡he f as.t of Classical Proverbs (e.9. the weighted total of Ê in the

Proverbs of Men and Vy'omen in MS. A is 45 which is obtained as follows: 2084

unit/A cl is divided by 1418/A mw= 1.38565 (etc.) x 32 occurrences of I in A mw=
44.34 (etc.) rounded to 44.It is evident that as all orthographic signs are not
necessarily equally distributed in the present data but may be concentrated on

certain lexical items, the results thus obtained should be considered only very
indicative and they need to be further evaluated with apProPriate caution and

common sense. The main reason why weíghted approximations are introduced in
this study at all" is the difficulty of making a proper evaluation based on actual

occurrences only due to rhe different sizes of the two proverbial sections in the

MSS. The weighted totals are set out in the tables marked 'w.'. The occurrence of
signs as per 1000 words (presented p/1000, i.e. per 1000) is obtained by dividing the

number of occurrences by the total number of units and multiplying the product by
1000 which gives as an indication of the overall use.

Pausalzeichen).
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THE NUMBER OF PROVÊRBS IN SELECTED MANUSCRIPTS
AND THE PRINTED EDITTON

T^ABLE T.1

M
MSS. OF TYPE II &M
AHFE

53 54 62 61 62

33 28 53 59 58

- 203 202

93 72 r01 tol 101

54 34 53 53 53

87 t23 t77 t75 175

248 109 ?45 244 244

tt7 26 r13 115 115

685 446 804 1011 1010

Priated

edition

99

70

t67
n4
ll8
816

56

32

MSS. OF TYPE I
ODN CP

s3 53 53 53 53

32 32 32 32 32

103

7l
66

97 l0l l0l
7t 6E 7l
68 ó8 68

l0l
7t
68

321 322 325 325 325

SUBSECTION

Qur'an
llådit
Hukama'

'Arab
'å,mma & Muw
Poetry

Men
Women

lOTAL
r) 808 807

*) without ¡frtâl al-hukama'

IABLE 1.2 TOTAL NUMBER OF MICROSEGMEMS, 'WORDS'
H

mw
E

cl
A

cl mw cl mw
F

cl
M

Ew cl r¡w totals

words

uûits

1199

2094
t32t
1478

t7t6
3009

1505

2409

1858

2920
r476
2355

t967
3078

1501

239t
tL24 569

2t35 96t
14236

22820

cl+mw
wor& units

cl+mw
words units

cl+mw
words urits

cl+mw cl+mw
words uniæ words units

total 3221

L7t6
3009

1505

24W

5418 3334

1858

2920

1476

2355

5n53562 3096

w 786/.

r 13226

w 6372

u 10594

2520

1 199

2084

L32l
2478

1693

rt24
2135

569

96t

3468

t967
3078

l50l
239t

5469

cl

mw

COEFFICIENTS AS PER THE NUMBER MICROSEGMENTS IN MS. F

as Per
wo¡ds

units

mw
1.14

1.63

mw
1.00

1.00

ow
t.02
t.v¿

mw
1.00

l.0r

H
cl mw
1.53 2.64
l.4l 2.51

A
cl
1.43

1.44

M
cl
0.87

0.98

F
cl
r.00
1.00

E

cl
0.92
1.03

cl : The Classical Proverbs

mw = The Proverbs of Men aúd Wonen

words - total of orthographically differeot microsegments, 'words'
units = total of all microsegmeats

microsegment: ortographic string separated by spaces



| 1552 t753 r6t9
á00r

282 369 334
8ll 4

117

F

r37 452 376
01414

447 375 443
22 22 t2

373
72

339 244
11 7

20

þH d mÍ cl rnw cl tnw

Tabte 2.1.1 Occurrences of Consonants, Vowels and Other Signs

A H F E M
cl mw cl mw cl mw cl mw cl mw

A

725 23St t697 2328 1665 2348 1676

01311771101

33
0

4

0

39
2

0

0

62
0

2

0

59 157 155 r57 160

11111
10101
00200
00000

1

62
1

3

0

53
2

0

0

0

1

15

0

0

0

60
0

0

0

0

50
0

2

0

105
0

0

0

0

348 478 37t 191 493 500 s03 489 s00 488
43202930323047

2t5
2

0

383 s64 4Zs 248 582 s03 580
4020412948

66
3

1

1

42
4

0

0

31
I
5

0

88
1

5

1

53
0

1

0

125
0

0

0

0

91
0

243
3

0

r04
0

2

0

t74
0

I
0

I

32
0

6

0

0

I
0

0

b
b

t
t

èg
t

-.t

^a

G.g
g

çt'
eð
,j s¡

h
þ

h
b

¡d
d

*id

C)

a

c

207 318 186 129 298 255 3rr 256 303 262
0000131413

34s
42

133 119 t28 119 131 119
1r0200

43
0

89
0

0

28
0

5

0

25

69
0

24

0

84
0

237 328 245
t2 50 t7
010

90
0

3

0

513
I

46
0

I
0

1å 9t
3

9

0

I

0

t43
0

2

I

8s
0

5

0

d

d
d,

z'

r
r

,
j

5r0 581
277J
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Table 2.1.2 Occurrences of Consonants, Vowels and Other Signs

A H F E M
cl mw cl mw cl mw cl mw cl mw

L2
E1

7

183 266 180

8159
r01

7s 10095
11

99
8

67
5

z
z

)

*

47
0

0

0

38
I

75
2

0

42
0

29
0

0

0

44
0

6
0

0

151
0

100 52
10

191 189

00
10

156 78
01

104 303
00

61 s0
00
00
10

IO2 7L

10

15 27

00
00

348 299
00

46
0

189
2

0

70
1

156
0

77
0

24
0

0

287
0

186
5

1

152
0

99
4

s9
I
1

0

l0l
2

12

0

0

353
0

290
2

0

269
I

72
0

0

0

77t
l9
0

s

s

ç

s

s

r45 106
13 1

58 rr2 148 r07
0861s

273 102 274
6t36

t-,t

*J'
,la!

J"

99
l5

ç

ç

d
d

1

!

98
0

t07 100

810
103

13

61

5

0

1

7T

7

0

0

36
6

I

58
3

1

0

l0
0

0

75
5

0

0

98
9

33
3

0

4t7
0

t
f

9q
4

,.þ 4',

36
0

0

428

9
1

0

358 42s 355

398 213
59

L
0121

2Ll

Lg 48 63 54 33 79 60 75 61 74 63

s0000011100
396

2

269 305 28'1 r24 400 300 410 306 406 308

6000730510

272 Zsg 315 lzl 399 2r8
t20159

g,

!,

c

168 32'8 170 129

f
f

q
q

k
k

0100
2s8 330 256

3 11 3

3

330 2s6 335
13 11

J I 1078 rlzr 1148 466 Ls37 106s l5ss 1062 1ss5 1060
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Table 2.1.3 Occurrences of Consonants, Vowels and Other Signs

A H F E M
cl mw ct mw cl mw cl mrr cl mw

I 31 12 32 8 95 52 116 53 54 29

I m
m

n
n

h
h
h¡

ü

6s2 s42 669 2t6
6t6L

603 52r 606 207 960
4r1072

305
0

0

951
32

525
11

530 9s7
22 33

523 962
32 15

539 1082
28 102

524 909 510
2672

o 3 475
0

0

319
0

0

3469 307 468
460
3t40

05
I
0

101

0

0

t2
0

0

359
0

0

8

96

8

0

1

J

{-

(a

h2g
t 101

¡30

247

33

I 0

33 9 169

62 146 111

000

232 6 72

26 r52 204

201

621 643 613
1527

69

79

1

t w
w

v
v
v

a

453 610 456 234 638
322r14

6t4
15

643
13

ç9

.9

-
t

683
5

3

206

110

138

79

45

884
0

5

40

10

2

67

871
t4
15

690 342 1029
2t36

31 29

860 768
26 38

7 267

609 1049
29 13

268 1

11000010130s487

78 37 505 621 2042 1282 1350 1110

14 4 138 98 903 470 438 298

t3 l 1s8 l7L 7t6 391 406 231

103 44 24t 309 573 337 43r 366

2 28 3 t7t 68 239 43 188 46

92447426
002000

s2 82 161 137 6 14

^¡

0
0

0

4
0

0

0
0

0

*, e.g,*,-f = ,, writtcn as ,a, included in the ¡otal number of ,r etc.
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2. ORTHOGRAPHY AND PHONETICS

2.1 Realizations of tri'

Table 3.1 Occurrences of ¿ and variants o and u.

A H F E M
cl mw cl mw cl mw cl mw cl mre

950
\À/. 50

p/1000 24.0

15 62
33 62

15.6 20.s

31 66
39 66

13.0 72A

32
45

2t.8

53
53

24.9

39
48

t6.4

62
62

19.8

33
43

13.9

f0000113200
18261

t¡lt¡+g 3.97o 15.87o I.97o

w.281
p/1000 1.0 4.1 0.5

03s1
0 4.67o l3.9%o l.S%o

036r
0 1.0 2.1 0.3

024
0 3.11o 10.87o

025
0 0.7 1.7

s¡0000011000

2.1.1 Table (3.1) indicates firmly the extensive use of the grapheme s in both
proverb groups and two variants t¡ and ss corresponding to [t] and [s] in
contemporary Egyptian Arabic./ As the voiceless interdental fricative g is not used

in MEA simultaneously with both r and s, it could be speculated that ¿, in fact,
represents [s] and not [!]2. However, analysis further suggests that such
interpretat¡on is too simplified as the use of CA orthography serves not only
phonetical purposes but may potentially help to recognize a word in written form.
Thus the use of ! in many definitely speech-based vernacular proverbs may not
ølways be an indication of classicization but may be read also as [tl depending of
the context.

2.1.2 Occurrences of tt(.¡) pro ! (¿)

,l See, Hary, p, 8 on Badawi (19?3). I consider the finding of [s] for the old [¡ì
important because, e.g., Davies found no evldence of such reallzation i¡Hazz al-Quþäf, whicì
approxtmately comes from the same period, cf. Davles, p. 6?. Although no firm evidence is

auã¡¡aUle, I am tempted ro concur with Carbell ¡hat the actualization of the old interdental
phonemes *as causãd by Turkish influence in the l6th-l8th centuries, see Garbell, p' 31?.

birkeland, Growth, p. 55, justly underlines titerary influence but his argument that the plosives

of the Arabic-speaking péoplé of Egypt confronted with the old fricatives (which the Coptic
substratum did i¡ot have) and led to exaggeration and consequently resulted ln I > z and I > r
is lnco4sisrenr with rhe fact thar sibilant pronunciation serves explicitly styl¡stic purposes'

2 Cf. Knutsson, p.88.
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As the MSS. are copied, it may be of some interest to see first whether the

oçcurrences Of t¿ pro ¡ Or vice ver¡A are dependent On the assumed order Of

copying the MSS. and if the internal order of the occurrences follow a certain

pattern./

2.1.2.1Occurrence of t¡ in the Classical Proverbs

37Q:A: (.ly) tt'lltrhm "rheir fiadition ('relics')"; H: (ly) lglrhm; F: ('ly) l^llrihm; E: ('ly)

'¡^!lrihim; M: ('ly) l llrihm
42þ:A: (Êbi-ty¡i t¡dyt "(So to what) piece of nerws"; H: (f-bJy) hdyt'; F: (f-bly) hdyt'
[t*o dots on i but on toP of each other] E: (fa-b-'aly) l¡adiylin; M: (f-b-ty) bdyç
190'A:A: ll-¡llib Toxes'; H: tl-g'tlb; F ll-!'lb; E: ll-!'llibu; M: ll-t?a'allb

304P:H: nzlt (sic!)'fell upon (3rd pers. sing. fem.)'; F: tslratl; E: ¡lrt [sicn the second g is

a scribal error pro tl'revolt, raise against (3rd pers. sing- fem.)'; M: lalratf
3L2P:H: ('nd) ll-lrlyd; F: ('nd) ll-t¡rlyd; E: ('ind) ll-t'zrlyd "at food (a dish of sopped

bread, meat and broth)"; M: ('nd) ll-trrlyd.

426P:A: (twl) ll-t¡nt"length of eulogy" (verbatim); H'(twl) ll-¡nl; F: (twl) ll-lnl'i; E:

(twl) ¡t-!nl.

Z.t.2.l.l The 9 occurrences of t'are in 6 proverbs which probably reflect both the

effect of copying and lexical influence in cases of +rt;l which is accepted in

vernacular form even by E and probably indicates that this lexeme had become

part of the $'ritten language as well. Otherwise the occurrences are dispersed,

which indicates, in my opinion, inadvertent vernacular influence, possibly due to

dictation, as vernacularization would make no sense in the context and the

individual occurrences can hardly be regarded as a sign of scribal incompetence.

2.1.2.2 Occurrence of tr in the Proverbs of Men and Vl¡omen

32R:A: ll-m'trr "an ordinary marL Poor devil" F: tl-m'trr; E: ll-mtr; M: ll-mt¡r;

34RA: ll-m't:r; F: ll-mwt [sic!] M: ll-m'at¡r.

218R4: tntttr "spread, became common"; F: Int3ç E: lntagac M: lnltapr.

230R4: t¡wmh "garliC'; F: t2wmb; E: ¡wmh
234R:A: trwbk "your garment"; F: !wbk; E: lwbak; M: lwlbk.
291N:A: rtl "pretended (that she (sic!) felt pity (for me)'; F: rtrl; E: ra!l; M: rat'l

294N:A: gwyblth "his clothes (dim.)'i F: t¡wyblth; E: guwybalth; M: tbyblth
350N:A: ytbd! "talks"; F: ytþdt¡; E: ytahd!; M: ytbda!.

2.1.2.2.t The total of 15 occurrences of tr is divided between 8 proverbs which

indicates, as in 1.2.1, the effect of copying but even more manifestly concentration

on certain lexical items. Although proverbs like 218R and 234R possibly indicate

consistency in maintaining I once it has been introduced, proverbs 32R,291R, 294N

J Based on the family tree of the MSS. the order of copying r€presents AHFEM
although it may be assumed ihat some of the MSS. are missing. Even so,,i! seems tha¡ thc
order lHFElvt seems to explain some of the common features as well as some of the
differences between the MSS.
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and 3509N suggest that individual copyists probably made individual decisions
about using explicitly vernacular variants because it was acceptable due to the
speech-based proverbial context. Even in such casæ the use of t¡ seems conditioned
by certain lexical items, e.g, F: ¡wbk but t:wyblth is possibly due to the dirninutive
which is characteristic of the spoken language..l This suggests conscious
vernacularization, which is triggered by cermin would-be spoken lexemes and
which is further conditioned by the context, in this case speech-based proverbs.

2.1.2.3 Use of o pro è in words of the same root

Although copying which possibly involved dictation definitely influenced the act of
writing and the eventual use of graphemic variants, the use of tt and g is analysed
in the following from the point of view of the vocabulary of individual copyists.2

2.I.2.3.L In A's proverbs of Men and lüfomen t¡wb "dress, garment" occurs once in
234R:A: lllþwk w-lllbn'mk ßq t'wbk'ly5 "He is not your brother or cousin, so why
tear your dress" but gwb 7 times, gwybtt (1) and gytb (1). In 234R E, F and M have
all gwb with !. In A's classical proverbs we find t'nl 'þraise, eulogy" (pro cl. .ú ) in
426P:A: w-ml l-lmr' twl ll-þlwd wJnml yþldh twl ll-t¡nl f-yþld "Man has not been
given eternity, he cannot be made eternal except by a long eulogy so he will
become eternal.", but a/so with ¡ in 437P:A: ll tqblwn ll-Skr mt lm tn'mwl n'ml ykwn
l-hlll-¡nl tby'l "Don't accept gratitude until you have done a good deed followed by
praise." These examples serve as evidence that despite the explicit use of CA
grapheme t which may have still represented-but obviously not necessarily for the
random reader-plosive pronunciation as in A's underlying spoken register. Against
this background the use of g by A in the Proverbs of Men and Women (pro tt)
could be interpreted as resulting from the conservatism of Classical Arabic
orthography rather than from A's attempt to consciously impose CA pronunciation
despite the speech-based context. In one case A seems to have written ¿.$t "their
path, heritage, tradition" first with two dots, one of them partly on aIíÍ which he
then corrected with the same pen by adding a supplemenÞry mark - on È¿rsf for g,

37Q:A: Inl widnllblnl 'ly lmt wJnl 'ly t¡/llrhm muqnd\Àrna, "'We found our fathers
following a certain religion, and we will follow their path." This would suggest that
despite A's somewhat sturdy handwriting, he exercised some control on his writing.
The exampfes of A suggest that writen CA t might have been read as r.

2.1.2.3.2 The case is very similar in F where the variation inwriting seems to be
primarily of a lexical nature, thus m't¿r "a stumbled, fallen one3" , as in MEA4, in
32R:F: baylnamál y$'d (?) ll-m't3r frg 'mrt; cf. y'!r of the same root in the classical
proverb 116'A:F: ln ll-iwlda qad y'¡r; with t¡ as in MEA; t¡wyblt "pl. dim. dresses,

garments " in 294N:F: ldtb t¡wyblth y$slhm b-ll swybynh m'hm; cf. cases in Proverbs

of Men and Women, lwb (5), ¡arv[b (3) and ¡ylb (2). An example that may indicate

/ Cf. Davies, pp. l3l-132.
2 Ms. H has been excluded from the following due to its many lacunæ.
3 As a synonym for maskín.
4 See Hinds&Badawi.
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that variation existed at the phonemic level instead of replacing a CA lexeme with
a vernacular one is ythdtt "sPeaks, discusses" in 350N:F: kalnahát mn byt ll-wlly ml

ytþdtr fyhát swy ll-þßyh; however, ytbdC is written here with two dots of t¡ on top

ôf each other, which looks somewhat awkward and leaves room for interpretation.

Against this case F uses the same verb with I in another popular. Proverb þdltny
,'hã spoke ro me in 76R:F: lrdgtny w-nasaþltany 'alyarltny w-qrþltanly. Obviously, it
is very difficult to say if the use of the variant graphemes is related here in any

way to the actual pronunciation, as F normally uses Ë for the corresponding
etymological CA phoneme. However, it is difficult to avoid the impression that ¿
may also have been read as [tJ by F. This assumption seems to be supported by

ceriain occurrences of t3 in the Proverbs of al-Qur'ãn and Poetry: 1) bdlt¡ "hadît-,

trad¡tion" lin MEA hadît 'talk, conversation'; tladis /coll/ the Trad. of the Prophet

Muh.tl42Q:F: f-b-ry hdyt: b'dhu y'wmnwn; F has marked two dots on top of each

other which leaves room for interpretation, especially with the occurrence of t'lratl
"stirred up" (perf. 3. p. fem.) in 304P:F: l{lt¡lratl baluwbu ll-dhr ywmlan'lyk f-kn lhl

¡abtu tl-fnbtn.

Based on the above, the occasíonal use of tr pro ! can hardly reflect anything but
plosive pronunciation of ¿ by F, whose frequent correct use of ! suggests awareness

of Cn orthography. As t¡ occurs both in the Proverbs of Men and Women and the

Classical Proverbs, the prima facie impression is that t¡ has often simply slipped

inadvertently through but its stylistic use seems obvious with certain lexical items.

2.1.3.2.3In E's proverbs the unique word written with ta is t2rlyd in the classical

poetical pro',rtrút, 3l2P:E: sawt ll-¿aslfuwr tatr fw'l^dahu wa-lays2'[pro CAc-¡ ] hdiyd
ll-nlb'ind ll-ttrtyd, "lf a sparrow makes a sound, his heart flies, but at meat and broth
(cl. tarä'id) he is a lion with iron teeth." As tarâyid, which aPPears neither in Spiro

nor in Hinds&Badawi, was probably in everyday use in the milieu of the copyists' it
may have been accepted in the written language. As CA.+¡'lion' also occurs in the

proverb but written with sin, the proverb might have been dictated, i.e. read from a
previous MS. to the copyist. As E has no other occurrences of tt, it is possible that
in E s register ¿ corresponded to s while tt was limited to lexical loans from the

vernacular.

2.1.3.2.4 The occurrences in M show some resemblance with the ones in F2 and

they primarily represent variation of a lexical nature. An example of inadvertent
influence of the vernacular is t" ¡t¿'allb 'foxes'(pl.) las in MEA], in 190'A which
both F and E have written with ¿ä' which suggests that the text was dictated to M
or that this very widely-known classical proverb of al-'Arab was used in speech in a
slightly vernacular form and was accepted as such by M for this very reason-

,l See Hinds&Badawi, p. 194b.
2 Somewhat unexpecledly as E and M - not F and M - belong to the sâme branch of

al-Mustâtraf's family-tree. However, M represents features which relate it occasionally with
E e.g., règa¡ding the occurrences of t pro L, although E (1030 A'H./162L A.D.) has the same

internal siructure of Chapter 6 than M (1091 A.H./1680 A.D.). lt is possible that M also used F
(1069 A.H./1658 A.D.).
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2.1.3.2.5 The conclusion based on the above is that despite the fact that the

variation of ts pro ! seems primarily lexically motivated, the occasional individual
occurrences of t¡ indicate an underlying vernacular influence of plosive
pronunciation, very likely-as it seems-occasionally for ¿ . It seems appropriate

to raise this point as Knuttson argues that in contexts where .r is used pro ., , the
latter represents a consistently sibilant pronunciation. However, Knutsson cannot
prove his poinr on the basis of his MSS. in which Ê (and eventually d) are not
written with ,, (and, consequently, with; ) due to the conservative Arabic
ofthography, although Knutsson finds indirect suPport for this argument from
examples in MEA.J

2.L.3.3 Occurrences of s¡ (r, ) pro ¿ l¿ )

2.L.3.3.1The comparison of the same proverbs in different MSS. firmly indicates

the use of .' pro ¿, very likely due to dictation. Unfortunately, in both cases the

emerging'new' words are homonyms of CA words which also fit in the context.

As the result it seems doubtful rhat all readers could recognize in these cases that
<s> stands, in fact, for <p unless the proverb was previously known to them.

2.1..3.3.2In the clasical, poetical proverbs of E Cl. layg "lion" is written w¡th s in
3I2P:E: ¡awt llJaçlfuwr talr fw'l^dahu wa-lays' hdiyd ll-nlb 'ind ll-trlyd "(If) the

sparrou/ t$¡iuers, his heart jumps but at the tarãyid-dish (at the table) he is a lion
with iron teeth." To read the proverb with /ay.rd "he is not" changes the meaning

completely and would, in fact, make no sense. F and M both have /ayg'lion', which

seems correct and also occurs in the printed edition. The proverb does no¡ occur in
A and H. An overv¡ew of some of the MSS. of type I which do not have the

proverbs of men and women gives the following result:

Wien/Flügel no. 395 (undated) +'jlr.-,-,¡ (23b:5)

Paris 3369 "8" (XVIe siècle) +rjlr-.¡J (31a.7)

Princeton/Hitti "C" (XVlttr century?) +tr:lr...+J (34a:9 below)
Leiden Qr.279 "O" (999 H./1590 ¡.D.) +rlr--J (20b:5 below)
Paris 3370 "G" (1052 H.lL642 A.D.) lsicl] +Ur -. ,.,.J (23b:13)

Manch. 57 "D" (1065 H./1654 A.D.) [sic!] +Ur-"; (15a:11)

Leiden Or.52 "N" (an¡e 1667 A.D.) +r,:l .-.'J (21a:9 below)
Berlin Spr. 1224 (1100 H./1688 A.D.) [sic!] ¡t1r ...¿ (4a:6)

Leiden Or.1439 "P" (i250 H./1834 A.D.) [t+r,r'] +rrrr--.ùl (21a:4 below)

The MS. Wien/Fhigel no. 395 with <lysæ "he is not" and Leiden Or. 1439 with
<lkn>'but' indicate that the contact of the original meaning may have been lost

when e¡ was dictated for the first time with [s]. The evidence of Princeton/Hitti
"C" (XVIth century?) with <lyÞ is highly interesting because it indicates the
reading of [t] (our t':) pro [¡] of C¡ c-l-, which may indicate that [sl as a stylistic
variani for CA [l] was not entirely established at the t¡me and provides support for
Garbell's argument that the sibilant pronunciation was introduced during the

,l See Knutsson, pp.88-89.
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Ottoman rule.

2.1.3-3.3 fn the proverbs of men and women F uses hrls against hrlg'ploughman'in

A, E and tvt: 233R. A: ll '15 blyq llhrl¡ wlt drls "yut Bly4l perish, (as) its neither a

plougher nor a thresher' (A3ía:2) È, i¿r 'S blyq lt hrb':(sic!) w-ft ar! (F22b:26)E:lt

LrS Ufyq ll hrl¡ wJl drls'(E53a:2) M: lt 'l!a blyq lltrarl¡-wJl drls (M84a:13). The

rhyme seems to support a pronunciation with [s] - [Lrarras] - [darrâs], which

,u!g.stt that this proverb was originally coined with [s] The orthography with <g>

nip's to avoid coliision with 'guardian' from u,¡-. The orthography of.'r.,- could be

intårpreted as representing a ñyper"orrection, especially as the word was probably

usually pronounced with -t as in MEA.2

2.1.3.4 The occurrences of <s> pro <!> indicate that ð was pronounced [s] but

perhapS not consistently in every case as some occasional occurrenceS of t¡ prO <¡>

iuggot. The most plausible explanation for the use of .,, pro e is, in my view, that

rh; MSS. E and F were, at least partly, dictated. A conscious use of s Pro ! in
writing, does not seem to make sense in the context of classical proverbs and

especially if <p already represented [s].

2.2. Realizations of dãl

Table 3.2 Occurrences of ¡ and variants dt ( , ) and zt ( ¡ )

A H F E M
cl mw cl m\p cl mw cl mrt cl mw

d8569
w. 85 97

p/1000 a0.8 46.9

dr524
d¡ltot. 5.6Va 25.8Vo

w.534
p/1000 2.4 16.3

104 28
104 62
48.9 Z9.r

r43
t43

47.1

88
110

37.0

L42
t42

48.3

90
116
37.8

9t t46
113 t46
38.2 46.7

d0000014300
?525

1.97o I5.27o 1.47o 5.47o

2LI 26
0.9 s.2 0.7 2.1

2913
I.4Vo 9.07o 0.77o 3.2Vo

2rr74
0.7 3.8 0.3 1.3

21 0000110000

2.2.1 Occurrences of r pro å in the Classical Proverbs

51Q:A: li-m¡l hdsl "Because of something like this"; H: l-m¡l hdl; F: l-m!l h{l; E: l-mgl

J "Nomen equi velocis et tamen vituperati", see Freytag, Vol. I' p. 155.
2 Cf. Hinds&Badawi, p. 196b, Spiro, p. 128, Naltino' p. 284.
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hada[ M: li-m¡l [or -mi-l ha{al
119'A:A: iln tl-d?lyl ll{y "A miserable being is (indeed) a person who"; F: In tl-{lyl
ll{y; E: tn ll-d¡liyl flliy; M:'ln ll-r{aliyl tl{iy.
302P:A: m{ "since"; F: munl{; E: mund]; M: md.
4l7P:A: wJ{llftþrt lly tl-drþlyr lm tid d¿þrl "If you are in need of treasures, you will
not find a treasure"; H: wJ{llftqrt lly ll-d'¿þfyr lm tld d¡brln; F: : wJ{ál lftþadta lly ll-
drllyr Im tid d'!þrl [NB. d¡ in a noun with acc.]; E: wa-ilni lftqrt'illy ll-{þtyr laml tiidl
dubrlary M: walll lftaqrta lly ll-d'¿aþalyr lm tSd Qþrl.
427P:A: w-l-rb ntzlt yCyq bhlll-fty lcorrected over ll-fadl] d¿r'l"How often a blow of
fate is too much for a young man" (/dr'/ pov/er, force); H: dr'l; F: dr'laq E: {r'lan.

2.2.1.L The total of 12 occurrences of dr is distributed among only 5 proverbs As t¡
occurs 7 times in the word ,ertr (frequently wi¡h d¡ also in the MSS. of type I) and
the rest mainly in A, the variation is primarily of a lexical nature.

2.2.2 Occurrences of r pro i in the Proverbs of Men and l{omen

6R:A: llf dlqn w-ll d¡qny "A thousand beards, but not mine"; H: d¡qn -.dtqny; F: dqn

- dqny; E dqn... {qnyi; M: {aqnl ... dqniy
10R:A: tl-nbyd¡ "u¡ine"; F: ll-nbyQ; E ll-nbiy{; M: ll-nbyd1

41R:A: ll-bafd¡niln "egg-plant"; F: ll-bálQnfln; E: ll-bal{nialn; M: llþbQnliln.

52R:A: d2y nwbh "This is a misfortune"; H: dy nwbt; F: d! nwbh; E: dty nwbb; M: {y
nwbt
8lR:A: d'y ll-|aby "this youngster"; F dlll-çþy; E: {alll-çabiy; M: {iy ll-sabiy

85R:A: d¡l zrb "This lattice-work"; F: dll rzylt sic!; E: d¡ zarlb; M: ha{l zarlb

87R:A: d'l ly wa-d'l lydy'lyh "This one is mine and this is my hand on it"; F: dl ...d1;

E: drl... d'|t M: {1... {1.

88R:A: d¿y mlydh "This is a table": F: {iy'á ml'ydt' E: d¡y malyd¿h ; M: {y mal'ydah

97R:A: rlh {tk tl-zmln b-nlsh w-gl h{l ll-zmtn b-flsh w-kl mn tklm ksrwl rlsh "That
time went by with its (good) people, and came this time with its axe, and anybody
who spoke (the truth), they crushed his head."; H: {lk ll-zmln ... h{l tl-zmln; F: Qlk ll-
zrnln... d¡ ll-zmln; E: {lk ll-zmln... {iy ll-zmtn ; M: dtk ll-zmln... ha{lll-zmln
132RA: dry þnqh 'This is ... a quarrel"; H: d¡y lnlqt; F: dy þnlqb; E: {iy þnQl; M: {y
þinlqah.
163R:A: mlþ lwdtlnh "his ears were cut off (pass.)"; F: mlb lw{lnh; E: mnh (sic!)

ldQalnuh; M: mlþ l{lnh
174R:A: l-ltd¿l tb"'Isn't this (my) habit ?"; F: lltdl çb'; 174R:M: tltdy [y/] tabl'; E: l-ll {y
!ab['.
198R:A Þ{lk ll-'yn ll-qdymh "with old eyes (as before)"; F: bdryk ll-'ayln ll-qdymt;
E: b-{iyk ll-'ayn ll-qadiymh; M: b-!yk ll-'yn ll-qdymh.
220R:A:'ly wrq ll-sdlb "on the leaf of rue"; F:'aly warq ll-sud¡alb; E:'alay warq ll-
S{lb; M:'aly warq ll-sud¡alb.

223R:A: hltwldl ll-gzll ll-mþbl l-d¡y ll-qlb ll-md¡bl "that mixed up spinning for that
languished heart; F: {ltl-gzl ll-mþyl lsicll l-gtll-qlb ll-m{bl"; E dl ll-$azll ll-mþbl l-dl ll-
qallb ll-m{bl; M: {lll-$azl ll-mþabl l-!ltl-qlb ll-mdrbl.

244kA: mn d¿lqa ll-$nl"who has tasted riches"; F: mn Qlq ll-$n[ E: mn Qlq ll-gnl; M:

man {lqa ll-$nal.

286N:A: ln kln d'zlfy qlbk "lf that is in your mind (heart)"; F: In kln {l fy qlbk; E: In

katna hadl fiy qalbik; M: In klna {lfy qalbk.
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292N:A:'ly bldrnll¡h "for a (fried) egg-plant"; F: 'ly blzznilnh [z' Pro d]; E:'alay
bllnilniuf M: 'ly bl{nSlnt.
337Ñ:A: d'zy dlhyh "that is ... a misfortune"; F: (qhbah); Vt: (qbbt ); F: {y dlhyh;
MN403 {y dlhiyat; E: dliy dalhiyh.

341NrA: f-d'y qþbtr "this is a whore" [other constr. in other MSSJ

357ñA: lyS yld'¡bhh "Go away [A:What (do you want)], O fly"; F: h5y yl dtbtnh ; E
hfy yld'blnh.

2-2.2.1 The total of 46 occurrences of d¡ is distributed between 21 proverbs, i.e., on

average 2.2 occurrences per proverb indicating concentration due to copying and

the presence of favourite lexical items. The decisive rôle of the latter becomes

evident in examining the word frequencies below:

2.2.3.Word frequencies as per MS.

A Cl: ll-d¡lyl (!); ll-d'þlyr (1); d'rt (l); d¡brl(1Ì hd't(1) vs. hdt(2).
A MW: d'y (7); f-d1 (t); l-d'y (1) vs. dy (2); l-dy (1); d¡l (5) vs- dl(5); d'(t) in d't-
lhw[b "these eyebrows"; ll-bald¡ngtn (1] bld'n$l¡b (l); tt-md3bl (l] tl-nbydt (1); lwd¡lnh
(t); a'qa (1); d'btn¡ (1); d'qn (1); dhny (1).

H Cl.: ll-d¡þtyr (1Ì d'brtn (1).

H MW: d'y (2) vs. dy (1); vs dl(1Ì dtk (1). drqn (1Ì d'qny (1).

F Cl.: ll-d¡þtyr (1); drbrl(1).
F MW: d'y (1) vs. dy (4); l{y (1); dtl(1) vs. dt (8); b-dt (1); l{t(1} [h{t (a); l-h{t(t)];
d'(1) in d¡ll-zmln vs. d (1) in mn d tll-bld; b-dlk (1) vs. Þdl(l); dtk (2Ì ¡l-sd¡tb (1)

E Cl.: mundl (1)

E MW: d'y (t); d'y (2); deiy (2) vs. liy (1); dy (1); diy (3); d't(3) vs. {t (J); dat (4); b-dt
(1Ì d¿bhh (1).

M Cl.: ll-d¡aþatyr (1).

M MVf: NB. almost total lack of occurrences of d¡: {y (7} l{y (1); dy (1); diy (2); f-
dv (1); b{yk (1} dl(6); dat (1} Þdt (1} þdt (1); hadt (a); hdt (1); há{t (1); dlk (1); f-
ha{iyk (1); ll-md¡bl (i} lt-nbydr (1); ll-sudralb (1)

L2.3-l The príma lacíe conclusion is that d¡ is used primarily in cornmon words
which are pronounced with [d] in the vernacular and that the use of vernacular
words is stylístical/y far more acceptable in speech-based proverbs than in the
classical proverbs of more or less literary origin. However, it should be added here
that the division speech-based vs. literary/written between the Proverbs of Men and

Women vs. the Classical Proverbs is not absolutq although it holds true remarkably
well in general. Occasional variation exists, e.g., in the well-known proverb c-rr
zt-þþ-ë r;l.r:- (295W), e.g" in Wien/Fltigel no. 395 where vernacular q (22b:6)

is used. The above frequency list also indicates that while d' is in general not used

in the Classical Proverbs, it is not consistently used in the Proverbs of Men and

Women, either, even in the case of the popular words on which the variation seems

to be based. An extreme example is MS. M in which dr is used very sparingly
although it presenrs a later link in the chain of the MSS. An interesting case is the
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variation of the demonstrative l: /cp pro li ,/gi , especially as this lexeme is

virtually non-existent in the classical context. It is evident that the use of <{> must
here present a more or les conscious tendency of towards classícízation, but it is
less certain that the use of <{> should necessarily always impose a reading as per

[d] or [z], but it may have been possible. The fact that the plosive pronunciation of
the shorter form of the demonstrative is prevalent in MEA and was probably also
prevalent during the period in questionJ does no¡ exclude the possibility of variants
with /d/, lzl and /d/, which would be loosely consistent with the present situation2

2.2.4 Realizations of ¡ as 
^3

The copyist of E uses , for .¡ (these occurrences are included in the total number of
dal) iî 96tI: le yl{[ 'he will not be stung (by a scorpion)', the copyist of M both in
96H and 203'A. The correct form yld$ is used in the MSS A, F and E in 203'A and
in the MS F in 96H. The use of dal is, of course, a pseudo-correction possibly
involving also pseudo-correct pronunciation, cf. below.

2.2.5 Reelizations of : as ;

The MSS. exhibit two interesting occurrences of ; pro ;.

2.2.5.1 In the proverbs of al-'Arab (177'A.> MS. F writes the name Hadãm with
<z>: f-fn fl-qwla mlqllt hz'h'The word ¡hat lladãm said." (F18b:18) whereas A, H,
E and M (and ¡he printed editions, e.g., Bülâq 1292) use <d>; A: h{lm [þa{alm?] , H:
hdlm, E: hdlm, M: ha{l¡¡. Of the MSS. of type I <> is used by Paris 3370 "G" and
Manchester 57 "D", <d> by Paris 3369 "8", Berlin Spr.1224, Wien/Flügel Nr.395,
Leiden Or. 52 "N", Leiden Or. 1439 "P" and Princeton/Hitti 211 "C". The only MS.

investigated using <d>, i.e. d¡ was Leiden Or.279 "O" (999 H./1590 A.D.) which
represents the older stock of the MSS. and is of particular interest if the possibility
of a mere scribal error is excluded. If the present data is taken at its face-value, [z]
for <{> became common after the Ottoman invasion.J

2.2.5.2 The Proverbs of Men and Women offer another example regarding the

{ Cf. Davies, p. lólf, who gives examples with only (?) /d/.
2 The varia¡ional study of the demonstrative system in ESA by S. A. El'Hassan

indicates variadon of lhaaða/, /haau/, thaada/, lhayda/ a¡d lda/ for masc. and /haaði(hi)/,
thaazi(hi)|, lhaadi/, /ha(a)yl, thaydi/ and /di/ for fem. wbere ldal and ldi/ is used by
Egyptians only, see El-Hassan, Variation, pp. 53-54. lt may be assumed ¡hat ldal and /di/ could
hãiè relativeiy early received a spoken stamp and shifted the variation lô1, lzl and /d/ to the
longer demonstrative, which would be a natural development if the varia¡ion is primarily
lexically motivated and needs ideally a lexical dimensioo to maximize the stylistic impact.
The present dara would suggest rhat a very similar variation as in ESA may have existed
during the wriring of the præent mss. bu: it later shifted to the longer demonstrative, while
daldi gradually became associated with the spoken vernacular. The fact that the earlie¡
plosive pronunciation has survived in the expression /dilwa'ti/ does not, as such, exclude a

concurrent stJlistic variation.
3 Again rhe inrerpretation of rhe data presents problems, as both llizãmlflazzãmtnd

HadùmtHa44õm are in ãurent use, see Mu'lam asmâ'al-'arab. However, in the classical
collections thc name is invariably w¡itten with <!>, See, e.g" Abä'Ubaid' Fasl' p.41.
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word'egg-plant', which is used in two proverbs and written with <zb, <{> and <d¡>

as followi: 41R:A: tl-batd,nÉtn; F tl-bll{ngtn; E: ll-bal{nialn; M: tlþblQnl$ln; 292N:A:

'ly btd¡n$tnh "for a (fried) ãgg-plant"; F: 'ly blzrnllnh ; E: 'alay bl{nilnibl; M: 'ly
fi4ngnt. The examples indicate fairly convincingly that in this Part¡cular context F

p-nãun."t cd> as [z], wtrich might be valid also for E and M, who use only <{>.

As the word is written in Persian and Turkish with d (Redhouse gives ! for vulg- p'

318b), the modern written Arabic form with { possibly represents a

hyperórrection vs. MEA bidingaan*; bitíngaan; biringaan [Hinds&Badawi, p. 59]
tirus, the orthography with <z¡> in F probably serves as further evidence of the

dictation of the text during the copying Process. Although the present data is not

overwhelming, it definitely gives support to Knutsson's claim that d rePresents a

sibilant pronunciation, although Knutsson does not, in my view, pay sufficient
attention to its stylistic nature.

2.3 Realization of sin

Table 3.3 Occurrence of ¿ Pro ,"

A H F E M
cl mw cl mw cl mw cl mw cl mw

2.3.1 Occurrence of ,.á pro ,r in the Proverbs of Men and VÍomen

The MSS. A, F, E and M (H does not have this proverb) has one occurrence of the

emphatization of si¿ due to its contact with a back vowel: 200R. A: çnmh 'its
(camel's) hump'; F: çnmh; E: sanamh; M: çanamh. Intercstingly, in MEA sin is
ma¡ntained possibly due 5anam'idol'/. As the word is written next to word tamel',
its use must be deliberate although the fact that it apPears in all four MSS- might

also suggest that it has simply slipped through due to copying-

2.4 Realizations of ..,e and I

2.4.1 Realizations of ,e

Table 3.4 Occurrences of .! and ! Pro ,./

/ See, Hind&Badawi, pp.435 and 512.
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cl mw c¡ mw cl mlÍ cl mw cl mw

2.4.1,1Occurrences of 9 and ! pro i
The MSS. exhibit only one occurrence of .Jå written as c and Jå in 253N ar.*àil5
'and dry up' (fem. imperative). A: wJntmry (432a:13); R w-ln4amiriy; E: wJn¡mriy;
M: w-lnzmry. The verb dmr (VII)'to dry up (bough)' is not listed by Hinds and
Badawi. It must be assumed that the orrhography reflecs the actual pronunciation
of the scribes, ¡ [dJ and ¡ [z], cf .2.4.L below.

2.4.2 Realizations of g

Table 3.5 Occurrence of ; (d') pro I

A H F E M
cl mw cl mw cl m\¡e cl mw cl mw

2.4.2.1 Occurrence of ; pro $

The present data exhibits one example of <d> pro <r> in the Proverbs of al-'Ãmma
and al-Muwalladin, 225\¡y', in which MS. E has ll-{riyf 'elegant'against orthograPhy
with <z> in A, H, F and M. As E used both iadda and kasra in the word it seems

less likely that <d> is simpty a scribal error. The grapheme <?> is used in the
priated edition as well as in the MSS. of type I which corresponds to MEA lqaräf l.I
However, MEA gives several examples of variational pairs of words, e.g. lçãbiç|,
l|ãtbill'officer', pl. /lubbâ,¡/, /dubbãç/; Hinds&Badawi give /dubbãt/ as restricted to
'ãmmíyat al-rnuLaqqaÍi¿ which suggests that [4] may have once had a broader
stylistic function as a 'high' variant2 and offers a posible motive for the use of <Ç>

by E above.

,l See Hinds&Badawi, p. 556a.
2 Tlte siruation as a whole is not clear in MEA, in which q and Q are used both in

words of the upper and lower social classes, see examples in Hinds&Badawi under I, p.555.
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2.5. Realizations of fiz

Table 3.6 Occurrences of ê and variants ç, g and ;.

A H F E M
ct mw cl mw cl mw cl mw cl mw

NB.In MS. H (Paris 3371) the essentiat part of the proverb no. 341N is missing and

it contains only the last part of this proverb-

2.5.1 Preliminary observations on the orthography of ¿

Table (3.3) clearly indicates that !ím is written, in practice, consistently with g
excep¡ in a few isolated cases where three variants occur. Although such

occurrences are rare, their stylistic impact is very likely considerable as variant
graphemes of Pím are only seldom used. Thus their use points directly to

vernacular pronunciation, very likely to local, most probably Egyptian
pronunciation, aS all variant graphemes occur in the Proverbs of Men and '$/omen.

i{o*e.rer, it should suggest a stylistic contrast between the Classical Proverbs and

the Proverbs of Men and Women, as in such cases a higher number of occurrences

of non-CA variants might be expected. Although the number of occurrences is

very low, the fact that they occur in the same words in the MSS. makes it difficult
to accept the possibility of scribal error. Instead, it seems that the vernacular form
wa5 written down in the manuscript on purpOse, in order tO underline the Spoken

origin of the proverb. The low number of occurrences and the fact that they all
occur in words which seem to be more or less neutral indicates that there were no

sociolinguistic motives involved, such as laughing at rural or Cairene pronunciation,

but variant forms were merely uSed because an oPPortunity arose to use them.l

2.5.2 Analysis of contexfual use of variants

2.s.2.1f nro n
L5.2.1.1 !-,,.- corresponding to CA /mas!id/; 395P:A: mn kln fy ll-m!d' mn lmrkm

fJnh fy ll-ms$d ll-!lm'; F: mlkln fy ll-m!d'mn lmrkm fJnh fy ll-msid ll-!lm'; E: ml

.l An interesting question is wherher the few non-CA occurrences were orlginally
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kln fy ll-mþda'mn'lmrkm finahu fy ll-masliidi ll-galmi'; M: malklna fy ll-mþld'min
'lmrikum fJnh fy ll-msld ll-ilm'.

2.5.2.1.2 ¡:.- [masyid; misyid?l 'mosque' ; in MEA lmasgidl where it seems to be the
more or less literary alternative for the more popular lgâmi'J'mosque'.
341N:A: qhbh m¡knst bythlknst ll-msyd qll f-d¡y qhbh ttlb ll-gwlb "A whore didn't
su¡eep her own house, she swept the mosque. They say: This whore is asking for a

reward"; F: qahlb¿hhr ml kanasatl bythlkanasltu ll-msyd qalluwl qþbab tafllub tl-fwlba;

E: q'rh ml kns't bytht kns't ll-ms-yd qlluwlþlyinh t¡lb ll-lwlb [q'rb 'hole, pit'; possibly
used as a euphemism as E also uses þlyinh pro qtrbhl M: qþbt mal knst bythl knsat
tl-msyd qllqþbt tllb ll-gwlb.

2.5.2.1.3 As'mosque'is a very common word and the CA form occurs beÍore ¡he
vernacular msyd in the MSS. bo¡h of which exclude the possibility of linguistic
incompetence, the supposed spoken form must have been written by the copyists
on purpose although the primary motive remains obscure. As such, without further
extralinguistic evidence, the possibitity of three different pronunciations of !Írz
cannot be excluded. However, it is possible that only one pronunciation exis¡ed but
the Egyptian pronunciation was underlined only in the context of spoken proverbs
while the conservarism of CA orrhography prevailed in the context of classical
proverbs. If this assumption is correct, the use of yã' merely functions as a
reminder of the spoken origin of the proverb, i.e. that the proverb was primarily
rsed orally, i.e., that it corresponded, in fact, to the Cairene gim with possible
presr¡ge value related to the capital.

2.5.2.2 Jand epro C

2.5.2.2.1 ;-, [wiið] 'face' pro CA *r ; 228R:A: wþð w-yk3 r,-yg'd fy ll-wS¡ w-ygny
blynl bkm "Rude and sternJooking and he sits in the face (i.e. in front) and sings:

We have been afflicted by you"; M: waþiS w-yk5 w-yaq'ud fy ll-wS¡ [the rest is
missingì; F: whS w-ykS w-yq'd fy ll-wilh; E: waþiS w-yki w-yq'ud fy ll-w$h w-y$any
blynl bikum.

2.5.2.2.LJ The rhyme of the proverb no. 228R reveals that yti - wi(il in A and
M/ rnust be original and implies thal the use of qt by F and E could possibly
represent classícízatíon2. lf our preliminary suggestion about the chronological
hierarchy of the MSS. (AHFEM) is correct, it would imply that rhe copyist of M
must have vernacularized the <wgh> of previous MSS., represented in this context
by E, back into <w55>.

2.5.2.2.2¡t [i5tarr]'ruminate'; 170R:A: qllwl l-l-hmlr l5tr qll mdÊ lthe point of the $
is missingJ ll-hmlr ¡¡l yntly "They said to the donkey: Ruminarc! h ís saíd: The

written_ by one or more copyists.
/ As well as in the printed edition for this particular
2 However, -, is also used in the proverbs 5?R,68R,

proverb.
233R,258N:A and 358N.
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chewing of the donkey doesn't lool anyone.";;7t <iötarr> 'ruminate'; E: qalluwl l-l-

l{rmalr lõtr qll ml lþb rl-madlÈ 'atay tt-m¡áU t ,o"åg ll-mþalt yTrtlli{ [Ej'I don't like to

chew (something) impossiUl" 
"nä 

the chewing oi-the impossible does't fool anyonel

.i. <Ci' in F: {twrr-r-iÁir rÉtr q¡ mrhb [-;4g'ly lt-mhll frnh málynllv; M: qllwl

li-l-þimlr l$tr qlla md$ ll-mhll ml ynltliy'

2.5.2.2.3.ri, <¿addabah> 183R:E: kul mlyt 'aSlfuwr mal yfuwlt{lbh. l'attractive" cf'

A's variant änd translationl; cf. &rj" <Éaddãbah> in F: kl mlyt lthe do¡s of the y are

nor clearly visibleJ'çf*r ,ni Vgo,t gOU"o;i{ ana M seem to have used the variant/

b¿,ro 't.*O': A: kl mryr 'çfwr-mr iÉV h¿-ryh "A hundred sParrows do not equal one

hawk'; M: kl mlyt 'glfwr malyfwlhdlyhJ'

2-52.2.44n interesting and fundamental question here is whether.fn represents, in

fact, the same sound as Turkish õi¡2, which in Turkish loanwords is usually

rendered, according ro spirta, by.í (=ð), rarely 92. Spitta has difficuly in explaining

why OA .¡, has Uecome .¡3i,,í.e."weshalb iltãUer dann das g zu í geworden, als

ob es ein Fremdwort wäre?"3 In my view, the above evidence indicates that twO

maín kinds of pronunciation of fím co-existed. The most common was, as noted

by Vollers, ttrai ¡im is pronouncei g "as in give" in Cairo, but "elsewhere, especially

/ Their variant is mosr probably the correct one as its meaning seems best to fit thc

context.*^"'î 
cf. Spiua, p. l?, e.g. Surâb 'sock' -. 1,r¡-6urba !qug'!:-,''-, 31, Tl" voiceless equivalent

of È tðl is artesred ¡n persiai'tããÑorOs in iträ'¿¡atect of Èagñäad Muslims, a voiceless dental

friåtive ê [ts] in ,Sn{ne, see Handbuch' p' 5l'
3 See Spitta, iUid. p. 17.
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in Upper Egypt, but also in Alexandria, it is dy like di in soldier." Blanc suggests
that Vollers meani [di], not [Slr which also corresponds to the present situationZ.
Although the orthography <msyd>3 'mosque' as such is príma f acíe clear, it may
actually represent a pronunciation which was different from [g] or [¿] but not
necessarily from a variant of Cairene [g] which may have been in certain context a
[gt] or [dv] "prépalatale et légèrement mouillée"4, which is at present most closely
related to the present pronunciation of !îm in Upper fgypt [jì and [dJ5; as such
<msyd> may simply refer to the pronunciation of the common people. It seems,
however, although it is difficuh ro prove, that the pronunciation of !ím as yd'
belongs to a different category than the pronunciation ol !írn as ,íin or 6. Spitta
puts forward an exampleó of <taitarru> pro <ta$tarru> "(das Schaf) kaut wieder"
by referring to Gâwâlyqy7. In my opinion, the writing of !ím as .íÍn (or g)
represented a hypercorrect¡on but may have been regarded by the middle and
upper classes as possibly stylistically more appropriate than the most vulgar

I Blanc, Darxe, p. 189.z Handbuch, pp.29-3û further p.5l:
Itn

Lower Egypt (Deln)
Cairo
Upper Egypt
Central Egypt

$arga
Daþla
Bahriyya (Mandi5a)
Bahriyya (il-Bawîti)

J The word <al-msyd> 'mosque'also belongs, in this context accidentally, to the early
examples given of lahn, cf. Ma¡ar, Laþn al-'ãmma referring to Taqwim aþlisãn of Ibn al-Jawzi
Íll8&L257 A.D.I Although this is a sporadic example of a much earlier period, the fact that
it was repeated by all copyisæ may suggest thât it was wellknown as an example of popular
language usage. However, it is interesting to note that despite the written context which
supports the conservatism of the Arabic script, it refers explicitly to the local vernacular
pronunciation and thus underlines the spoken nature of the text.4 Cf. Canrineau, pp.5?-58.

5 "ln some Upper Egyptian dialects [Eîm ¡s] a d 'vorverschoben' whe¡eas it is
'zurückve¡schoben' in Cairo Arabic [gJ å , Handbuch, p. 5l; the g > y is attested nowadays e.g.

in the dialects of the Syrian desert, Handbuch, p.51.
Ó On "zahllosen Verwechslungen zwischen <t> und <k> oder <k pers>." which is very

interesting as it indicates that i pro f, and t pro ! co-existed which, although primd facic
conuadictory, would be perfectly obvious if ir was supported by socio.stylistic reasons, Spitta,
p. 5, no_te 3.7 He lived in 465-540 A.H.; see de Sacy, III, p. 535); lata el'auwâm [ed. Derenbourg in
den "Morgenländische Forschungen"; see p. ll0J, see Spitta, p.5, note 3; cf. Taymúr, Mu'åam,
edited by Dr Husayn Nassâr, p.43-48, gives evidence which is mo¡e directly relevant to the
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situation in Egypt and grosso modo to al-tb5ihi's period and uses as his sources.r,ìrlerand
plJr.¡åJr . In Mu'Éam Taymür al-kabîr there are listed the following shifu; r.¡-lt;lbc.àJryJt
fp. +3:-oUviously fór ldYli .L Êi.Jr:Jr (p.44;ref.al-Lisãn with reference to the Bedouins ('Arab)

aìd some phles in al-Sa'id) ',r'j-o.¡, -¡ (p.44: with ref- to'r"!ro-and -:l .rst),)(¿:l:t{
ç.,orr--r¡,-¡t;(þrel,*, (p.46t'"t,i-r!' ¿ ¡(P-472)'ur,-"r;5-(p.48:rõf.tothepeopleof
Atelandria try¡ng to imitate people from Cairo: z 3 t¡ ¿ (li tii)) . p €-rt.)t -

/ In my view the yâ'of <msyd> may even be ihe Cairene'gim pronounced very fronted
as it follows asibilant and is followed by a front vowe\ if it represented [gvl it was possibly

easier to associate ¡t with yã' than with giz.
2 Sociolinguisric variarion of iîm in the Modero Arabic dialects is so far pogrly

documented. por lyl - tjl in Bahrain, iee Holes, Patterns (in Lang. Soc. 12,433457' 1983).

According to lloles rhe motivation for this kind of variatioo has to be sou_ght wiråi¿ the
dialectal ionte*t. The commonty occurr¡ng dialect words such as lyim'al (MSA /jum'a/)
'Friday'and /misyid/ (MSA /masjid/)'mosque'show a high degree of lyl.- /j/ variability_in
Sunniipeech, wúile equally common words like lrayyãll (MSA /rajul/)'man'do not. For
Holes the reason is morphological and semantic The substitution by a Sunni of lil for lyl to
give lraijâlt could only be interpreted by a fellow Bahraini as an attempt to sound lite a

St¡Li-a most unlikely event, Holes adds. According to Holes, this explains why, in cases such
as ltayyãll,sunnis rLever (our emphasis) display variation. On the other hand, Holes coût¡nues,
many jåi'ds do display /j/ - lyl variation in just these cases, switching variably from'Shi'i'
tra:jat/ to'Sunni'-/ráviatt iÃ apparenr imitation of one stereotypical (and non-standard)
feaiúre of the dialect of the dominant social group (my emphasis). Holes concludes that MSA
influence can be discounted in this kind of *oss-dialectal variation, which is due to the lack
of close morphotogical congruence between dialectal and MSA terms for the same referent
(Holes, Parrerng pþ. +nZ-a$). Further, Anronius van Reisen, Jîm-variation in Jordanian Radio
Arabic.J By'upp"t class'I understand in this context the Ottoman Turkish ruling class,
chancellery anú ttrs Egyptian people dealiog with them. It seems evident that if the sibilant
pronunciation of the interdentals is seen as a secondary, stylistic development, it is very likely
ðf literary origin and it may have been introduced by non-native speakers of Arabic who
referred (or iead) official documents and made efforts to imitate Classical Arabic
pronunciation as it was written. This was obviously necessary when using CA rerms which did
ñor have vernacular equivalents. Native Egyptians who approached Turkish officials were

pronunciation of !îm as kâf [= Cairene gím?) or allophonic [8rì/' lnut I would
associate iínlcîm stylistically with the same category than the sibilant pronunc¡ation

of the old interdentals.2 Anybody with little imagination can figure out how
soc¡ally distinctive rhe pronunciat¡on of the educated or upper classi was if tSl /tål
for 6, [sJ for ¿ and [z] for i were used, even if only in sociolinguistically restricted

conËxts, against [g}tgv], [t] and [d] of the Cairene common people. As such [S pro

[g] might in this particular context represent a secondary, stylistic development.

The fact that the word wi.i.i has survived as an isolated example in MEA may also
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be supported by stylistic reasons.J Kaye suggests that /wiðS/ illustrates that Cairo
Arabic once had /21 which became /g/ as result of a symmetrical parallelism with
fi<|, or due to the Coptic substratum, or both.2 The present ¿¿¡¿3 proves that lù,1

co-existed with palatal lgvl or ldvl but the two distinct pronunciations are, in my
view, most convincingly explained by stylistig very likely sociolingu¡stic reasons as

this is also supported by the variants of old interdentals. The fact that the copyists
of the MSS. nor used one variant but two is only prima facíe contradictory as it is
not unusual for native speakers of Arabic to use several variants oî lÉiml.4 The
occurrence of phonetical variants instead of g gives support to the argument that
the MSS. may have been dictated in part to the copyists although it is difficult to
see the occurrence of.r..- as an 'error' in the MSS., which represent very different
styles.

obviously forccd to imitate Turkish pronunciation to make themselves understood. As such

sibilant pronunciation with .i pro i in certøin keywords may have become fairly quickly a sign
of wealth and power, i.e., denoting association with the ruling class and may not havc been

entirely replaced even larer by vernacular or CA pronunciation for the same reason. I wish to
add that the possible 'Tu¡kish'pronunciation of ¿ must be seen as secondary socially
motivated development which played its role only a temporarily.

I The word 'face' is not only used in blessings but also in curses, which in my view
coutd explain why it wæ necessary to use a'high'varianu Obviously, this is very difficult to
Drove.' 2 Kaye, Arabic liüm1,p.38.3 As such rhe present data is a very rare example of such usage. E.g. Hazz al-Quhäf
which is intended to make fun of the spoken language of the peasants (see Davies, p. 7) is
characterized by orthographic conserva¡ism (Davies, pp. 5?-58), which is not essentially
phonetic (Davies, pp. 59-60). Io fact, we cannot find anything in the MSS. of HQ which refers
io the palatal realization oÍ [îm we would expect to exist in the dialect (See, Davies, p.69,
who reÍers to Blanc's evidence in al-Mustapaf [printed edition?] and to the word <w55>. The
pronunciation tËl > tzl is welt attested in the Egyptian JA of the same period: 'aSúz >'azüz 'old
woman', zawwa! > ?Àww^z "he married", lazira > zaerra 'island', Éa?aãt > zàz?Âr 'bu!chcr', see
Lebedev, Pozdnij, p.32. For thc pronunciation [!l > [yl, see Lebedev, ibid., p. 30f.

4 tr.':aye menrions thar (native) reachers of Classical Arabic when teaching American
srudents may use tjl [¿] or fgl (or even other phonæ, e.g. [dyl, [gy], e¡c.) "depending on certain
criteria which are very difficult to define." See, Kaye, ibid., p.3f.
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2.6.1 Preliminary notes

2-6.1.1 Hamzais extremely interesting frorn a stylistic point of view because it has

totally or partly disappeared from spoken dialects./ As a result, the restitution of

etymålogicat /7 is onã of the simplest and most widespread of classicizíng devices

"nd " 
tr"itrnark of semi-literary style and, for modern educated speakers, often of

"mildly formal" style too.2

Z-6.lZThe orthography of the glottal stop hamza presents various interpretational

problems becausã it is not really a letter of the Arabic alphabet, even though it
llearly represents an Arabic phoneme, but functions orthographically more like a

vowei sign.3 This orthographical vowel sign quality of. hamza is highlighted by

the fact that in most positions hamza should be written o¡ a. kursí letter which

means supplementary work in writing. As a result the mere existence of a seat

-"y tugj"st a reading with hamza, especially if a scribe vses hamza occasionally

witi¡ a s*t in a similar position etsewhere in the text. The eventual'¡nterpolat¡on'

wilt therefore ultimately depend on the interpretation given by the reader to the

occurrences of seats vr'ithout hamza. As Blau points out, as a rule it is rather

difficult to decide, on the strength of the orthography alone, whether a Particular
word was pronounced with or l¡/ithout hamza. Classical orthograPhy mirrors a

pronunciation that has, in fact, lost the glottal stop, and the pronunciation of the

itottat stop is only indicated, as a sort of qere, by adding hamza above (and

iomet¡mei below) the line. Accordingly, one may doubt whether a particular

word was spelled without hamza because it was pronounced without it or that the

author (or ihe copyist) simply spelled according to CA, but without adding the

supralinear marks, including the hamza.4 Blau further sees the use of alíÍ kursî in

caies in which CA applies wãw, yã.' or zero, not as an indication of the

preservation of the glottal stop in living speech, but rather as an attempt to use

ihis spelling to prevent the vernaculai pronunciation without a glottal stop.5

Howwer, fiom ttre point of view of the Present study the problem is not so much

rhat of establishing the situation in the vernacular of the copyists but of indicating

when they try explicitly to impose spelling wilh hamza, when without it and when

the writing is potentially ambiguous from the reader's point of view. I shall focus

on the first two alternatives which seem to be most relevant from the stylistic

angle.ó

2.6.Treatment of hamza

,l As all the mss. which are the subject of this study represent a relatively late period'

it seems unnecessary to include here a historicoJinguistic persPective to enable us to usc the
p¡esenr data ¡o prove that hamza had disappeared in spoken dialecls excePt in i!¡tial
iosition, since thå subject has been treated in full in pr-evious studies-,-see Davies, PP'71-]!,
Hary,p-'25ar- Lebedev, Pozdnij, p.3lf; Garbell, p.308 and especially regarding the l6th-
l8th centuries, pp. 3 l8-3 19.

2 See Blanc, Style, p.95.
3 See Parkinson, p.294, note 2.
4 Blau, Christian t, p. 84.
5 Blau, ibid., p. 85.
ó According io Blanc,'restitution of /7 is onc of the simplest and most widespread of

classicizing deviceã and a hallmark of semi-titerary and, for educated speakers, often of
"mildly formal" style." See Blanc, Style, p. 95.
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2-6-I.3 By slightly modifying Blau's remarks, the use of hamza vs. its omission
may be categorized as follows:

1. Explicit indicadon oî hamza by writing it \ñ'ith or without,t¡¿rsi.

2. Omision of hamza but leaving its /c¿rsi, which may make the interpretation
more or less ambiguous.

3. Omission of hamza without È¿rsi.

4. Explicit indication of the absence oî hamza by not even writing its È¿rsí.

2.6.2 Occurrences of hamza

Table 3.7 Occurrences of ' (hamzùI

A H F E M
cl mlv cl mw cl mw cl mw cl mw

45 2 28 3 t7t 68 239 43 188 46

\¡. 4s 3 28 7 L7L 85 239 53 188 59

wl"F -2 65 3 39 7 L7L 68 246 44 184 46

I Although the dara exhibits variarion of hamza which is occasionally replaced by its
vernacular equivalenu, usually by wãw or ya-', they have not been included in the table as

rhey are often interpretationally ambiguous and would require addirional coding, which I
considered uneconomical for the purpose of this study. While the occurrence or non'
occurrence in a speech flow iS baSiCally a simple 'yes' Or'nO'question, it is mOre complex in
handwritten manuscripts, As writiog a hamza with t¿rsi requires double as much effort as

s¡mp¡y writing its larsi without necessarily losing any information vital to reading and
understanding rhe word correctly, the use of hamza may be indicated by simply writing its
&¡¿rsi when a copyist avoids consistently using any extra signs which are not absolutely
required. As such the unvocalized text functions as a simple reminder and its interpretation,
including reading with o¡ withour glottal stops, will ultimately depend on the ¡eader.
However, if a copyist-cum-scribe uses non-consonantal signs extensively but still uses t¿rsis
which correspond to the vernacular pronunciation, there is obviously every reason to suspect
thar the traditional spelling hæ been replaced by the vernacutar one. In such a case other
supportive evidence should also exist and it is perhaps more fruitful to focus on it, as in the

Dresent study, than to try to solve the problem quant¡tive¡y.
2 The resutt indicates that the quantitative contrast between the Classical Proverbs

and the Proverbs of Men and Women is very similar in MSS. FEM and MSS. AH. A potential
source of error regarding the very fac¡ that rher€ ¡s a different number of hamzas in the two
proverbial sections is related to the nature of the vocabulary. Assuming that the two

þroverbial secrions are originally of different scribal otigin, i.e. two separate texts comb¡ned
as one text, it coutd be argued that the copyists do not have real freedom rc apply tbeir
scribal style as they have'inherited'two different sets of voc¿bulary and have to deal with
them as well as thiy can. Although this is undoubtedly true to some extent, a comparison of
the totals of other ieatures indicates individual differences which suggest ¡hat the eventual

fragmental cgntrast between the tw6 Secdons has more Or leSS disappeared. E.g. MS. F uses
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2.6.2-I Table (5) clearly indicates that approximately 7t'967o of the occurrences'l

are in the section of Classical Proverbs2. This indicates a conscious stylistic aim

which cannot be explained by lexical reasons alone, although the lower totals of
the MW section are due to the higher number of vernacular words which limit the

opportunities to ¡mpose hamza by simply placing it in the text. On the other hand,

the highest number of hamzas in F indicate a conscious effort of classicization.

The relative importance of hamza for F is further underlined by the fact that F
uses 25-507o lewer vowel signs than E and M. The higher totals in the section of
Classical Proverbs of E and M compared with F are explained by a more frequent
use of hamza in initial position on alil kursî, where it perhaps serves more

decorative purpose than anything else.

2-6.2.2 The above figures are rnore or less consistent with the use of vowel signs,

i.e., the MSS. using more vowel signs also have more occurrences of hamza. The

differences between MSS. suggest that the use of hamza depends partly on the

individual style of the copyist and as such is not automatically copied or
introduced in different contexts. The differences in use in the Proverbs of Men

and Women, where it might be expected to be used only marginally, suggest

definite stylistic aims to enhance the linguistic level towards the formal, literary
end of the continuum.

2.6.3 Treatment of initial hamza

2.6.3.L Hame¿ is consistently indicated in A, H, F, E and M as Per CA in the cl.
proverbs either by hamza+kursí aliÍ or by plain /c¿rsi. In the Proverbs of Men

and Women the omission of hamza seems basically restricted to similar patterns

to those in Hazz al'Qultû|.3

2.6.3.1.1,¡CeC(a) > CãC(a)

16R A: lyð Int fy ll-shlrh / mnþl b-ll tlrh "What are you doing in the desert, you

sieve without a hoop?" H: tlrb F: tlrh E: ¡alrh M: tlrt.

2.5.3.1.2 'aCVC > CVC

146R:E: ttra tyrk w-þ{uwl $yrk "Your bird flew and others took it"; but, A: w-
lþ{w[ F: w-'lbdwl; M: w-'atrdwl;
217R:E: hatnat ll-zlalbiyah w-klthl bny wlyil "Zalãbiyah-pastries became of so little
importance that even the Banú Wã'il ate them"; F: w-klthl; M: w-klthf but' A: þty
lklthl.

more f athas and (ammas in the Proverbs of Men and Women than in the Cl¿ssical Proverbs-
/ The total number of occurrences in thc MS. should be brought into relation with the

actual total number of words, which varies in the MSS. This is not done here, as such
'straightening our'of the figures would not make any essential difference. The reader is
advised to see Tables l.l-2 and 2.1-3, page 52-55 which will help to give an approximation of
more orecise ¡elative differences between the MSS.'2 Ir ¡s difficulr to singte our individual subsections of the classical proverbs as the
differences between them could be explained lexically.

3 Davies gives examples of iCãC(a) > CãC(a) and 'aC¡VC2C2 > C¡YC2C2. See,

Davies, p. 71.
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264N:A: lq'dy fy '5k þty ygy bd ynik; M: mlbad "Sit in your nest until somebody
comes to drive you away!"; but, F ml lhd; E: rnal lhdlan.

Cf.287N:A: mll-thd; F: mll-lhd; E: malli-'alþadin; M: mll-lhad.

2.6.3.1.3' aClY C2C2 > C1VC2C2

331N:A: dhk bn snh gmy'ly lmh qll ml þf dmh "A onË year old child laughed, her
mother fell into a swoon. She said: How lighthearted (-blooded) he is."; H: mll!f;
F: ml lþf; E: mal baf; M: mltþf.

2.6,3.1.4 ['-] > [w-]

Pl. /awdãn/ of */wdn/l [pro CA 'u{(u)n, pl. 'â{ânl, in MEA lwidn/ pl. lwidãnl2;
163R:A: fwq ll-Srtth [pro srlth] mlþ lwd'¿lnh "On top of the trade his ears were cut
off." F: lw{lnh E: lwl{alnuh M: l{lnh. The forms used by F and E with <d>
represent hybrid formsS.

2.6.4 Treatment of internal hamza

2.6.4.t -V'C > -vC

2.6.4.1.L-a'C > -âC ; /rãs/ 'head' occurs in both proverbial sections with and
without hamza: Cl. Prov:106W:E: rls- llJaqll; F:: r'ls <oîr> ll-'ql; M: r'ls ll-'aql;
134'A:A: tltl r'lsah; H: tltlrlsft F: tl'tl' r'lsh; E: ¡attat ralsuh; M: tltldsah' 385P:H: hft
rlsh; F: hft r'tsh; E: þift rats'ihi; M: bift ralsih. Prov. of Mw.: 135R:A: Çrbtyn fy tl-rls
t'my; H: ll-rls; F ll-r'ls; E: ll-rls; M: ll-rals. 166R:A: frd drbh fy ll-rts tkfy; F: ll-r'ts; E: ll-
rls-; M: ll-r'ls.40R:A: bdll lhmk walqlsk þ{ lk iy'ly rlsk; H: rlsk; F: r'b-k: E: rls'k; M:
ralsak. 199R:A: lw 5ll rlsh l-l-smlkln'sydb b-ml; F: rlsah; E: rlsuh; M: ratsh. 107R:A:
rlsyn fy '¡¡l¡¡h ¡¡l ykwn "Two heads..."; H: rlsyn; F: rlslyn [F with dagger kasra for
explicitly vernacular pronunciation of dual [-en]; E: rats-yn; 107R:M: rlsayln. Cf.
vernacular lrayyisl 'captain, chief' as in MEA where CA /ra'Is/ is used as a'high'
variant4: 103R:A: lmrlt ll-rys "captain's wife"; H: lmrlt [-rys; F: lmrtt ü-rlys; E: lmrtt
ll-rys: M: lmlrlt ll-rys. As clearly vernacular lrayyisl occurs in the MSS. /rãs/
alongside /ra's/ seems probable5 although aliÍ can stand for both tursi and ã,

which, however, leaves the occurrences in the cl. proverbs ambiguous, cf., e.g,
385P:H: þft rlsh; F: bft r'lsh; E: þift rals-ihi.

2.6.4.1.2 -u'C ) -üC;204'A:H: ll-mwmn; M: ll-mwminu; F: ll-m'wmn; E: ll-m'wlmin.
cf. the same root in:43Q:A: ywmnwn "they believe"; H: ywmnwn; E: ywminuwn;
but, F: y'wmnwn; M: y'wmnwn. 216Vf:A: ywbd [all the dots are missingl "is
grabbed" (passive) - fwbd; E: yuwþa{ -. yuwbd; M: yuwþaQ -.ywbd; H: ywbd ..-

ywbd; cf. F: y'wþ{ <; > but ... ywbd. The difficulty of interpreting of the

unvocalízed cases is evident in the following, where E and M can very well
represent identical spelling:289P:F: ll-þ'wwn <ùri!r>'disloyal person'; E ll-þduwn

In HQ WDN pl. AV/DAN. See, Davies, p.71.
See, Hinds&Badawi, p. 930a.
Cf. Meiseles, Hybrid, p. 1080.

See, Hinds&Badawi, p. 320b.
For lrãsl in HQ, See Davies, p.72.
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.¡þ,t; M: llþþwn.

2.6.4.1.3 -V'V > -V; Treatment of the verb ra'â'to see'. The verb ra'd Seems to

have been a living form in rhe Middle Agesi, as it still is in some modern dialects,

as pointed out by Kaye2. The verb ra'ã is used in both proverbial sections, in the

Classical Proverbs, obviously, because it was originally used in these, and in the

Proverbs Of Men and Women because, in my view, it waS the current verb for'tO
see'. The most distinctive difference in the ûeatment is that the basic consonantal

shape is in the Classical Proverbs regutarly as in CA, occasionally complemented

with madda.

2.6.4.1.3.13. p. sing. m.: Cl 300P:A: fln rly "if he sees"; H: fln rly; F: l{lr'l¡ E: wJn

ra'aly; M: fJn rl^y. 44!P:A: l{l rlhu-.ln rly "if he sees him"..."if he sees; H: l{l rlh...l{

rly; F: l{l¡'th...ln r'él$ E: l{al ra'l^hu...ln ra'aly; M: tdlral^hu-tn rl$ cf. also 30QA: l-lm

tr "Don't you see; H: l-lm tr; F: Llm tr; E l-lm tr; M: l-lm taç An interesting case is

226R:A: w-hw-yangr rly "and he looks around (and) saw"; F: w-hw rly; E: w-hw rly
"and he savl"; M: w-hw yançr "and he looks" but /ra'ã/ missing which may suggest

a stylistic replacement by a more literary sounding p . .i

2.6.4.1.3.I.1Cf. treatment of the same root in: 416P:A: b-rly "with opinion"; H: Þ
11ç F: b-r'ly; E: þ.raly; M: b-ra'ly; cf. 145'A:M: b-dl'yhl <q;+ > [correctly from the

CA root ãw') but confused with r'y in E: b-ral^'iyhl [5iç!]; F: b-rlyhl [sic!J; and

ranslated by A and H: A: b-trfht; H: b-trfhl. further 68R.4: mflk "your mirror"; H:

miralk; F: mrlk; M: mirlk.

2.6.4.1.3-2 3. p. sing. f.: 398P:A: lmlrlt'ynlhu "when his eyes (dual) saw"; H: knal rlt
'ynlh; F: lml r'lt'ynlh; E: lmal ra'attl 'ylnalhu [ra'alytl; with the dots under yâ'crossed

outl M: lml raalt <;t)>ÍÍatha on a/ill'aynlhu.

2.6.4.7.3.31. p. sing.: 208R4: ml rlytk "I didn't see you"; but' F: ¡nl ra'lytk; E: mal

r'alytk; M: mal ra'lytk;

2.6.4.L3.4 3. p. pl. with occasional om¡ssion of aliÍ otiosum suggesting a

pronunciation *[rãw] as in the dialect of Tunis ¡riu 'they saw'¿: 98R:A: ¡lw "they

saw"; H: rlwl; F: /lwl; E: ralãwl; M: ra\val 99R:A: ¡lw "they saw"; H: rlwl M: flwt but
F: ra'alwf[ E: ra'atwll. With alif otiosum 100R:A: rlwl "they saw"; H: rtwl; but, F:

r'lwl; E ra'alwl! y' ¡¿')ulwl 101R:A: flwf M: rtwt but, F: r'lwlt E ra'awll. 102R:A: rlwl
"they saw"; M: rlwl; but F: ra'alwll. 317N:A: rlwl "they saw"; H: rlwl; M: rlwl; but F:

r'lw[ E: ra'alwl; M: rtwt Then again without ic 321N:A: rlw; F: r'lw; E: ra'alwl; M:

¡'lwl.

I See Davies, p. ?2
2 See Kaye, The Verb 'See', p. 211.
3 Why this replacement links A and M but not, e.g., F and E could be explained by

MSS. that I háve misseã or by the theory that M bas also used other MS(S). which are closely
linked with A. It should beadded here that although A looks otd it has undeniable textual
features which justify its place âs the first in my sketchy family-tree. The fact that it
contains many lacunæ implies rhar ir cannot sotely represent the MS. from which the rest of
the MSS., including M, was copied.

4 see, Singer, p.363.
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3.6.4-l-4 Treatment of the verb sa'ala. IJamza is also maintained in certain words
in modern vernacular, e.g, in the verb'to ask'J. Its occasional indication by kursî
alil without hamza supports the argument about the interpretational ambiguity:
Cf. Cl 438P:A: ll lsll "I do not ask"; H: ll lsll; F: ll bll; E: lal ls-all <.JLr > M: ll 'alsll <

¿uí >; 31Q:A: llts'ylwl"don't ask!" [pl.]; H: l-ll tsllwl"don't you ask?" ; F: lla'tlwl; E: l-

Il ys-lluwl "don't they ask?" [sic!]; M: ll ts'alluwt .

2.6.4.2 rVC > -VC

2.6.4.21The construction /kann+/ 'as it were, as if' +pronominal suffix possibly
from < /ka'inna+/ as suggested by MEA.2 In the Proverbs of Men and \Vomen it
is used by the copyists both in the plain vernacular and CA forms. The use of
iadda with the vernacular form indicates that it does not slip through
inadvertently but is consciously used as a lexical varianu 13ER:E: {rbtun fy kys-
gyry knhl fy'udl tibln; F: ¡ç¡¡þl; but, A: kJnhl; M: kJnhl. 346N:E: knhln5h tat'lq fiy
ll-twq; M: knhl; but, A: kJnhl; F: ka'lnahál- 347N:E: kanhl mn ll-bals'itiyb qml3'ly
hariyr; M: knhl; but, A: kJnhl; F: ka'lnahát. 348N:E: knhl truzmt f$l bayldat w-
'ruwqhl trudr; M: knhl A: kJnhl; F: ka'lnahá|. 349N:E: kanhl mn'amalym ll-yahuwd

saflrl twylh rqyqh; M: knhl; but, A: klnh[ F: kalnahdl. 350N:E: knhl min bpylti ll-
walliy mal fiyhal; M: knhl; but, A: k-lnht; F: kalnah/|.35lN:E: knht dbt'$'ydy
maþlluw'ah w-laltlþu{ 5y; M: knhl; but, A: kJnhl; F: kalnahá|"

2.6.4.3 -'iC > -yiC, -'VC > -yVC

2..6.4.3.L In E's introduction of Chapter 6: fy ll-lmgll ll-s'lyrb' "about current
proverbs"; F fiy lll-'alm¡lti ll-sal'yrat; M fy tl-lmtll ll-sal'iyrt; the word /as-så'irah/ is

missing in A and H.4l4P:H:wdwyh "his ritual washing"; A: w{w'h; E: wu{uw'uhu

; M: w{w'h; in F: misspelt as w-{rh [NB. .i¿dda]. 21Q:A: ll ynbiyuka "doesn't

inform you"; H: ll ynbyk; E: ll nbiyk; M: ll ynbyka; but F: ll ynb'yk. 379P:A kl ll-
mslyb "all adversities"; H: kl tl-mslyb; F: kl ll-mslyb; E: kul ll-masalyibl [NB. pausal

sukún instead of genitivel.; M: kl llþmsal'yb < Jt&l >. Further 7R:A: dllylh "his
proofs"; H: dllylh; F: dllylh; E: dallylh; but M: dlal'yluh.
179:A: k5klr dlym; F: kuikálr dlym; E: k5klr dlyiml; but M: kSklr dal'ym. 9R:A: ryþt
ll-nqwi; F: rlyht; H: rlyht ll-fqws; E: ryþt ll-fqws'; M: rl'yht ll-fqwsi.

2.6.5 Treatment of final hamza

2.6.5.i The present data is consistent with previous findings on the complete loss

of final hamza, which, however, is occasionally restored even in colloquial
contexts, obviously for purely stylistic reasons.J The treatment of the very
common ,; is illustrative: Cl: 1) 103W:F: mn 5y'"of something"; E: mn ð$ M: mn

sa3y'. 2) Z68p:* kl Sy'everything'; H: kl 5y; E: kul Sayl'in; M: kl ðy. 3) 307P:H: (ldl

dl') 5y "lf something disappears"; E: Sayl'un; F: 5y'; M: 3y'' 371P:F: fy iy' "about

something"; E: fy Sy'in ; M: fy 5y. 4) 393P:A: f-lys yrf'h Sy "nothing raises it" ; H:

/ CJ. Harretl, A Linguistic Analysis, p. 15.
2 f in a zaþ,al-poêm in lbn lyâs, i, p. 185:19; in Yúsuf al-Ma$ribi's tex: jr., see

Sharbarovl p. 312 supia. Õf. Nallino, p. L00:- ke-inn 'come se'. Feghali, p. 149, derives kann'
from cl. ka'ànna, e.g., ma !âi kannu mrîd "il n'est Pas venu; il est sans doute malade."

3 very similarly as in HQ, see Davies, p. 73.
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!$ F: 3y'; E: iyl'un; M: 5y'. 5) 424P:A: (wa-',ltrlsin) 5y "and do good"; other MSS.

*ittroui Sy: H: wJhsn; F:-wa-athlsin-; E: w-lhls'n; M'wa-'lhlsin. Mw: 1) 40R:A: (hd lk)

5y "(get) something"; H:5y'; F:5'yl; E:!iy; M: iiy' 2) 57R:A: (hty-ytl') Sy "(let it
ui¡ng-up) something"; FI: (hty ytl'a) 5y; F: hty ytl' 3y'; M:5y; E: ltl' b-iayl'i "bring

so.ãtning ". 3) 99ñ:F: (rmD-Si'i "(doj something"; E: 5y ; M: Sy. 4) 125R:A: 5y (lt

ygy) "so¡riettrìng (that doesn't õome)"; F: 5y'; E:5y'a [' like lanwîn mark on yã');M:

Éi. sl rgZ*R:-n sy'everything'; F: kl í/; E: kul Sayl'in; M: kl'Sy' 6) 245R:A: (ml

,rn) Sy "it is uselessiit will end up in nothing'; F: ðy'; E: S1i M:Say' 7) 351N:A: (w{l

¡bd) !y "and doesn't take (graspianything"; F: Sy'l [<r*> with dots under kursi]; E:

Si;-vf,-Say. 8) 120R:A: Sy (mtnbh) "He did-not gain anything"; H:5y; F:3$ E:Siy;

fú, SV. qÍ 1S¡R:A: Sy [5's points are missingJ mlzi'"whatever (he might cultivate)";

lE:'tiq muqill (just itris pãrt in E); M: ðy (mal zr'). 10) 263N:A: (lst'lrt ll-r'nl) 3y "a

silly woman boirowed something"; F: 5y [scribal error: 3 without dots]; M: 5y. 11)

32úN:R: {tsy "This is something"; H: dl sy; F: dlsy; E: dt siy; M: {l iy' used with

negative: t) SO*A: ml hw 5y mwlfq "it is inconvenient"; H: mt hw !'y mwlfq; F: ml

hw S'y mwlfq; E: ml hw 3y muwalfiq; M: mal hw 5y muwlfq.

2.6.5.1.L Since the we of hamza with ,iay in the Proverbs of Men and Wornen can

hardly be interpreted as anything but an attempt at classicization, the use of plain

vernacular constructions could be seen as explicit vernacularízatíon. lt seems that

established vernacular lexemes are accepted, in general, as such, e'g', i¡l' 112R:A:

blfS "free", H: blli F: blls M: blls; 12R:A: ly5 'what', H: lyS F: atylS't lá is purely

ornamentau E lys M: lyË-; 110R:A: llyõ'why', H: llys bnyt lys "why was it built" F:

llyS E: ly$ M: l-'ay* cf. 234R:A: 'lyS'why', F:'lyS E:'alayS M:'aly 'alyS' Although

the lasi examplã from M may indicate stylistic levelling rather than a form

actually used, classicization by 'dismantling' such cornpounds is evident by F in

8R:F: bJyS ml, cf. E: bjsmt A: b-mlH: b-mL M: b-mhml In this case ç used by A
and H sounds more original than L-{-1 in M; the expressions used by E in this

context could be considered an attempt at vernacularization. In proverb 359N'

however, E is the only one to use bJy¡ ðayl'in' A: bly!, H: bJyS F: bJyS M: bJyS'

The above examples indicate clearly that the same copyist may apply both

classicization and vernacularization in the same text but rarely continues in a
consistent way in either direction.J

2.6.5.2 .,Jr 'man' is used with hamza in MEA.2 In the MSS. hamza is regularly

used-possibly to avoid ambiguity-with this word even though it has a relatively

high frequency, e.g, MS. H exhibits 17 occurrences with hamza, e.g. 174'A:A: ll-

már': H: ú-mr'; F: ll-mr'; E: ll-mr'; M: ll-mar'w <ilt>.I have encountered only one

occurrence without hamza in the present MSS. , very likely a scribal error, in the

Proverbs of al-'Arab in MS. B (Paris 3369). Cf . .t- 'badness' which occurs with

hamza in MEAJ: 205'A:A: mn klb sw "of a bad dog"; E: mn klb s-w; but, F: mn

klb s'w; cf. M: mn klb sw^ (madda on wãw\ Cf' treatment of the same root in:

363P:F: nusll"'we are harmed"; E: ys'w^ "does harm"; M: nusal 'u. 31Q:H: tswkm

/ The only logical explanation t can find for such prima lacíe controversial
behaviour is that the cóncurrent use of both ends of the srylistic scale is necessary to be able

to use occasionally explicitly vernacular vocabulary without giving the impression that
supposgd colloquial language is used in writing due to sheer ignorance'

z See Hinds&Badawi, p. 815a.
3 See Hinds&Badawi, p.439a.
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"(would) harm you"; but, A: tas'wkum; F: ts'wkm; E: ts'wkm; lvt ts wkum. 288P:F:
ys'wk; E: yasu'awk'(he) hurts you"; M: ys'wka.

2.6.5.3. -V(V) > -V; Treatment of gã'a. The data indicates the same situation as in
HQ and in MEA.]

2.6.5-3.13. p. sing. f. with omission of kursl alif : 92R:F: {krwl ll-mdn $t llqry tþ!l;
but, A: !lt; E $at 'at; M: Èalt. The orthography in A may represent the same as in
F, i.e. li/gatJ while E is clearly making an effort at classicization.

2.6.5.3.2 24R:M: liynl"we would come'i B Byn[ but F: !'ylnl. The use of /qumnã/
by A and H indicates classicization.

2.6-5.3.3 Occurrences of vernacular !ab2:210R:A: ml kflnl hm qlm lbwyh ilb lbwh

[nominative !l qtl þ{wl idkm rbwh "As if the worrying (taking care) about our
father was not enough for us, our father went and brought his father and said:

"Take your grandfather and take care of him." F: glb; E: ialb; M: glb. Further
294N:A: ilb; F: idtb; E: ialb; M: $lb.

2.7.Treatment of qaf

2.7.1 The present data shows almost no trace of the merging of lql with /'/, which
commenced in Egypt as well as in the East Mediterranean dialect in the llth-13th
cenruries and which represented-as it still represents-a stylistically significant
contrast between sedentary and rural speakers.3 The reason why qal is
consistently written with ,¡ may indicate that only one realization was used by the
copyists. However, there are a couple of dubious cases. An indication that ó
represented ['l possibly for F is that in proverb 439P he first \ilrote JJ'.JI but
corrected it by placing a ú on the ¡ . Interestingly, in 354N the scribe of F
erroneously uses .! for ¿ in ,¿LLll linstead of 

" 
t - ¡l '5i¡5']. The fact that he

seems to confuse 4ril prõnounced as ['], ['] and [lr] seems at least to suPPort the
argumenr that MS. F was partly or wholly dictated but possibly also that either the
writer of F or the person who was dictating \ilas not a native speaker of Arabic or
very simply that the MS. used was badly written, which would in turn explain why
dictation was used in the first place.

/ See Davies, p. ?3.
¿ See Davies, p.73.
3 For l3th century Egypt, see Grotzfeld, Ein Zeugnis, p. 87; for Eastern

Mediterranean Arabic, see Garbell, pp. 313 and 318. Davies has found indirect evidence in
HQ and points out that sqy' spelr wirh .ri¿ pro CA .j- -which indicates assimilation to a
non-empiatic second radical, probably hdmza-oùcurs "in collocations and contexts that
smack of urþan and even 'elevated' usage, see Davies, p.69f.
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3. Use of final short vowels, tanwin and sukän

3.1 Definition of scribal styles

Before analysing the use of tanwin and final short vowels by individual copyists, it
seems justified to investigate the general use of mates lectionís from the point of
view of scribal styles. Arabic orthography is basically consonantal, which in most
cases makes the use of super- and subscript signs such as short vowels more or less

optional./ In normal cursory handwritten texts common words may be written in
very sketchy orthographic shapes, usually devoid of all auxiliary signs. The fact is
that matres lectîonís are rarely needed in normal written communication dealing
with subjects that are wellknown to both the writer and the reader. It seems,
therefore, justified to claim prima tacie that the profuse use of auxiliary signs by
MSS. F and E would be primaríIy decorative. However, a valid counter-argument
iS that the MS. M uses maûes lectionís in some cases even more frequently \ñ'ith

handwriting which is most ordinary, even clumsy compared with F and E. Also, as

M is often grammatically more correct than F and E, it could be argued that his

style of writing is not'decorative' but serves linguistic, communicative aims. [n
further analysis of scribal styles three aspects seem most relevant in the present

context: 1. overall consistency vs. inconsistency, i.e., haphazard use' 2. linguistic
relevance vs. decoration and 3. individual style vs. a common standard which could
result from copying.2

3.1.1 Use of matres lectionis: consistency or inconsistency ?

3.1.1.1 Arabic manuscript texts are often characterized by what is called scribal
inconsistency3, which may take place in all grammatical categories but which is
perhaps most confusing for a reader of a later period when it affects the
consonantal ductus itself.4 As matres lectionís must be considered more or less

J In fact, originalty Arabic was written normally without indicating short vowels [or
even diacriticsl as in Aramaic orthography. When the indication of short vowels was
necessary scriptio plena was used exceptionally, e.g., in Koranic texts. Cf. Diem,
Untersuchungen, p.2L2 and pp. 225-226. The system of orthographic auxiliary signs (na94,

i¿*l) inctuding signs for rhe short vowets a, i, u was inroduced in the 6th-?th centuries for
reading the Qur'ãn, cf. Grundriss I, p. f78. It seems evident that the profuse use of
'Hilfszeichen' in secular texts benefits from the prestige of al-Qur'ãn.

2 Hary makes an important note on personat orthographic styles (,Scårciberschule),
staring that "eacb scribe rook pride in his own spelling which resulted in a remarkable degree
of [individual] standardization in every ms." Despite a common [Later EgyptianJ orthography
every scribe had his own consistent tradition. Hary's examples all represent the trsatment of
the consonantal ductus and use diacritics, not short vowel signs. Sec Hary, p.97. For the
imporrance of determining the elements of individual copyists'orthographic styles, see p. 102.
The study of the 'graphetic'aspects of medieval texts has gained momentum especially in
Middle English Dialectology, p. l-. Although orrhographic variation is too easily disregarded
as'exrralinguistic', rhe possibility of irs correlarion with places, as pointed out by Mclntosh
(p.5) sepms too relevant for historical dialectology to be ignored.

J I refer here especially to late medieval Arabic MSS., although various inconsistencies
are frequent in early papyri. Cf. G¡ohmann, Arabische Papyruskunde.4 See, Davies, p. 5?. The modification of the consonantal ductus could serve, at least
potentially, art¡stic purposes in HQ but is also prevalËnt in informal historical texts, cf. lbn
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opüonal their sporadic and arbitrary use in secular texts is, in fact, what might be
expected./ However, the fact that auxiliary signs are used, depending on the scribal
style, concurrently with unvocalised lcxemes gives a somewhat mislead¡ng
association to the notion of arbitrariness. The assumption that medieval scribes
would use maûes lectionís simply as a calligraphic extension to write n'ímpofte
quoí seems basically unjustified and must be rejected in most cases. Assuming that
a scribe simply wants to fill in a microsegment2 of three consonants by using three
vowels and a sukún for the middle consonant, he can compose 3 x 4 x 3 = 36
different combinations which are orthographically different and if he uses the
option of also leaving one, two or all letters also unvocalized, Tl possible
combinations involving both grammatical and ungrammatical vocalizations which
could be described as'arbitrary'. However, the orthographic variation of individual
microsegments in the present texts indicates that a scribe rarely uses more than two
to five different orthographic forms with one to two forms-often including, but
not always, the unvocalised form-having significantly higher frequencies.S Thus,
basically the use oî matres lectionis is definitely more consistent than inconsistent
as the variation takes place, so to speak, within an orthographic register defined by
the scribal style. Based on my analysis of the microsegments of Chapter 6 it seems
possible to predict the probability that a given word is written by a given scribe as

wiht the relative frequencies of the forms he uses. On the other hand, it seems
possible to say thar despite the available options for vocalization, a given scribe
rarely uses forms which do not belong to his orthographic register, his
'Schreiberschule'. As such it is difficult to accept the claim of orthographic
arbitrariness if the variation takes place as with well-defined individual stylistic
principles.

3.L.L.2 The differences in scribal styles are most conclusively demonstrated by the
use of matres lecionis in wellknown ínflexible words. It seems that scribes who
use auxiliary signs, also use them in words where communicative function is more
or less redundant.

lyâs pa-ssim.
/ Cf. Davies, pp.60-61.

! Cf. Harrell, A Linguistic Analysis, pp. 6-8.
J ttr¡s conclusion is based on the analysis of all microsegmenß in Chapter Vl of A, H,

F, E and M but the det¿iled findings have been omitted from the present texl
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Table 4.1 t3¡ 'if'

A H F E M
cl mÌr cl mw cl mw cl mre cl mw

tdt

ldal
rdár

iQal
ilrd¿l

ldl
'ldal
'itdt
'il{al

26 18 34 7
1

1

L4
2

sl 11 36
171

t245
1

1

1

1

I
I 1I

1

2 jz
I

Table 4.2 ¿r I ¿r'to'

A H F E M
cl mw cl mvr cl mw cl mw cl mw

llv
üay
illy
illay
'lly
llay
'illy
'illay
lly
rlay
'itly
'illay

'ly
'aly
'lay
blay
'aláy
tlv

'lay
hlv
'alay

13 1 11 I
I

22
1

4 12 15

4

2
2

I

1

3

Table 4.3 ¿l¿'on'
A H F E M

cl mw cl mw cI mw cl mw cl mw

I

1

263419435342
37

1

5

2
1

2

l5
3

6
I

2
1

24
9
1

2

30
4

3

3

2
1

20

2
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3.1.1.3 The comparison of the above occurrences in the Classical Proverbs vs. the
Proverbs of Men and Women indicates that the relative number of occurrences as
in both texts are very nearly the same which means that they are treated by the
same basic scribal style 'Schreiberschule'. This in turn suggests that the possible
different origin of the texm is not reflected in the orthography as far as the above
forms are concerned. However, it is important to note that the above forms are
totally neutral frorn the scribal point of view and thus allowed maximum freedom
in the use of a personal scribal style. As such the MSS. reflect relatively individual
treatment of individual lexemes despite the unifying nature of the copying process:
e.g., only M uses 'alay in both texts. An intertextual analysis of individual
occurrences of the proverbs indicates that there is seldom a direct orthographic
correlation between the MSS. at this orthographic level. E.g. in Cl. Prov. Nr
101W:E 'ly, F:'ly, M:'alay; Prov of Mw, Nr 299N:A:'ly, E:'aly, F:'ly, M:'alay.l

The previous examples also seem to suggest prima f øcie an equal orthographic
treatment of both texts at this particular level. However, as the Proverbs of Men
and Women are placed after the classical ones, it is appropriate to ask whether the
orthography in this sect¡on simply reflects previously written forms of the same
words.

3.1.1.3 In this respect /baynamãl 'while, whereas' is interesting because it does not
occur in the Classical Proverbs.

Table 4.4 t ;=, /baynamã/'while, whereas'

A F
m\tr ln\P mw mw mw

MEH

bynml
baynml
bylnmt
baylnml
baylnaml
baylnamal
baylnamdl
baylnamlr
baylnamll"
baylnamálá

8 3 5

1

I

1

I
)
1

1

)
1

I
I

3.1.1.4 The above occurrences of L+ are all in initial position in the Proverbs of

I I am nor claiming rhar rhe MSS. are copied directly from each other. However, if the
MSS. were copied exactly in the same form from one to another, the MSS. would be
orrhographically closer to each orher even if some missing'links' exist-as is very likety in
tbis case.
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Men and'Women Nos 31R-37R and 270N, which has inspired F in particular to

exhibit his craftsmanship. The examples indicate clearly that the Proverbs of Men

and Women were not considered a secondary la¡l' ln this respect the orthographic

treatment of plainty vernacular words is interesting and is exemplified here by 'ayS.

Table 4.5 ;ir /'ayS/ 'what'

H
mw tnIf, mw mw mw

lyS'what'
lvlS

ly5-

'atyi
alyl5-á

f-lyS then whar'

bJyS'with what'

t4 4 10

3.1.1.5 The above examples indicate that microsegments in the Proverbs of Men

and rvVomen were detiberately maintained in their vernacular form with the same

orthography which is used in the Ctassical Proverbs. However, vernacular
bundles were occasionally dismantled and classicised, e.g., 8R:E: bJ3ml'with what' l;
but bly¡ Sayl'in 359N:E; 338N:M:'alayS, but 234R:M 'aly'aly3- It is therefore
justified to say that, based on the above evidence, that the mere use of matres

iectíonis does not have stytistic, diglossic function reserved for CA items. The

above examples, if presented graphically, would eventually serve to describe the

scribal profîles of MSS. A/, H, F, E and M-

3.1.2 The relatively large differences between MSS. indicate that individual scribal

styles clearly outweigh the effect of simple copying. However, the influence of
cõpying is occasionally felt at the level of proverbs, e.g., in three proverbs from al-

Qur'ân2, 24Q, zgQand 30Q:

I Takins into consideratioî matres lectionis of second hand origin in A.
2 24Q. õod does not entrust any soul with more than it can bear. (Q2:286)' 29Q. Oh'

you who beliève, why do you say what you do not do. (Q612) and 30Q. What do you think of
ihose who proclaim themselves innocent? Nay, God proclaims innocent whomever he wants.

MEFA

6 5
I
2
1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

3

2

1

bJy¡ iayfin
bJSml
'ly5'wtry'
'alayS
'alySu
'aly'alyS
lvS

llyS t'try'
l-'ayS
lly5'where'

II
1

1I
1

I

1

I
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l) A: ll yukalifu lllh nfsl lll wus'ahl
H: ll yklf lllh nfsllll ws'hl
F: ll yklf lllh nfslan tlt ws(ht
E: lal yukalf lllahu nfslan lll wusl'ahat
M: ll ykalfu lllahu nfslan'ltl wusl'ahl

2) A: ylyhl ll{yna lmnwlli-ma tqwlwn mllltf'lwn
H: yllyhlll{yn lmnwll-m tqwlwn mllltf'lwn
F: yllyhlll{yn lmnwll-m tqwlwn mllltf'lwn
E: yal 'lyuhl <qjr > fi{iyna l^manuwl <t-ii> l-m tqwluwn mllal tflaluwn
M: ylyuhl[or: yhll] ll{yn l^mnwlli-ma tqwlwn mallltf'aluwna

3) A: l-lm tr lly ll{yn yuzakwna tnfusahm bl lllhu yzkay mn ySl

H: l-lrn tr lly ll{yn yzkwn Infshm bl llh yzky mn ySl

F: l-lm tr lly ll{yn yzkwn lnfshm bl lllh yzky mn y5l'

E: l-lm tr lly ll{yna yzlkuwn Infshm bl lllh yzky mn ySF

M: l-lm tar lly ll{yn yzkwna Infsahm bal lllahu yzky man ya5al^'u

Example 1) indicates that if a microsegment is vocalised in a MS., the same
microsegment is likely to be vocalised-with eventual differences in the scribal
style-in subsequent MS(S). The individual scribal style seems merely to influence
the intensity of vocalization and the placement of individual signs. In example 2)
the connection between E and M- and A too-is rather striking.J Example 3)
indicates fairly independent use oî matres lectíonis by M but this is also the last
MS. in its branch of the family-tree.

3.1.3 The frequencies of short vowels per thousand microsegments (cf. Table 5: 10;

5:21; 5:32) are relatively close to each other both in the Classical Proverbs and the
Proverbs of Men and Women. However, the higher frequency of a by F and M
and of n by F in the Proverbs of Men and Women may indicate both classicization
and decorative purposes. The high number of occurrences in the Classical Proverbs
of MS. A is mainly due to secondary origin.2

3.1.4 Conclusion: The above findings indicate that while the copyists used matres

(Qa:a9).
I lf the vocalisarion of A is indeed, as it seems, partly of secondary origin, the copyist

of M used L after the vowel signs were added by a third party. E must bc excluded as it
leaves li-ma unvocalised. A MS. linking E and M is apparently missing.

2 My impressioz is that the Classical Proverbs of A were vocalized by a foreign,
possibly Turkish reader who was probably the same person who added Turkish translations of
Arabic words between the lines and in the margin. His vocalisation is characterized by its
'grammatical' narure and almost full vocalisation of individual Arabic words, whereas the
normal style of vocalisation also involves redundant, decorative uses. I have excluded the
occasional Osman-Turkish ranslations of individual words in the Classical Proverbs, betveen
the lines and in the margin, as these words simply represent Turkish equivalents [as in the
orthography given by the Turkish-English Lexicon of Redhousel of common Classical Arabic
vocabulary and give no relevant information for the interpretation of the proverbs.
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lectionis in a very individual manner. On the basis of tables (4.14.5) MS. E exhibia

a large variety oi calligraphically different forms mainly in the Classical Proverbs

whereas MS. F exhibits more variety in the Proverbs of Men and Vr¡omen' The

style of MS. M is fairly consistent in both section. MS. H uses more signs than MS'

A although they look iunvocalised'. Although orthographic links between the MSS'

do exist,-individual scribat style is usually imposed over the basic consonantal

ductus in a manner which outweighs the effect of simple copying. The above

evidence further suggests that the writing styles of the scribes are basically very

consistent, both in the Classical Proverbs and in the Proverbs of Men and ïVomen,

which indicates a remarkable control over writing. This seems to give support to

the argument that clearly dialectal forms which are used more frequently ¡n the
proveibs of Men and Women are not mere scribal errors but serve specific stylistic

purposes. Although this seems, prima Íacie, obvious, a scribe has even for the

prrirnr text multip-te choises available: 1. To write without vocalization which is the

normal choice for common texts without any sPecific línguistic interest. 2'

Vocalization following the rules of CA grammar-in use esPecially for Quranic
quotations. 3. Vocalizaiion following the rules of CA grammar but adapting, when

n""rrr"ry, poetic licences; a scribe, obviously, merely copies from his original but

he may ãmphasize the Poetic nâture of his original. 4. As 3' but emphasizing the

spot<en nature of a poeiic text; again the original used for copying must play a role

bit a scribe may emphasize a specifig spoken pronunciation. 5. The last option is to

write'spoken'tãnguage which is in orthographic contrast with 2' and 3. However,

although a scribe ieems basically to be in control of his personal style of writing'

the facì that non-CA features -ây occut in a CA context, for instance dt Pro d (see

p. 61), suggests rhat a scribe is nor in total control of his underlying language habits.

A specifiðionrext definitely encourages him to make a special effort, e.g.' to write

us ðorre"t CA as possible, which-as it seems-cannot entirely eliminate the

penetration of vernacular elements into his writing exactly as in a similar spoken

situation.
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TABLE 5.I USE OF SHORT VOWEL SICNS
MS A H F E
Section cl mw cl mw cl mw cl m\¡/ cl

M
mw

'm-segm.' 1199

occur. 2484
weight I
weighU"F 1.44

x /1000 0.48
occ.:m-se I.74

1476

2355

1.24
t.02
0.42
1.60

1967

3078

I
0.98
0.32
i.56

I32T
t478
t.4l
r.63
0.68
t.r2

tL24
2135

s69
961

2.22

T7L6

3009

I
t

0.33
L75

i505
2409
r.25

I
0.42
1.60

r858
2920

I
1.03

0.34
1.57

1501

239r
r.29
r.0r
0.42
1.59

I
r.4t 2-5r
0.47 1.04

1.90 1.69

u
w.
w./"F"
per 1000

%/occ.2)

138

138

199

66.2
6.6Vo

.'

3

4
1.4

0.LVo

13 I 158 L7L 716 391 406 23r
13 2 158 2r4 716 4E5 406 298
l8 2 rs9 r7L 738 399 399 299

6.1 1.0 52.1 71.8 243.4 164.2 129.9 97.0

0.6Vo 0.17o 5.37o 7.1%24.5% 16.6% L3.2Vo 9.7/o

-u
weight
rÀr./"F"

per 1000

7o -u/u
%-ulocc.

30

30

43

14.4

2t.7To

L-4Vo

0304938t27
0304947127
040494713i
0 r.4 0 16.2 16.0 43.2

0.0% 23.170 0.0% 31.0% 22.2% 17.7Vo

0.jVo 0.lVo 0.0V0 I.6Vo l.6Vo 4.3V0

890
l0 90

888
3.4 28.8

2.0% 22.2%

0.3V0 2.9To

5
7

5

2.1
2.27o

0.270

l0
L4

l6
6.8

0.7V0

i 110

weight 110

w./nF" 158

per 1000 52.8

Vo ilocc-Z) 5.3V0

t4 4 138 98 903 470 438 298
t4 9 138 r23 903 583 438 384

20 10 138 98 930 479 429 301

6.6 4.2 45.5 4r.2 307.0 197.4 140.2 125.2

0.77o 0.4% 4.67o 4.lVo 30.9Vo 2Q.0% I4.2Vo 12.5%

l0
13

10

4.2
3.4%

0.470

-l
\4/eight

w./"Fu
per 1000

% -u/l
Vo-ulocc.

11r303924112965
il1303930rr21165
162403924115964

5.3 0.7 r.4 0.0 12.9 10.1 38.1 3.8 20.8

I0.0To I0.0Vo 21.4% 0.070 28.3% 24.5Vo l2.4To 1.9% 14.8%

0.57o 0.1% 0.ITo 0.0% l.3Vo 1.0% 3.8Vo 0.4% 2.LVo

a

weight
w./uF"
per 1000

Voalocc.2)

206 40 78 37 505 621 2042 1282 1350 lll0
206 s6 78 82 505 776 2042 1590 1350 1432

297 65 ll0 93 505 621 2103 1308 1323 rr2r
98.9 27.2 36.7 38.5 166.7 260.8 694.3 538.4 432.0 466.2

9.97o 2-7Vo 3.7V0 3.9V0 16.\Vo 25.870 69.97o 54.4V0 43.970 46-4%

7 t54
I r54
9 151

448
0.57o IL.47o

0.3% 5.0Vo

44

55

55

23

7.17o

1.870

53

53

s5
l9

2.6To

r.8%

46

59

60

25
4.170

1.9%

-a 3l 14

weight 31 20

r¡r'./"F" 45 32

per 1000 14.9 22

Vo -ala l5.0Va 35.0V0

%alocc.Z) l.SVa 0.970

6372
6772
81772
4r724

7.7Vo 8.LVo l4.3To

Q.3Vo 0.3% 2.4%

N¡

I
2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9

0
I

I
I
t2
13

l4
l5
l6
l7
l8
l9
z0

ZI

22

23

24

¿5

26

27

z8

¿9

l0
l1
J2

i3
34

35

36

37

38

39



3.2 Use of Final Short Vowel Signs

The analysis focuses here on the indication of final short vowelsj because the

general disappearance of moods and cases represents distinctive Neo-Arabic

linguistic features in Middle Arabic.2

3.2.1 Occurrences of Final'u

Table (12:15) indicates distinctly higher frequencies of finalshort vowels in the

classical Proverbs of E @3.213.i),U Qe.atz.l) land H (1.4/0)] but is equivalent in

ùåii tr.,tons of F Q6.2/16\, which prima facie serves more or less explicit

classicization of the Proverbs.

3.2.1.1Use of Final'u in the Classical Proverbs

The overall impression is that final -u is used indiscriminately where it can be used

as in CA, e.g., to indicate a nominative Case ending, indicative mOod ending, Or with

ird person iionominal suffix. As final -u in such positions explicitly represents CA

readìng, it may be considered a potential'classicization' device whereas its non-use

leaves-the texi ambiguous from an interpretational point of view.

3.2.1J.L The highest number of occurrences of microsegments with -u is related to

constructions with 3rd pers. sing. suff.3 {- > and to the lexeme <ål >: E: lahu (12);

ùi"tìlur"r,u (!); itahu til; Àinr,i (4); minlhu (3); frnahu (2). In M: [ahu/tllahu (7);

lhu (2); lahu (2); yakuwnu (2). F, who makes profuse use of non-consonantal signs,

does not write a single ordinary word twice with -u but has, e.g., tl-'atm-tállu (1); ll-

äim3allu (1) which ,ãay srggrsi that -u serves more decorative than'grammatical'

aimi. l,tSS. A and H tralne onty single occurrences. The use of -u in the subgroups

of Classical proverbs indicatls ligh frequency of -u, especially in the Poetical
pronrrUr, E (l}3l|z:), cf. M (4Sl9b)' F (,3149), which may be simply due to the

length of this section and creating more grammatical opportunities and poetic

lice-nces for the use of -u. The diffèrences in the distribution of -u between other

proverbial subgroups are less conclusive, although, for example' F's_ individual style

is reflected in the higher number of occurrences of -u in the Proverbs of aI-

/ Short vowels in other positions could equally well be studied for eventual stylistic

use. The preliminary 
"n"iyiiíôf 

the dâta ¡ndicaies that, for example.' the imperfect

orsformarive is virruatly ;il;;;";;"ii;a asin Ce as wetl as the coniunct¡on wa- (and fa-)'**"'ä*i;;h;';;;;;;i;;i;'.""i 
;t;bãbly appties more accuratelv to the spo-ken Middle

Arabic dialecß-as ir is suplorteC Uy Uoaein ,Ãiabic dialects-than to Middle Arabic written

i""g.g" in gineral,wt¡ic-h'is demo¡rstrated by the discussion on the problem of synthetic vs'

.ìäTii¡L 
".t¡äties, 

ci. H"ty, p. Só; ii t.ttt suifiti"nt for the pu¡pose of this study to identify

finaí vowels wnich repreiårit vocalization as in CA (either as a continuation of CA written

ir.ã¡,ion or as a stylisiic r"tiotãti* of CA vatues) vs. consistent non-indication of thc final

vo*ei, w¡¡ct¡ *ouid leaue the vocalization at ¡east ambiguous. Atthough the use of vowel

;ig;;;t, i" t.incipte, nor*iäiy ¡n ÀtaUi. writing, the explicit indication of cases could be

iusrified for poetical r".toni îhe opposite-in cãrnin contcxts-could be interpreted as an

fiö; lã'r"ã-"ìirierent *ritten srandard vs. CA for expticit vernacularization, cf.

MAV/ÃLIYÂ, EIr P.867.'-' 'î" il;ìråà-"n, of pronominal suffixes is dealt with separately in this study-
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Muwalladîn than in the Proverbs of al-Qur'ãn, al-Hadi! and al-'Arab. Only M and
F used -u, (4) and (3), respectively, in the introductory part of Chapter 6 (which is
fairly short) which may suggest that the proverbial text received altogether
different treatment in the other MSS. The lack of -u in the introductory part of E
is unexpected as E uses matres lectionís profusely in the proverbs.

3.2.1.2 Use of Final -u in the Proverbs of Men and Women

3.2.I.2.L The number of occurrences of final -u in the Proverbs of Men and
Women is far lower than in the Classical Proverbs, as stated above, and can hardly
be explained except by the overall intended spoken nature of this section.

3.2.1.2.2 All occurrences in the MSS. E, F, H and M are single occurrences. In
conrrasr F has ka'alnahb'u "he (¡s) l¡te" (Z), cf .3rd pers. masc. sing. suff. above, and

lawlb'áu 'cloth' (2).

3.2.I.2.3In F -u is primarily used in microsegments which are in the initial position
of a proverb/ (Men 12, Women 5). F's style of writing the first word is often
overly decorative involving abundant use of supplementary orthographic signs, e.g.,

minuscule superscript extra letters, -signs and dagger a/ifs which are usually met
with in MSS. of al-Qur'ân: 1E9R:F: and l91R:F: ka'atnahhtu "He is like"; 289N:F:

3awlb-lu sydy "My master's clothing". F uses -u in most cases correctly as in CA but
also demonstrates errors: l18R:E: yltiy llh bJl-lban ll-haliybu "God will bringsour
milk"; pro genit¡ve -i; 93R:F: mn {lk llJaÉynu "from that dough"; pro genitive -i;
302N:M: mamluwku "slave"; pro tanwîn -un;331N:F: dhlku bn snt "A one year old
child", noun in st. constr. with nominative -u pro 3rd pers. m. sing. perfect with -a"

in contrast MSS. AHEM correctly use dhk'laughed'.

3-2.L.2-4 Although the use of -u, e.g., with 3. pers. m. sing. suffix -hu, clearly serves
'classicization', vernâcular forms are used alongside CA ones fairly frequently: e.g.

72R:E: hwl habyby mal'uwnuh w-qdrtahu m' kalnuwnuh "My beloved took away
his things, and his pot with his stove." in which the correct form with the accusative
in qdrtahu "his pot" is used next to the vernacu¡at ¡1' l¡alnuwnuh "with his stove"

lpro CA -ih(i)]. The rime is perfectly balanced by the vernacular pair with -u(h) and

the extra syllable brought in by the CA -ahu sounds disturbing. In 293N:E: ltnl ll-
'aduwh mkhlh b-qatraln lal $ayruhu wa-qlbhal farlhaln "The enemy came to us with
the edges of her eyelids painted with pitch and nothing else (as for mourning) but
her heart was full of joy" rhe definitely vernacular Étnl lpro !ã'at-nãì "she came
(3rd pers. sing. fem. perf.) to us" is immediately followed by CA gayruhu, which
sounds awkward. The unvocalised form in the other MSS. allows vernacular
pronunciation: A: $tnlll-'dwh mkhlh qtrln ll $yrh w-qlbhlfrhln; F: Stnt ll-'dwh mukhlh
qtrh llgyrh [somewhat unctear -hl w-qlbhl frþln; M: Étnl ll-'aduwt mukþlat qa¡rln
lal $yrh wa-qlbhl frhaln.

3.2.1.2.5J Occurrences in E: 123R:E: Samahu 197R:E: lw qa!'uwl lylduhu [uncertain

/ As with tanwin -un.
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voc. due to mult¡ple sign$ possibly corrected towards vernacular] q¡-¿¿lvvþ¿l'ldth

mal yuþaliylhar; Ñ8. r/¡aunï, uernacular lyd pro CA yad in nominative and CA

suffix -hu pro correct accusative or even .ot" apptopriate vern¿cular -u(h)' 30R:E:

,*'J.qfru lpossibly original.] 67R:E: lahu lpossibly original.l 72R:E w-qdrtahu 95R:E:

tnfa'u 118R:E: bJl-lban tl-haliybu 29lN:E: $ayruhu'

3.2.l.2.5.2Occurrences in F: 175R:F: naruwhu 93R:F: ll-'aiynu 113R:F: zaw-ailtu

11R:F: u-qutlnu 130R:F: yaduru 134R:F: darlb'u ll-hbyb 134R:F: wlaql'u-du 147R:F:

luu¡.lu 16'0Ii:F: rbytu t9iì:ÊM21 lll-raflmu 184R:F: kutu 189RF: ka'alnahh¡u 191RF:

ka,atnahhru 19ZR:F yadahu, ¡abl'uñu 238R:F: aljidu 243Rf: yll sbu 30R:F:

twlza'atlhu lkafu 45R:F: tamuwr¿u 48R:F: tarlku 3R:F: tthaslhu 55R:F: 3awlb-áu

61R:F: iaw-¡ru 84R:F: dltru ll-zltm 21lR:F: ll-mwtu 60R:F: ll-watadu 206R:F: wa-

hazahu 231R:F: w-wqt darlbu rt-ayrtt 273N:F: ta'ltaqiduhu,289N:F: gawlb'áu sydy

325N:F: w-ratanaqaÉu gä,gN:f: Sálma/irhu 331N:F: 4hlku (bn snt) 338N:F: 'alysu

i¿fÑ'fr kanæltu liictpro 3rd pers. sing. fem.l 360N:F: ya'lysu 361N:F: yál $azalltu ll-

lqmlr 364N:F: yaþlbasu ll-bzru qlnl

3.2.1.2.5.3 Occurrences in M: 218R:M: ll-mslku 30R:M: tkfu ll-qwm 72R:M: w-

qdrtahu 95R:M: tanfa'u 302N:M: mamluwku '

3.2.1.3 Possible use of -u as vernacular anaPtyctic vowel: The Proverbs of Men of
lvVomen offer only one example of the use of final -u which is possibly used for a

vernacular anaptyctic vowel: 338N:F: $aylruki yqu¡m b-mqlmk 'alySu [fayn pro
,ayzl qlyby ut'alb-tr "somebody else will take your place, why sho-uld I torment my

riitr" r,"äri (for 
-you)?" 

However, the possibility that -u here stands for 3rd pers. m.

sing. suff. .annoi be entirely excluded-but seems improbabte as darnma is not used

for-this purpose in ttre MS!.i As MS. F contains a number of scribal errors, the

possibiliiy tñat the above is one of them cannot be entirely excluded' The Proverbs

of Men and Women exhibit occurrences which are interpretationally ambiguous'

e.g., 113R:F: zaw'a$[tu bnty lq'd fy dlrhbl ltny wJrb'b wrlhál "I married my daughter

i""ii"" i* my Oreiå) in her house; she came (back) to me with four (kids) behind

her..'cf. 113R:FEM zaw$t;H: zwlt but with pl,tny, A: zwlt with lltny. Although

this example belongs prl* facie-to the category of spoken p-roverbs and as such

would sugþest thatihá rejection of the 1st pers. sing. perf. ending -tu is an attempt

at classicizãtion, the syllabte ending in -u fits remarkably well into the sequence -

CC# C- which would ,ugg"r, an ariaptyctic vowel in the vernacular.2 The problem

is that the possibility t¡i1¡is p.outib tnuy be semiliterary and originally contained

both CA and vernacular elemlnts is entirely plausible. In the proverbs of E (see

ref. below), final -u is used almost exclusively in proverbial verses where the final

vowelling supports their internal rhythm. However, vernacular pronunciation is in

-ort ."rã, equally possible, which is further supported by the spelling imposed by

other MSS.

1 Cî. ï proLand í.' pro iiÍ intheAndalusianproverbs,nos4loand4S6'Seelbn
'Ãsim. po. 335 and 329.' 2' Ct. Mitchell, Cotloquial Arabic, pp.3a'35-
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3.2.1.4 Conclusion: The examples clearly indicate that final -u's are used in the
Proverbs of Men and Women especially in proverbial mawwãl-verses in which the
semiliterary context justifies the occasional use of CA forms possibly partly for
poetical reasons. The use of final -u has been further extended to proverbs of
spoken origin in which it functions as a 'classicization' device. Some versions of
proverbs in F indicate that the scribe of the current form of a proverb or its
rneaning was not known to the copyists. This would suggest use of final -u's for
analogic reasons rather than for conscious stylistic levelling despite the fact that the
use of final -u definitely serves as a stylistic prestige variety. The final
interpretation, however, remains ambiguous due to aî argumentutn er. síIentio.

3.2.2 Occurrences of Final -i

Table (L2:26), indicates a similar pattern of -i between the MSS. as of final -u, with
substantially higher frequencies in the Classical Proverbs especially in E (38.1/3.8)
and M (20.8/4.2) but also in H (1.a/0) and even in F (12.9/10.1).

3,2,2.1 Use of Final -i in the Classical Proverbs

Most occurrences of -i, similarly to -u, are in the subsection of Poetical Proverbs, E
(891L27) and M (48/90), somewhat fewer in F (14/39), where its indication is likely
due to metric reasons: e.g., in E (43/89) and M (11/38) final -i occurs most
frequently at the end of a second foo¡.

3.2.2.L.I The number of multiple occurrences of microsegments with -i is as

follows: E: bihi (9); fyhi (2); l-l-ma4'li (2), ü-mr1i (2); sulltalnihi (2); F: ll-mr'li (3); l-l-
mr'li (2); ¡nti (2); M: ll-mwlti (3); ll-mar'li (3); ll-mr'li (l); ll-nlsi (3); bhi (2);'alylhi (2); H:
ll-mr'li (2). The findings are very similar to final -u indicating some concentration
on constructions with 3rd pers. sing. suff. and on specific lexical items, this time
especially oo .y'r.

3.2-2.I.2 Use of final -i in the Proverbs of Men and Women: final -i occurs in A (1),

E (13), F (29) and M (r0) uut not in H (0). Only MSS. E and F have multiple
occurrences, B bh¡ (2); F tnti (2).

3.2.2.1.2.I In the most evident cases of classicization, final -i is used to indicate the
CA genitive: F:60R:F: fy ll-baladi 199R:F: ll-sml'i 347N:F: mn ll-blsa/itiyatf E:73R:E:
Þl-tuwti 25lN:E: bhi 328N:E: bhi 350N:E: min baylti ll-walliy, Ícf .226R.E t-hadhil;
M:9R:M: rl'yht ll-fqwsi 123R:M: birumri 362N:M: mn kli balyh. However, the
genitive is used concurrently with explicitly vernacular uit in 20R:F: lqr'yqwl l-'lqr'
tmsy bntnzra'l fy brkt tl{r'átni aly5l'á [large sizel ml tl'y!l'll-nsf ly wjl-rb'ly wJl-
¡mn ly w-ll-gmn tl-'lhr lk w{y "A bald man says to another: Let's cultivate with the
luck of the bald ones, whatever may grow, one half is for me, and a quarter for
me, and an eighth for me, and the last eighth for you and for me." Occasional CA
segments such as l-halhi (226R:E) and bhi (251N:E) belong most likely to the
category of lexical borrowing.

3.2.2.1.2.2 Final -i is used in the proverbs of women to indicatE a feminine ending
but the potential stylistic value of -i with a CA connotation is undermined by the
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fact that CA and vernacular feminine endings are in these cases phonetically very
likely identical. If a classical connotation should exist, it would be orthographical.
The use of the vowel letter -y pro -i in this context is interesting but will be
discussed further in this study:252N:F: In knti trurh "If you are a free woman," 2nd
pers. sing. f.", cf. A: ln knty trrh; E: ln kntiy þurb; however M: In knt þrt. Further
also 338N:F: gaylruki "Somebody else (than you)", cf. A: iyrk; H: $yrþ E: $yrak; M:

$yrk. 328N:A: wJnti 'rwsl "and you are a bride", cf. E: wJntiY 'aruws'h; M: Inti

'aruwsh; H: Int'rwsh.

3.2.2.1.2.3 The proverbial verse 25R:M vvas very likely written originally in formal
Arabic w-qll ln dalm haQl ll-saylr yl masl'wdi lalm nlqatan tbqy w-lal qa'wdi "If this
journey lasts any longer, my (dear) Mas'úd, there will be neither a camel left nor
can I si¡ (any longer) lmy sitting left]", where -i in the ProPer name stands for 1st

pers. sing. suff. -y.I Cf. further 182R:E: kul iayl'in lal yibh qlniylhi þralm
"Everything that does not suit its owner is a shame."

3.2.2.1.2.4 F uses -i as a support vowel as in CA in the first microsegment of the
proverbs ls/tvten 10 and 4/Women 14]; 114R:F: s-lli ll-mirb "lsk the man of
experience"; 157R:F: $albati ll-sbl'"the lions are a'Å¡ay"; 140R:F: tálrat-i ll-tywr "The
birds flew" but also as a vernacular anaptyctic vowel twice in 40R:F: bá-dall-ái lþmk
"Instead of your meat";41R:F: bal'dalli tl-lhm "Instead of meat", pro CA -a lbadãlal.

3.2.2.1.2.5 Final -i is used either as a vernacular anaptyctic vowel or pseudo-
inflection for poetical reasons in 309N:F: þ{y krlrk w-ln$ry galky ll-hri '"Take your
storeroom and trade, (and) a free man will come to you.", pro CA al-hurr(u); M: t¡dy
krlrky wJn$ry $alky ll-hari; A: $lk ll-hry; E: Slky ll-hur. The use of the vowel letter
-y in A indicates an explicit spoken value.

3.2.2.2 Conclusion: The analysis indicates that the use of final -i is stylistically
ambiguous as it serves both CA and vernacular purposes. The number of explicit
uses of CA genitive is very limited, suggesting that final -i is used primarily for
poetic reasons as an anaptyctic vowel rather than for other grammatical purposes.

3.2.3 Occurrences of Final -a (fatlra)

As indicated in table (12:37), final -a is used as followsZ: H (2-813.L), F (23.8/18.5),

E (18.0/2.9), M (49.3 I 19.3).3

3.2.3.L The detailed study of individual occurr€nces of final -a indicated that its
scribal use is basically very similar to what has been mentioned earlier regarding
final -u and -i. For this reason a detailed presentation of all contextual uses has

I See wright, i, p. f 0l, Rem. c; further , p.253, Rem. b.2 ¡vls. a has been omitted due to signs of secondary origin but it is included in the
table.

J Although the conjunct¡on w-lwa- has been counted as an independent lexeme in the
total number of microsegments for pracrical reasons, the occurences of wa(-) have been
excluded here.
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been omitted.

3.2.3.1.1It seems, however, justified to present a couple of examples of subjunctive
-a in order to avoid the impression that the use of word-final -a was an entirely
mechanical operation for the sake of producing as decoratively impressive
manuscripts as posible or that the copyists paid less attention to the grammatical

relevance of vocalization.

3.2.3.1.1J 22R:A; lq'd yl hmlr ynbt lk ll-S'yr "Sit down, you donkey, until there
grows barley for you."; E: lq'ud yl hmlr þty ynbt lk ll-S'iyr; ffi; lq'ud yal hmlr þty
yanbt lk ll-5'yr; but with subjunctive in F: lq'ud yl hmlr þty yanlbuta lk ll-S'yr. An
interesting question is why M considered it more important to use fatha wifh ¡he
interjection yd and with the preformative yø- but did not indicate the subjunctive.
My interpretation is thar M did not want to use the subjunctive in vernacular
proverbs.

3.2.3-I-1.2 57R:A: qll hty ytl'5y yr5wh'lyh lrvalh'face'scrawled over] "Somebody

said: "Let it draw up some (water), so we can sprinkte it on him."; H: gwr'lqwh $my
'lyh qll hty ytl'a iy yrSwh 'layh; F: qllwl hty yÍl'5y'; M: qlla hty y!l'Sy; MS. E uses

another construction E: qll ltl'b-5ayl'i nrSh'ly wa$hk [with imperativel"...Somebody
said: "Bring up something (so) we [I?J will sprinkle i¡ on your face." The
subjunctive -a is used only by H. E neglects the subjunctive but gives a full
treatment to .; adding the preposition bi-.

3.2.3.1.1.3 239R:E: lal taikurn ll-fatay lwith a fussy f atfta ot aliÍ maqs.ûra) haty
taf,ribahu "Do not thank a young man until you have tried him."; A: hty tirbh; F:

hty tårbh; M: þaty tfrbh. E uses subjunctive -4, but for some reason, probably due

to sheer scribal error, vocalises the preformative ta- pro CA tu-.

3.2.3.L.1.4In some cases the indication of the subjunctive with -a has been

neglected by all copyists but lexical variation takes place 240R:A: ll tfrþ l-mn yrwþ

þty tnçar mn yÉy "Do not rejoice for somebody leaving until you have seen who

will come."; 240R:E: haty tblsar; F: trty tbgr; M: þty tbçar. 22R:A: llJdw ml ybqy

bbyb trty yçyra tl-hmlr ¡byb "An enemy doesn't become a beloved one until a

donkey becomes a doctor [i.e. neverJ." H: ll-'dw ml b-ybqy tyl] trbyb þty ygyr ll-
hmlr tbyb. However, F: ll-'adw mlybqy lrbyb hty ybql ll-hmlr tbyb; E: ll-'aduw ml

ybqy hbyb þatay yabqal ll-hmlr lbyb; M: llrdw ml yablqy þbiyb hty yblqy ll-himlr

tbyb. The MSS. A and H use vernacular é - H with b-imperfect (D - next to the

CA ,l..,¡ which, however, refers to a noun without accusative alif. In contrast' F, E

and M only use vernacularé2 which could potentially represent explicit
vernacularization but, in any cise, full acceptance of vernacular vocabuhry3.

/ The fdtha in A: ysyra is of secondary origin.
2 ln ME¡ ba'a, yib'a, see Hinds&Badawi, p. 91b.
J The vocalizatíon of the imperfect preformativewith fatfta by E and M could present

classicization bur its potential effect remaini so marginal in the context that it is difficult to
take it as an indication of an underlying stylistic aim.
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3.2.3.1.1.5 The nticrosegments with -a-the conjuction wa- is included separately

for comparison-have been studied in detail but are listed below without reference

to give a sufficient overview of the situation.

3.2.3.1.1.5-l A Cl.: wa (5); al'lama (l); atdlbara (1); tl-tnna (1); [-lisa (l); ll-mhsnyna (1);

tl-nba (1); ll-qlwba (1); ll-shlba (l); llQyna (1); llha (1); llha (1); bya (1); 'lima (f); dnUa
(1); f-b'ysa (iÌ it*a (1); hya (1); ittabi'i/a (l); irtqya (1); li-ma (1); lsta (t); lyta (1);

muqtadwna (1) ni'ma (1)i qudiya (1); sabka (1); t'lmwna (1); tubda (1); yltyka (1);

ynbiyuka (1); yuzakwn¿ (l); zalaqa (1).

Z.z.i.t.t.S.z A Mw: wa (11Ì ll{yna (i} arQa (1); mina (1); mlyþa (1); vsvra (1)

3.2.3.1.1.5.3 H Cl.: wa (6); lysa (4);lra 11) qrh (1Ì yw$'a (r); f-hva (1); dla (1); alSrfa

( 1).

3.2.3.1.1.5.4 H Mw: qtla (2); tdlrba (1); wa (iÌ ytl'a (l).
3.2.3.1.1.5.5 F Cl.: wa (19); ll-'dlwta (1) lt-{'yba (l); ll-hylata (1); lnta (Z); Utta (2); knta
(2); laram-r-uk'áa (1); mina (2); nama (2); lhsnta (1); tst'ta (1); tstrtha (1); ttyta (1);

rþlrqa (1); tyrka (1); alkala (1); alra (1); bala$a (1);'alima (1);'lya (l);'zyzz (1); d+.4
(i);'r,tta (1); fwqa (1); hamida (1); huwa (1); årbta (t); klna (1); ldyka (1); mha (1);

malaka (1); nalaqa (1); sfra (1); sabaqa (1); sqata (1); tara (1); tu$ara (t); w-a (1);

wgha (l); þalylya(1); ¡yra (1); ydrba (1); yurlqa (!); lftþarlta (1); lþbablta (1); lldafna
(iÌ U-m$ú (i); uFrmwra (1); aldlbara (1); barlya (1); baylna (1); 'iblta (1); dalallta (1);

fa-'lylna (1); fa-hlya (1); haslhaça (1); ilhllltka (1); kaylfa (l); la-'am-lruk'a (1); la-

'am lruka (1); li-yanlfa'aka (1); qa{aylta (1); tanlha (l); ll-muwalidiyna (l); ll-'lmwra
(l); ll-lmwrla (1); ll-'tjla (1); ll-gzlla (1Ì ll-åwtda (1Ì ll-mr'a (1); ll-mzlha (t); ll-qwta (1);

b-tlka (1); ka-'lnakâ (1); la-r-uba (l); dlika (1); dnba (1); bav¿lk-a (1); É/t'áa (1);

y-adllka (t); y'lþu{aka (1); yurlyk'la (l); l5yál'a (1).

3.2.3.1.t.5.6 F Mw: wa (12Ì k/rna (3L tnta (2); b'da (2); knta (2); waqlta (Z); alnlta (1);

rdbrta (1); tl-mntsifa (1); ll-mtlwba (1); ll-twlba (1); lnsrfa (1); lqblta (1); ltlaf'ta (1);

lþlaf'ta (1); rylna (1); brba (1); ba"lda (i); ba]da (1); baylna (1); dalrala (1); fawlqa (1);

þabayþuka (t); t,u4"r" (1); huw-a (l); llruka (t); k'atna (1.); ma'a (1); ma'aka (1);

nUyi (t); nsfa (1); qdyma (1) lin yl qdyma lllhslni "May the deliverance (from

suffering) be old ! (also in E; Cf. the vernacular form only in 224R:A ylqryb ll-frf
"May thé deliverance be close"Ì qlta (1); s'alma (1); s'abllhuka (1Ì Salla (1); s'yda (1Ì
trrqa {t) 245R:F in yltlrqa ll-bálb; tazahlzaha (1} tgnnta (1); trfka (1); wq'ta (1); wçlta
(1); bfka (1); yanlbuta (1); zahlruka (1); zawlÉa (1);

3.2.3.1.7.5.7 E Cl.: wa (113); mina (13); mna (¿); lna (2); lnta (l); lra (Z); 'inda (2);

kalna (2Ì l-kldibuwna (1); ruba (2); 'ilna (t); lrlda (1); bika (1); byna (1);'atima (1);

dra (1Ì hiyna (1); gat^'a (1); laraba (t); klna (1); katda (1): kunta (1); lahuna (1);

raþima (1Ì tqbluwna (1); rrtna (1); ya'ltiyka (1); yabriyka (l); ya'lauwna (1); yadalka

(l) r-lylsa (Z); f-rylna (1); f-lylna (l); f-biy'lsa (1); f-hlwa (1); Ëlylsa (1); fitlnatika (1);

haghaça (1); la+a'llamuna (1); muqltaduwna (1); musllimiyna (1); tnlha (1); yudlrka
(1);'al-ttmuruwna (1);ll-'l¡na (1); frnta (1); f-nalla (1); la-ruba (1); lldyna (1); tladiyna

(l); fl{iyna (1} drqa (1} dikrka (1); dlika (1); dnba (1); qudiya (1); blylya (1).

3.2.3.1.1.5.8 E Mw: wa (83Ì katna (2); harna (1); t<nta (1); mina (1); mna (1); qtma (1);

ttra (1); ü-sllsila (1); Sy'a (1).

3-2.3.7j..5.9 M Cl.: wa (97); mina (13); mna (J); lnta (4); lysa (3); huwa Q); hya (2);

klna (2); k{lika (1); l-drka (l); laysa (2); malta (2); mnka (2); rairma (2); ruba (2);

yurybuka (1,);'lwlyka (1): 'alra (l); ndma (1); lftaqrta (1); lftqrta (1); lhbabta (1);

lminta (!); tnka (l); lsal^'a (1); lw'ayta (11; lblka (t); lylka (l); lylka (1); btba (1); b'da
(1): b'da (1); blgka (1); bu'da (1); byna (1): 'atya (1);'bta (1);'lyka (1); 'nda (1);'tba
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(1); dl'a (1); dlqa (1); dlta (1); farhuwna (1); fya (1); haylka (1); hiyla (1); hmlta (1);

hylka (1); harbta (tÌ trwa (t); $at'a (t); Éruta (tÌ tda (1); knta (1); kunta (1Ì kyfa (lÌ
lka (1); lya (1); ldyka (1Ì rna'a (1); maktna (1); malka (1Ì masyra (1); mqtdwna (1);

nçþtka (1); qatta (1); qt'ka (1); qudiya (1); ral¡ima (1); ruba (1); salra (t); slra (1);

sabaqa (1); tlla (1); tlra (1); ta'lmuwna (1); tf'aluwna (1); tmlma (1); tnha (1);

tqbluwna (1); tuçalba (r); buliqa (1); þytlka (1); yltyka (1); yaltyka (1); ya'lmwna (1Ì
yakwna (1Ì ynbyka (l); yryka (1); ys'wka (i); yzkwna (1); t-lylsa (1); tll-Èzlla (1); tll-
gluwsa (1); tlylka (t); lsltrlha (1); lsta'lta (1); bylna (1); flylsa (l); fa-'al'ltalka (l); Éaylra
(lÌ li-yanlf'ka (1); lylsa (t);lylta (1); ya]bsa (1); yallmuwna (1); ya'lmluwna (1); ll-1¡na
(11 ll-lkrmyna (1); ll-'almiluwna (1); ll-gwlda (l); ll-nalsa (l); ll-nlsa (l); ¡l-lam'a (1); ll-
ulmuwra (1); b-nfsika (1Ì bitltca (1); ; f-'lnta (i); fJnta (1); f-by'sa (1); f-hya (1); f-
nfska (1); fa-duwnka (t); t<-tnra (l); l-'amrka (1); l-'mrka (1); laramrka (1Ì lÈma (1Ì
l-lysa (2) rl{iyna (t); ll{yna (1); [{iyna (1); dlka (l); {atqa (1); dnba (1); f-lysa (2}
mqltlya (1); ll-nba (3); malalka (1);51^'a (1); luma (1); xSyta (r).

3.2.3.1.1.5.10 M Mw: wa (112); tctna (8); qtla (8); ba'lda (4Ì qatla (3); knta (2); mina
(2); tll-blda (1); lldiyna (1); hta (1); lqblta (1); bgdka (t); u¡ta (1); 'abra (1);'tía (1);

'inda (1); {tqa (1)t gtba (1); halna (1); hka (1); kalna (1); kunta (1); lka (1); laka (1);

lyta (1); mna (1); nzara (1); ral^ka (1); rakba (1I slþra (1); ta'iba (1); tlra (1); thta (1);

wslta (1).

3.2.3.2 Conelusion: The general conclusion is that final -a has been pasted over the
text by the copyists in positions where its use corresponds to CA without any
particular preference for related grammatical functions. As such the overall
communicative value of its use in most positions could be interpreted as even being
redundant, which is supported by the fact that the highest frequencies of -a occur
with common lexemes such as the preposition mín, the personal Pronouns huwa and.

híya and the verbs kãna and qõla, but most of all with the conjunction wa-. Yet
the underlying stylistic function of -a based on the eventual contras¡ between CA
vs. vernacular must be seriously considered due to the significantly lower number
of occurrences in the Proverbs of Men and Women. Based on weighted totals of
fatha (Table 10:30) in E, M and F, the ratio of occurrences of ¿ in any position is in
E (56.2Vo143.5), M (48.57o/51.57o) and F (39.47o160.6Vo), but for final -a in E
(85.57o/I4.5Vo), M (72.37o/27.770) F (56.77o143.3Vo), i.e. substantially much lower
frequencies of -a in the Proverbs of Men and 'Women than the overall use of ¿

would suggest. The conclusion is that the speech-based nature of these proverbs is

most probably the extralinguistic variant which restricts the use of -a in this
particular context. Against this background the extensive use of -a by F-which is

still clearly below its use in the Classical Proverbs-very likely represents a
classícizing tendency in order to enhance the value of the texr
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3.3 Use of Tanwîn

3.3.1 Introductory note

3.3.1.1 Although tanwín, short vowel signs especially in word final position, and

s¿/c¡Zn serve a grammatical function which would justify their presentation under

morphology, it seems more relevant from the point of view of the present study to
approach first the use of these signs from the angle of scribal usage and to focus

then, when necessary, on the specific linguistic issues involved. As copyists such as

A and H rarely use the above signs and, in contrast, R E and M very frequently, it
seems justified to focus on the use of the above signs as a whole which is more

related to individual scribal styles and undoubtly also involves a purely decorative

aspect.

3.3.1.2 In the general context of the use of the above signs, it seems justified to
focus especially on their use in final position. As Middle Arabic developed its
characteristics as far back as the beginning of the eighth century', the explicit use

of tanwin and final short vowels as in CA may serve both to impose CA reading of
an underlying CA consonantal or'classicization'of a speech-based text containing
more or less explicitly coltoquial elements. In the present context the relevant
question is whether or not tanwin, final vowels and eventual contextual pausal

iukùn are used differently in the Classical vs. Proverbs of Men and Women.2

3.3.1.3 Occurrences of tanwín:The occurrences of tanwîn are set out in table (11).

For praCtiCal reasons, the ngn-Occurrences, i.e. zerO use, Of lanwin were not
calculated as it may be assumed that the quantitative differences of actual

occurrences in both proverbial sections provide a sufficient indication for the
purpose of this study. As can be seen from table (11), tanwín is most frequently
úseà Uy E and to a lesser extent by M and F in the Classical Proverbs3.

3.3.2 Use oî tanwïn -un

As indicated in Table (5.2), MSS. E and M use tanwîn -un 10-20 times more
frequently in the Clasical Proverbs4 than in the Proverbs of Men and'!\¡omen. The

relatively high number of occurrences of tanwîn -un in the Proverbs of Men and

J Cf. Blau, Middle Arabic, p. 75 in Studies; for the situation in Egypt, Birkeland,
Growth. o. l3ff.

2 'Cf. 
Harrell, A Linguisric Analysis, pp.3l-36, Btanc, Style, p. l0l. Interestingly, Blanc

found no trace of 'í'rãb ia his data "except [-.] in the one proverb quoted entirely in Classical
Arabic." To avoid mis¡nrerpretarion, ir is justified to add here that I am not claiming ¡hat the
Classical Proverbs vs P¡overbs of Men and Women represent CA vs spoken Arabic although
these proverbs represent grosso modo literary vS. spOken origin. QbviOuSly, the actual
linguis¡ic sþtus of their language is defined by the findings of this study.

3 The occurrençes of A are, at least partly, of secondary origin.
4 The analysis of the subsections (P¡overbs of at-Qur'ãn and al-lladî1 etc.) of the

Classical Proverbs shows differences between subsections in the five MSS. However, on the
basts of the relarively limited data it ts difficult see clear lingulstlc differences belween these
subsections"
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Women of F - the frequency is, in fact, the Same for both sections-must'
therefore, indicate explicit classícízatíon. All occurrences in MSS. AEFHM are

grammatically correct single occurrences (yawmun'day' Occurs twice in M) which
indicates that the use of -un is not lexically dependenr

3.3-2.1 Use of tanwîn -un in the Proverbs of Men and \Momen: A significant
number of the nouns written with tanwln by F are in ínftial position: 130R:F:

s'áálh'áib-un 'friend'; 138R:F: darlbatun 'blow'; 150R:F: '-iiiqun 'love'; 193R:F:

Iuqaylmatun 'a bite'; 225R:F: w-álhidun 'somebody'; 233R:F: wihun Tryfun 'lovely
face'; 58R:F: ¡awlrun'ox'; 60R:F: gawlb'áun 'garment'; 67R:F: gálrun 'neighbour';
71R:F: h-áálpatun 'thing'; 60R:F: þaylrun 'better'; 27R:F: lmlnun 'safety'; 278N:F:

b'ydun'far away'; 358N:F: wallhun'face'. It is worth noticing that F uses tanwín'
un twice also in the Proverbs of Women which indicates that F used this feature

fairly consistently. Similarly, excePt in the case of 27R:F and 60R:F, the initial
words with -un are written in a larger handwritíng. Fs scribal devotion is further
demonstrated by the extensive use of his orthographic register \¡'ith no less than

twelve (12) signs to write tãhibun, eight (8) for tawbw and lpiatun Only one of
these words which are in this way 'highlighted' by F occurs also in E with tanwîn -
un but without other vocalization. The words with -un in M do not belong to the

same group: 138R:E: {rbtun'blow'; 226R:M: $lyizun'passing by'; 169R:M: muhibun

'(I) like (as it is).

3.3.3 Use oî tanwin -in

Table (5.2) indicates thal tanwin -in is used in a very similar way to -un and far
more frequently in the Classical Proverbs than in the Proverbs of Men and
'!Vomen. F and E exhibit a similar, relatively low tendency of classícization iî the
Proverbs of Men and Women. M has no occurrences of -in in this section.

3.3.3.1 All occurrences in the Classical Proverbs are mainly single occurrences with
the exception of some words such as .u.r,r; E: lmry'in (2); lmriy'in (t);'aÉabin (2);

qwmin (2); ywmin (2) and F: tmr'in (4). The occurrence of the same forms in the

MSS. very likely reflects copying: 60W:A: l-kli lmr'yin "(for) every man"; E: l-kul
lmr'in; F: l-kl lmr'; M: l-kl lmr'; 188'A:A: kl lmr'; E: kl lmry'in; F: kl lmr'in; M: kl
lmry'in; ¡¡ lçl lmr';327P:E:fy wud lmriy'in "(for the) love of ma¡"i327P:F: fy wd
lmr'in; M: fy [y/] wd lmry H: fy wd lmr'in.

3.3.3.2 All occurrences in the Proverbs of Men and Women in F and E are single

occurrences in different proverbs suggesting that their copying may have taken

place independently probably involving an as yet unknown MS. One occurrence of
genitive -in pro correct -un in 7lR:E: þallatin may represent a hypercorrection.

lanwîn -in mainly occurs in proverbs which could be dEscribed as Partly Poetical
and partly hikan sentences involving abstract concePts. As such they seem to

belong ¡o a different proverbial category than typical sPoken proverbs which deal

with matters of everyday life. This indicates that the classification of the Proverbs

of Men and rvVomen also includes Proverbs of possible literary origin. In such

contexts the use of tanwln -in seems to serve the poetical structure rather than, say,

stylistic levelling for immediate prestige motives. That tanwín -in is also used for
classicization which is supported, e.8. bY 23R:E in which tanwín -in is usEd
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concurrently with colloquial verb lrlh pro CA rlh and in 138R:F where tanwîn -in
co-occurs with vernacular knhl pro CA t*'rf. In these cases forms withovt tanw-tn -

in seem equally well to fit the context but, obviously, serve 'classicization', which

for the proper understanding of the proverbs seems redundant As such it seems to

serve primarily prestige motives. Tanwîn -in is used occasionally in pausal Position:
172R:Ë: Þwlh basly¡iU the occurrence 138R:F: fy'dl tbnin may be motivated for
poerical re¿ìsons: Mw: 118R:E: s-ySny lth'n bqrlt zydin w-yltiy llh Þll-lban ll-haliybu
;God *iU allow us to dispense with Zaid's cows and He will bring sour milk."
182R:E: kull Sayfin lalyibtr qlniylhi hralm "Everything that does not suit (resemble)

its owner is a shame." 23R:E: ly mw{'in lrlh ll-hzyn lqy ianalzb "An unlucky Person
will find a funeral procession wherever he goes," 29R:E: ldl lqbalt kalnatl tuqald b-

Salratin w-ln tdbrat ktnat taqud tl-s'lbila [a almost like {amma]'If it comes close, it
can be guided with a hair, and if it tur:rs its back (flees), it will cut the chains."

71R:E hallatin lt thmk \ñ'agiy 'lyhalzawli ulmk "If something is not ¡mportant lo
you, ask your stepfather to do it." 172R:F: qllwt l-l-qrd ltlb lnl mn rbk qll wJlh lnl

lrdh b-w!h baly¡in "They said to the monkey:'Ask for us from your lord.'He said:

'Am I rhe one with the pretty face with him?' 138R:F: Çarlbatun fy kys iyry [r with
a dot of zl knhlfy'dl tbnin "A blow in the sack of somebody else than me is like in
a bag of stra\Ã,." 28R:F: il{alkdlna fy ll-hlfah lvery faint a] mhl lly idin f-hdyk hy lrd
"If thingS can be poStpOned until tomOrrow, it'S a banishment for every
knowledgeable person." 317N:F: r'lwl llmwsah mnqbh b-þgyrin qllwl r¡l hdl ¡l-Skl ll-

wdy, lll {l llaml5 ll-rfy' "They saw a buffalo veiled with a stra\¡/ mat. They said:

Nothing suits better for this lowly figure than this fine cloth."

3.3.4 Use of tunwîn -an

Table (5.2) indicates the same basic distribution of tanwîn -an as for -un and -in.

The decorative nature of its use is evident as it co-occurs with accusative alif L

(Table ll:22).

3.3.4.1 The only mulriple occurrences of the identical orthographic form are E and

F: byrtan (3) and F: ywmtan (2); tryrlan (2). Curiously enough, E and F have the

same orthographic form for þyrlan 'good' (adv.) only once in the same proverb,

namely in 11lH [but with a different lexical item: in 111H:E and M f-Snim/f-Sanm

'he (*ill) prosper' in F: f-fhm'he (will) understand'; this proverb (of al-$adÎg) does

not occur in A and printed edition(s).

3.3A.2 All occurrences are single occurrences with the exception of F: krhlan (3), all
in the same proverb: 180R:F: kl krhlan w-Krb krhlan w-llt t'lSr krhtan "Eat what you

dislike and drink what you dislike but don't become intimate with something you

dislike." In some popular proverbs tanwîn -an seems primarily to serve
classícization, e.g.,41R:F: baá-dalli ll-lhm wll-bál{nftn þ{ lk qmyslan yl'ryln "Instead

of meat and eggplant, get yourself a shirt, you naked one (i.e. dirt Poor)."; l16R:F:

samwk þaþtlan qtl w-twlt'They named you Rope. He said:'And I became (¡ndeed)

a long one."';291N:E: $al liy 'aduwy wa-rall liy w-ml hiy mþbah ltl Smltatan liy "A
rebuker came to me and (pretended that she) felt pity for me, it was not love but
malicious joy."; however, Smltatan liy could also be a petrified construction
borrowed from cA. cf ."¿JrLr¿ in 279N:F: tálbatl ll-qaþbb ywmlan wJyltan f-qllt ml

bqy fy ll-bld hklm "The whore repented for one day, she [R: tre] said:'There are no
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judges left in the village!'Cf. further 264N:E: lq'diy fy '5k mal lhdlan yn5ik "Sit in
your nest until somebody comes and drives you off" in which f.ul L is surrounded
by vernacular suffixes supported by the rhyme. The actual colloquial version is
more convincingly original, cf. A: lq'dy fy'5k þty ygy hd yn5k; M: lq'udiy fy'Sk ml

had ynSk; F: ulq'udly-á fy 'Sbk ml lhd ynSk, as A: þd and M: þad. The above
examples indicate lexical borrowing frorn CA rather than entirely independent use

of, tanwín -an.

3.3.4.3 In some examples tanwín -an is used concurrently with other CA features
which indicate literary origin, e.g.,239R:E: Ial taSkurn ll-fatayan haty tlarbahu "Do
not thank a young man until you have tried him.", cf.239R:A: lltikrn; F: lltikrn; M:
lf tSkrn, NB. the use of the subjunctive after hattã in E. An originally Classical
Arabic form is very likely also 180R:F: kl krhhn w-lSrb krhhn w-lál t'lSr krhtan "Eat

what you dislike and drink what you distike but don't become intimate with
something you don't like", which is clearly a muwallad-type proverb reflecting a

more or less literary origin. Accordingly, the use of tunwin -an seems to be
motivated in the above examples by oríginal líterary reasons. Cf. further the
following verses 25R:M: w-qll In dalm ha{l ll-saylr yl masl'wdi lal nlqatan tbqy w-lal
qa'wdi "If this journey lasts any longer, my (dear) Mas'ûd, there will be no camel
left lneither a (grown-up) camel nor a young camel (fit for riding)"i. 28R:M: 'Ql
klna fy ll-þlgalt mahlllan illy $d f-ha{iyk tarldalt li-manl kln 'alrf "If things can be

postponed until tomorrow, it's a banishment for every knowledgeable person."

3.3.4.4 Conclusion: Tanwîn is primarily used in the Classical Proverbs but for
explicitly stylistic clasicization purposes in the Proverbs of Men and \ñ/omen. In
MS. F tanwln is combined frequently with the extensive use of other orthographic
signs and the words in question are written in a larger size than normal which
suggests an extralinguistic, even a primarily decorative aim. However, some
occurrences indicate that some of the proverbs in this section were originally
written in an Arabic which demonstrates CA features. The use of tanwln is
perhaps most clearly lexically related-without being entirely lexically dependent

on them-to frequently occurring words, or perhaps more exactly, in more or less

established CA constructions with the genitive and accusative. As nouns with
nominative -un do not belong in this category for obvious reasons, the Present
relatively limited data offers only some indications but not entirely conclusive
evidence on possible lexically dependent variation.

I For dropping of the -y of the suffix ls¡ per$ sing. in <mas'ädi>, see Wright, i' p. l0l'
Rem. c.
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3.4 Occurrences of final sukûn

SaÈu¿ is used in writren Arabic to ¡ndicate a closed syllable/. The potential use of
f.inal sukitn in conrextual position to indicate vernacular pronunciation by explicit
omission of vocalization as in CA deserves a closer look in order complement what
has been previously said on tanwín final vowelling. Table (13) indicates that final
sukitn is indeed used relatively frequently, reflecting individual scribal styles
perhaps more than anyth¡ng else. Compared with the use of final vowels, the
striking difference is that final sukùn is used more in the Proverbs of Men and
Women by F, g and M2 than in the Clasical Proverbs.

Table 5.3 Occurrences o1 sukûn

A H F E M
cl mr¡e cl mw cl mw cl mw cl mw

w
67
94
0

79
79
1l

103
103
(1)

44 24r 309
98 24t 386
04554
-4s6E

43t 366
43r 472
98 64
98 83

- 39.8?o 60.2Vo 56.21o 43.8Eo 54.1% 4597o
-0317t71017
-0417211022
- 0100.0Vo44.77o 55.37o 3l-27o 68.8Vo

-(2)(3)4813

s73 337
573 4lE
81 sl
81 63

final -l
w.

I /tor
noun
w.
-l /tot.
imperf.

3.4.1 Use oÍ final sukun

The overview of the occurrences in the MSS. indicates that final sukûn is used in
mosr cases with indeclinable lexemes and suffixes ending in a closed syllable as in
CA. Another large group consists of various verbal uses such as the imperative and
jussive. Other verbal contexts include, e.g, 3rd pers. fem. sing. perfect which seems
justified ro avoid posible confusion with 2nd pers. fem. and masc. In addition, final
sukítnis used to indicate pause as in CA. As such Íhe prima lacíe impression is

that the use of sukûn primarily serves CA spelling. In this context the number of
occurrences that could be interpreted as reflecting vernacular pronunciation is

indeed very srnall.

3.4.1.1A Cl.: alnl (t), Ílaml (1), ll-allsunl (1), b-qrybl (1), far-ahuwnl (1), kasabaq (1),

kul| (1),la-lsm'ahuml(1), larvl (1), manl(1), twkall(t).
3-4.1-2 A Mw: no occurrences.

/ wr¡ght, i, p. l3:4.
2 lhare excluded MSS. A and H from this comparison.
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3.4-1.3 F Cl.: manl(5), qadl(4), alnl (3), hl (3), mnl (3), m-anl (2), q'áadl(2), b-dálrihiml
(1),'illaml(l), atqllill (t), tgtsl (t), lnfÉratl (1), badatl (1), d'alqat'l (t), daUq (1), darafatl
(1), kayl (1), minl (1), qdl (1), ç'atritrl (1), tþzanl (1), trkatl (1), bafl (l), yuhlmadl (1), zinl
(1), zurl (l), dhbatl (l), trlratl (1), lamll (1) lpro j ], ta'iSl (t).

3.4.1.4 F Mw: manl (7), lawl (3), lnl (2), ilnl (2), klnaq (2), llwarl (1), lnqa['atl (1)' bnaq
(1), bil (1), bqyatl (1),'dsl (1), fiyl (1), hadan'danl (1), harakatl (1), hatabl (l), þawill
(1), hbq (1), gq (1), k'ull (1), kanasatl (l), lhuml (1), l-kayl (1), l-manl(1),lawl (1),

m'anl (1), mnl (1), naslplibl (1I nutl (1), nzral (l), rlt¡'at¡ (7), rttþatâl (1), ralhat-dl (1),

rakabatl(t), Srih¡(l), tllbatl(1), tab'atl (1), tala'atl (1), tata'-amaml (1), wálh'idl (1), bltl
(1), budl (1), yaslma'l (1), zamarl (l).

3.4.L.5 E Cl; manl(5), qadl(4),laml(3),lnl(2),hall(2), minl(2), tl-mhrdbl(1),'alÉi'l(l),

'alnl(1),'itnl (1),'i'taml (1),'inl (1), ll-'alfill (t),ll-'arbl (1), tl-has'abl(1), ll-hwalyil (1),ll-

masalyibl (1), ll-nadaml (1),ll-qalaml (1), tml (1), lwl (1), U-'arabl (l), llþ'alwall (1), b-

dalrihiml (1), badatl(1), bdanl(1),'alqhuml (1), dmlyrihml (1I f-qadl (1), falanl(1), fa-
minl (1), fa-naltihl (1), haraÈl (1), trarmkl (1), huml (1), inl (1), Éama'ahl (1), k-11-

'a[alnibl(1),la-dhaq (1),lwl(1), min¡(1), munaltihl(1), naball (1), namtl(l), qllatl (l),
qawal'idl (1), qfaçl (l), qull (1), ra'at¡l (1), çana'atl (1), çill (1), tahunl (1), tbl'adatl (1),

tidhum¡ (f), t4iq¡ (1), tþzanl (1), tgidl (1), walfirl (1), waqa'l (1), watanl (1), trafl (1),

yatlrbl (1), yu'ltadrl(1), yullQa'l(1), zur¡(1), ydbiþl(1), trSabl(1),ldl(1), mundl (1).

3.4.1.6 E Mw: wrhidl (2), ll-'alqmlrl (1), ll-batadl (1), ll-'arabl (1), ll-muËribl (1), ll-rafiy'l
(1),ll-watadl(1),lqra'l(1), ßrabl(1), bt{ngninl (1),'alsizl (1),'atrifl (1), darb¡ (1), dtyim¡
(1), falaql (1), farihatl (1) frlqkuml (t), giq (1), kalnatl (l), klnatl (1), kull (t), tatl (t),
lawl(1),lqlnl (l), ma'kl (1), naçlfatihl (1), n'lniyl (1), nkfnukuml (1), nqtabiþl (1), nr[a'l
(1), qlmatl(l), ralhatl (1), razaq¡(1), s'awldaq (1),Sbibl(1), salhibl(1), tabaq (1)' çarfakl
(1), tatnaqa$ (1), tdhakal (1), tfraþl (1), tÞfifl (1), ttfrall (1), ttrbaml (1), ttwaþaml (1),

watlisl (1), budl (1), yahllifl (1), yftçiþ¡ (1), zamirl (1).

3.4.1.t M Cl; mnl (12), manl(1t), min¡ (7),'anl(4), lnl (2), lknl (1), lkinl(2), lml(2),lwl
(2), qdl(2),'al$i'l(1),'lnl(l),'lwl (1),'itnl (1),'i'laml (1),ll-'tlbl (1), ll-hrl (1),ll-gnlzahl (l),
ll-m'wminl (1), ttl-bahrl (1),lnhml(i), tl-'arbl (1), Utrim¡(t), balduhuml(1), badtl(l), UUq

(1I'lbhrnl(1),'amanl (1), {lhibahl(1), dtrhm¡(1), durl (1), f-kunl (1), f-minl (t), fa-dtir¡
(1), fa-lanl(1), Elbtl (1), hall(1), brl (1), hrmakl (t), ilnl (l), Èama'ahl(1), kay¡ (1), l-l-
nuwra\ (1), l-mnl (1),I{adl(1),laml(1} lawl (1), mnkuml (1), qadl (1), rabhiml(1),
saqal (l), lalratl (1), tahsudl (1), tazldadl (l), tkunl (l), tstrdl (1), tugytnhiml (1), bafl (1)'

byrl (1), yaknl (1), yakunl (1), zinl (1), zud (1).

3.4.1.8 M Mw: mnl(7), manl(6), minl(5) lnl (4), lwl (2),lmalnyl(1),lkrtl (1),ll-baladl
(t), ll-'arabl (1), ll-hl5iyah¡ (t), ll-rfy'l (1), lll-watadl (1), '¡ndahuml (1), daqnl (1),

dabuwqhl (1), darbl(1), f¡yl (1), fyl(1), harkatl(1), busibtl(1), Èbq (t), ty¡ (l), laml(1),
lawl (1I li-manl (1), ma'kl (1), mlsamiyl (1), n'iySl (l), nrÉ'l (1), nuruhl (1), qilll (1),

ralkbl (1), rthatl (1), salqilyahl (l), sanahl (1), talbtl (1), çabiybl (1), ttfraÈl (l), twylah¡
(1I walymahl(1), wrdarnahl (1), budl (1), yahllifl (1), yançrl(t), ygsltrml(t).

3.4.2 Use of pausal salcûn

Pausal forms with sukùn are occasionally indicated by E, F and M at the end of the
first or second foot in rhymed proverbs but also in non-poetical contexts in which
pause seems to support the balanced proverbial formula. As such pausal forms
seem primarily to be motivated by metric reasons.
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3.4.?.1Examples of Clasical Proverbs: At the end of verss 303P:M: {lhiba\ loing
pasing away (f)'; 390P:M: ll-fnEahl 'funeral procession'. Further examples:23Q:A
kl þizb b'ml ldyhm faraþuwnl 35Q:M: wa-law rahmnthm wa-kiaflnl mal bhiml minl

Çurl la-la-iuwtfy [for la-l-fa/uwlfyJ tugylnhimlya'lrnahwn. 187'A:M: k-mltzr'taþudl
"What (As) you sorrlr, you will harvest."; E: k-ml tzr' tþçd F: k-ml tzr' tþçud; cf. the
proverb has been understood by A as referring directly to agriculture: klml tazra'u
tahgud; H: kl-ml tzr'tþçdh [sic!] "lffhenever you so$¡*". 197'A:E: lis-ln min rfb yada

mn bsabl [pro yadaln mn] "A tongue rnoist (of talking) and hands of wood (for
being idle)."; A: mn l-kl [sic!] lsln mn rçb w-ydln mn x5b; F: lstn mn r¡b wa-yadun mn

bSb; M: lsln min ru¡ab wa-yad mn bib. In the following example the first foot
actually ends with fa-lanl but yull{a'l Liayn is written without a dotl the pausal form
seems justified by the internal balance: 285P:E: In mn laraba ll-'ulmuwr fa-lanl
yull{a'l [sic!] mn þaiarin martaylni "will not be bitten twice from the same

snakehole (rock')."; cf. M: fa-lanl yl{$. The following pausal form seems justified

for similar reasons: 379P:E: kul ll-masalyibl qad tamur'alay ll-fatay f+ahuwn $aylr
Samaltati 1l-'al'ldal^'i "All misfortunes may meet the young man, and they are easy

excep¡ the malignant delight of enemies." (KÌ A: kl ll-mslyb qd tmr'ly ll-fty f-thwn
gyr Smttt tl-t'dt'; F: kl ll-mslyb qdl tmr'ly ll-fty f-thwn $yr Smltt ll-fdl'i; M: kl llþ

msal'yb qad tmr'ly llþfaty f-tahuwnu $ayr Smltt tl-l¡'dl H: kl ll-mçlyb qd tmr'ly ll-fty
w-thwn $yr Sm[t ll-fdn.

3.4.2.1.1 Pausal sukûnis used in non-poetical context in the short introductory text
of Chapter 6, where the copyist of E writes in contextual position llþfaslli llþ'alwall
(E:37b:7), further wa-hlwal lflsh ll-'arabl (E:37b:11) and b'd d¡k nub{atan mn lmlll ll-
'arbl wa-l!-'atmu (E:37b:12). The eventual counter-argumen¡ that the pausal sulctZn

could reflect pause ís not convincing as E uses a distinct large black 'full stop'for
that purpoSe. In all the above examples sukûn is the very clear, small round circle
which is also used elsewhere in the MS. Also, classical proverbs offer examples of
pausal forms in contextual position: 54Q:H: l-f-sþrl h{l "Is this magic?" lfirst
sequence of the proverbl; 76tI:M: ttd!'n lll-bahrl w-lal þari "Talk about the sea (as

much as you want), there is no embarrassment."; 82H:E: þlk wa-mal yu'lta{rl minlhu
"Be aware of what has to be excused."; cf. A lyalk Ía=iadda?J w-ml yu'talaru mnh;

F: y't{r; M: yu'tadr; H: y't{r; E: ls-t'ynuwl'ly ll-hwaly$l bJl-ktmln "Ask help for your
needs in secret."; in A, F, M and H without final vowelling.; 129'A:E: l{l kunt
munaltihl fa-nattihl bi-{awalt ll-quruwn "If you feel like thrusting, thrust with those

who have horns."; A: Ql knt munlft¡i 129'A:F ldl knt mnlth; but M: ldl knt munlthl.

This example is particularly interesting because the use of the accusative involves
the use oî kursi alíf,as in M: the fact that a/¡l is not used by E and is also dropped

by A and F suggests a wide acceptability of a basically oral vernacular feature and

may represent classicization by M. 85H:E: ll-nadaml twbah "Remorse is
repentance."; cf. A: ll-nadlm twbt; F: ll-ndm twbt; M: ll-nadam tawlbt; H: ll-ndm

twbt.; 96tlM: ll yull{g ll-m'wminl min iuþlrin mrtyn "A believer is not bitten twice

from the same snakehole."; F: ll-m'wmn; E: llmr'(mn) (sic!)' Although the last two
proverbs are very short, it could be argued that the proverb is actually divided into

two balanced parts ending in pause and that the use of pausal sr,tún takes place

accordingly.

The above contextual examples indicate that the use of final su,tún may
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occasionally reflect informal language in the Classical Proverbs, although its use as

a stylistic device for explicit vernacularization is not very likely. As the
unintentional use of final sukûn must be excluded in the above cases, it is obvious
rhar rhe explicit non-use of case-endings and other final vowelling reflects a written
language in which spoken features are to some extent acceptable for specific
stylistic reasons, e.g. when proverbs of literary origin are concurrently used in
speechl. This indicates that the possible underlying linguistic contrast dividing
classical proverbs of literary origin and speech-based popular proverbs does not
follow a dichotomic division CA vs. spoken Arabic.

3.4.2.2 Use of pausal sukùn in the Proverbs of Men and Vúomen: Pausal sukitn is
wed prima f acie in a very similar lÃ/ay than in the Classical Proverbs at the end of
the lst or Znd foot or both- However, the existence of a'foot'is not entirely clear,
e.g. in : 6R:M: 'lllf {aqnl wlal {qniy, 13R:E: razaql wln kunt raqy' dam falaql, 20R:F:
lqr' yqwl l-'lqr' lmsy bnl nzra'l [l or reading naçl¡aliþ1, also E: ta'atluwl bnal nqtabiþl
*a-nrga'¡ gadal nasllalihl, 2ER:E: hy ¡arldih l-mn kln 'alrifl, 44R:M: b'd !w' wa-qiltl
lsic!; not -t I bqy brbldyn wa-bafllh; E: qilh - bÉlh; F: qlb ... ba$llal; H: qlt -. b$lh,
46R:F: t'ltwl bnl nqtbh wa-narli'' [-=possible -u?] $dlan nagl¡alilrl, E: ta'alluwl bnal

nqtabiþl wa-nrla'l $adal nasltalihl, 58R:E: gwr'allizl mal yaduwr fiy salqiyb, 60R:E:

¡wb'lyf w-¡wb 'ly ll-watadl waJnal þyr mn kul mn fy ll-baladl, cf' F: fy ll-baladi,

60R:M: gwb 'lyA wa-¡wlb 'alay lll-watadl wa-'alnl þyr mn kul manl fy ll-baladl,

95R:M: rlhwl ll{y knl n'iy3l b-fadllihm wa-bqy, I l4R:E: s-ali ll-muiribl wll ts'all
tabiylb, 144R:M: t'lmak mal lalny wa-duþlnk l'malnyl, 152R:F:'lSq ml yaslma'l bkl
sgya 179R:E: k3ktr dlyiml wJl'llmh maqltuv'¿h, l98R:M: lwl 'aml liy [y/] mina tl-

{ahab walymahl hw [...], 187R:F: kml þabyby tkml lqra'wqaylllyt ç'-l'lwarl w-fyh,
229R:F:Syl ll-trlb hltwl hadan-danl,243R:E: [...] tarfakl, 244Pt:E: qalbuh mna'all-faqr
wallislljim without a dot], 28?N:F: tata"amaml b-l-þrg wJl tþly ll-$un$, 295N:E: w-
ll-þltr¡n ytlb lqtnl lfw qhlb w-tfwl'Sqln,317N:E: [...ì rafiy'1,317N:M: Sakll ll-w{y"illl
ha{lll-qml!ll-rfy'1, 332N:E: ¡l't ttrhaml nzlt ttwaþaml, 36lN:R yat laztlt ll-'alqmlrl lyn

kuntiy biJl-nhatr,

3.42.2.I Pausal sukún is used contextually at the beginning of the proverb but also

in other positions, in: 78R:F: hbt I qrd tþrb lrdl, A: þbt qrd ttrrb lrd [without
accusative aliÍl;E:habt qrÇ tþrb lrd; M: þabt qr{ tþrb lrld, 119R:F: Srihlw-w{y', cf.
E: Ërh wdiyl'Isukûn refers to iÌ 130RE: galhiq, A: slhb, H: slhb, F: ç'áálþ-áib-un, M:

salhib; 224R:E: wlhidl, A: wltrid, F: wólhid, M: walhid; 225R:E: wlhidl, A: wlþd, F:

w-álþidun, M: walhid; 227R:F: wálh'idl smwh 'nbrl lwith acc. a/ilJ, 361N:.E: yal þaztlt
ll-'atqmf{, cf .F:yál gazalltu ll-tqmlr;98R:M: ralwalfuhal ralkbl'They saw Guþa riding
(on the wall)..." [contextuall,2g5N:E: ytlb lqlnl lcontextual]

3.4.2.2.2 Pausal sukün is also occasionally used \¡rith feminine -\ which in E and F is

usually sufficient to indicate a pausal position. MS. H has used -t in contextual
position but -h in pause..: 198R:M: mina ll-{ahab walymahl lend of lst foot, 325N:E.

s-awldah¡ "black (fem)'[first lexeme of the proverb]. cf. F: sawldat; A: swd[ M: swdl.
349N:M: twyla\ "tall" lcontextual, part of a list]: l01R:M: rlwlwrdalnahl[contextuall

I t canno¡, obviously, prove this but it seems the most logical explanation.
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3.4.3 Conclusion: The analysis indicates that although much of the vowelling and

use of diacritics possibly serves purely decorative aims, the copyists-cum-scribes of
the MSS. occasionally make deliberate efforts to avoid the ambiguity involved in
the interpretation of the orthographic by the eventual readers. As such the explicit
non-use of case-endings and CA word-final vowelling of any other nature is

indicated in non-pausal contexts, which deliberately approximates both Classical

Proverbs and Proverbs of Men and Women to formal written Arabic' which is

different from CA, as well as to supposed oral of the written vernacular. In this

context CA word-final forms are in most cases used as in CA grammar' but their
stylistico-linguistic impact is rarely capable of 'classicizing' entirely proverbs of
either clearly literary origin or of spoken origin. However, there is no conclusive
evidence that the said'variation'should be considered a direct reflection of possible

linguistic incompetence of the copyists-cum-scribes. As the variation is not
consistent in all or some MSS., it seems prirna lacie to reflect more the individual
scribal styles than the cumulative effect of the copying process.

Based on the above evidence, ¡here is reason to believe that the use of final short
vowel signs and the explicit use of sukún in non-pausal position may Potentially
serve stylistig possibly diglosic motives because the use of these features seems to
benefit ultimately from the linguistic contrast between CA or non{A literary and

vernacular language.

3.5 Orthographic treatment of CA diphthongs

As CA diphthongs have been replaced, in general, by monophthongized reflexes [è]
and [O] especially in urban MEA,J their indication in the MSS. could Potentially
serve stylistic purposes. Although the interpretation of potential occurrences seems

príma facie tnproblematic, various interpretational problems seem to arise.

3.5.1 Note on the orthography of the diphthongs as in CA

A basic problem is that the vocalization of diphthongs as in CA refers, in my
opinion, more to the existence of the diphthongs rather than their pronunciation.

In other words, the indication of a diphthong helps primarily to recognize a lexeme

from the multitude of other homographic consonantal structures. As such it does

not in all cases necessarily imply CA pronunciation. This can be deduced from the

fact that, basically, the mere presence of sukiln with yã'lwõw would be sufficient
to make a difference in pronunciation between, e.g. ,;r ['ayÉ] vs. ¿r lay5ì or ['ë!],
if the specific indicarion of such a difference would be stylistically required in
writing. However, this potential graphemic opposition is to some extent neutralised

I Cf. wo¡¿ich, Das Agyptish-Arabische, p. 207. Davies concludes ttrat [ayJ and fê] co-

existed in the lTth century añá-to some extent rèfutes Blanc's formulation of the retention of
/ayl in urban Lower Egypi in rhe lTth and ISth centuries based on evidence drawn from tTth-

"*iury 
rexts in Hebrelãharacters, p. 8?. However, Davies also sets out€videoce of [ayl > [ãl

in Ha1¿ al-Quþüf, which is atresred Íor certain Arabic dialects but not for Egyptian._ As the
availabte e¡¡jdånce depends primarily on manuscripts, it seems justified to investigate here the
problem from the angle of scribal treatmenl
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in the MSS. where <-yl-> is used for both in diphthongs, e.g. E Mw: tl-blylliyah (1)'

'n-Vl""t(t), 
Ui-tt-ty¡t (i), Uy¡nmr (1) and long i, e.g., in E: yhnylkum (t)' fiylhi (3)'

Obliously, it is póssible to speculate that the examples of diphthongs indicate' in

fact, monophthongs [eJ suppórted by the examples of long i, which-would somehow

,"pi"r"nt itrt tutã" ptroneiic category, but this argument is undermined by the

fråquent examples of tutty vocaliseã diphthongs in E" e.g., lay¡ltik (1), luqaylmh (1),

msay¡nat (f). Iriy point is that the overall treatment of diphthongs suggests either a

CA reading or, aibeit interpretationally ambiguous on the surface, allows a CA

reading. ihe main problem arises, however, from the fact that as explicitly
u"rn"c-ulu, pronunciaiion-within the limits of the graphemic register which was

available for the copyists-is also indicated, the actual pronunciation of the

graphemic "CA diphthongs" becomes more or less quest¡onable, especially when

itt"y o..ut in the Proverbs of Men and Women and in vernacular lexemes

3.5.2 Suspected occurrences of *[ê]

Davies sets out examples of [aylë] > [âJ related to the interrogative ¿r/. The

orthography of the piesent MSS. is in most cases ambiguous, allowing readings

t-aySlãnã [-êS] e.g. /1ayil'ëÊ/- /li'ayS/tayS/le!/, 110R.4: zlwyb b-ll 'yi ly3 bnyt lly5

"A zãwiya without breád, why was ii buiit?" H: zlwyt b-ll'yS llyS bnyt lys; F: dwyb

b-lt 'y5 únyt llyË; E: zlwyh bi-lal 'yö bunt ly3; M: zlwyt b-ll 'ayl5 buniyt l-'ay3' A
similar case is the following proverb which remains ambiguous despite the rhyme'

266N:A: b'd snh w-Shryn Élbt bnt w-Sfryn "After a year and two months, she gave

birth to a girl with twó (vãginal) lips." F: b'd snt w-$hryn glbt bnt b-Sfrayln; E: ba'ld

s-nh wa-Sailrayn llbt bnt b-Sfryn ; M: b'd snt wa-Sahryn [!bt bnt biiufryln. Cf'

further 338N:Á:,lyi, H: fJly ty!, F:'aly5u lscribal error $ pro'l; E'lyS, M:'alayS. Cf.

further 8R:E: blsml "by whatever", possibly for */baima/ or /bi5ma/- The Proverbs

of Men and Women exhibit only a few examples in which vernacular
pronunciation is suggested for .*.¡'thing', <-iy-> pro CA (-âY-), by indicating it
*ith tasra, 40R:E $iy , M:!iy, Al Sy' H: 5y', F: S'yl [<rr: > yã' with dots]; 120R:E Siy

, A: 5y, H: 5y, F: 5y, M: 5y; 125R:E !iy'a lthis case is dubious as the /casra possibly

has a strokà on ii while the f aúa .' is clearì; A: 5y, F: 5y', M: 5y; 328N:E: $iy,

AHFM: 5y. The orthography may very well stand for [siJ and not *[5ê].2 Cf.

145RAEM lyd'hand', F: lydwl"his hand".

3.5.3 Frequencies of the orthographic variants of <ay> and <aw>

The occurrence of various orthographic variants to indicate the diphthongs <ay>

and <aw> and their frequencies are set out below3. As some of these forms may

be used to indicate long vowets î andu, the related occurrences have been listed for
comparison. A study of the individual cases indicates4 that except for the

/ See, Davies, p. 86: FY:AS [1. sg. obj. suff. plus /ãð/, LAS as a variant of /layð/ o¡ /lê31
2 In MEA /se'i'ttring', /5i/ "a cart-driver's call urging a horse", see Hinds&Badawi' p.

488.
3 The toully unvocalised cases have been excluded.
4 I have 

"*tluded 
their presentarion in th¡s context as they add little to what is

already obvious from the present data.
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occurrences mentioned above, there is no indication that the copyists would have
used these variants systematically for any other purpose than to indicate CA
spelling. Although some of the partly vocalised forms may potentially rePresent an

ambiguous reading, fully vocalised forms of the same category exist which
undermine possible interpretation of underlying stylistic aims, e.g., to indicate
vernacular pronunciation vs. CA. As such the occurrences reflect more than
anything the conservatism of the CA orthograPhy. If a stylistic aim existed, it
would suggest classical pronunciation even for clearly vernacular items as described

above. However, this is uncertain as the ultirrate reading may depend more on the
reader than on the intentions of a copyist.

3.5.3.1 A : -ayþ (2); -ay- (1) A Cl.: b-msayl¡ir (1), Slhdayli (1); tl-bayr (1).

3.5.3.2 A: -awþ (2); -aw- (1) A Cl.: ilawltah (1), lawl (1Ì ¡l-Sawk (1).

3.5.3.3 A Mw: no occurrences

3.5.3.4 E : -yl- QZ) E Cl.: l-lylsa (2), llylhi (1), llylk (Z), lyln (1), 'aty¡tri (l), 'alylk (1),

'alylku (1),'lylhal(1),'lylhi (1),'lylhm (1),'lylk (1),'lylnal(1),'ylnalhu (1), f-'lylna (1), f-
rylna (1), f-lylsa (1), f¿Jyls"r (1), fa'alylhat(r), qdylt (1), y$ylTaniy (1). E : -ayþ (51) E
Cl.: 'alfl{aylt (1), 'attaylt (11 'alwl'aylt (l), l-layls (l), [-'ayln (1), ll-'aylnaln (1), ll-'aylnayn
(l),ll-'aylS (1), ll-ganiymtayln (1),ll-gayl! (1),ll-haylfaln (1),ll-msriqayln (1),ll-þaylr (1),

ll-þaylri (1), ll-bislmayln (1), flaylh (1), llaylhim (1), thtadayltm (1), lt-'aylS (1), b-
musayl¡irin (1), b-þaylr (1), bayln (3), baylny (1), baylth (2), bayltin (1), bkaylt (1),

'alaylh (1), 'alaylhi (1), 'aylbht (l), 'aylnh (1), 'aylniy (1), 'aylnin (1), 'laylk (1), daylf (1),

{aylmin (t), gaylr (5), gaylry (1), gaylrahu (1), haylt (1), tay¡t (1), lulaylnlan (1),

martaylni (1), maylsuwri (1), Saylin (1), sayldih (1), traylrahal (1), baylrun (1), zaylr (1).

3.5.3.5 E : -ay- (12) E Cl.: 'alys'r (1), ll-'aylnayn (1), ll-dayn (1), ll-gayb (l), ll-layr (1),

gayrk (1), haylml(1), Éaybu (1),ladayk (1),lays- (2),ldayhim (1), ihidayn (1).

3.5.3.6 [E: -iy¡- (21) E Cl.: thlliylhi (1),ll-Sfif'(1), babiyllu (1), f-famiyllu (l), fiylhi (3),

fiylmal(1), habiylbu (i), hiyll (1), Éamiyllkum (1), lamiyllan (1), Èamiyllun (1), sabiyll
(1), sabiyllu (1), samiylnun (1), tabiylbak (1), t$iylbu (1), bliyll (1), yakfiylniy (1),

yu'niylh (1).ì

3.5.3.7 E: -wþ (a) E Cl.: ll-mwlt (l),ll-mwltay (l),lwl(t), lwl(t).
3.5.3.8 E : -awþ (zÐ E Cl.: 'atw (1), 'alwl'aylt (1), [rrgaw¡ (1)], ll-mawlt (3), ll{awlm
(3),, rl-tawlbah (2),ll-tawlfiyq (1), ll-yawlm (1),llqawlm (1),'awlltan (l), f-dawllatuhu
(1), faw¡q (1), fawllt' (1), li-l-mawlti (1), li-lnawll (1), qawlmhi (1), qawlmin (1),

ra'alwlk (1), $awlma'at (t), bawld (1), yawlm (2), yawlmlan (1), yawlmin (1), zawlÉ (1).

3.5.3.9 E : -aw- (11) tl-'awrh (1), ll-lawm (1), ll{awl (2), f-Éfawniy (1), law (2),

mawtiy (1), tnsawn (1), yawmin (1), yawmun (1).

3.5.3.10 E: -l- (9) E Mw: ll-blyltiyau (1),ln'ylnal (1), bi-lt-typ (1), bylnml (l)"alylhal
(1),'lylh (1),lylduhu (1); cf.lyduh (1),lyd (2),lydak (l). [yhnylkum (1)]

3.5.3.11 E : -ayþ ß2) E Mw: ll-gaylbh (1), ll-haylbah (1), ll-quwaylqah (l), ll-baylt (1),

bjl-zmaymiyrh (1), brayltah (1), b-Sayl'i (1), bayldal (1), bay¡n (2), baylnaml (l),
baylnamal (1), baylnml(2), baylth (1), baylti (1), bi-gaylr (1), 'alaylh (2), 'alaylhal (1),

'aylnahal (1), 'aylnyk (1), hayl¡ (t), bayllh (1), laylltik (1), luqaylmh (1), msaylnat (l),
nalts-ayln (1),SayFin (2),çufaylliy (1), wall (1).

3.5.3.12 E: -ay- (15) baynmt (1), bayt (1), 'atayS (l),ll-'ayn (1), flsayn (1), Êayruhu
(1), batayt (1), trunayn (1), l]-haybh (1), qulaybiy (1), r'alytk (1), Sahlrayn (l),
suwaybiylnh (1), lfayliy (1), busaylb (1).

3.5.3.i3 E: f-ly5 (1), tyi (10),
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3.5.3.t4 E: -awl- E Mw: ll-fawlq (1), fawlq (2), þaw]lf (2), Éawlr (2), la.t'l (1)'

nlf-"t"itr), raiatw¡ (ã), ra'afø tä), ta'a*llti), ra'awt (1), ral'awl(l), s'awldahl (1)'

t"*¡a.o (1), yawlmik (1), zawlf (1), zawlÉiy (l), zawlåahal (1)

3.5.3.15 E: -aw- (1) qawmahl(t)-
3.5.3.16 E: -uw- pro -aw- (2) Mw: {uwq (1), luw (1)'

3.5.3.17 E : -iy- pro -ay- Mw: Siy (1)' Siy (2).

ã.s.g.ra e: -iíFiqi e iú*rrt-'abiri¿ (1¡irr-sqiylq (1), rl-wadiyl'(1), qlnivlhi (1I s'miv¡nu

(1), çuwaybiy]n" (l), tabiylb (1), w4iv[ (1), vubativlhal (1)'

3.5.3.19 Ft-yl- F Cl-: f¡lylhál(1)-
i.l.ã.2ô r r 

jayl- (34) F ôL: altayltu (i), rfdaylt (l), ll-bavlt (1), tËavlnh (1), ll-'vnayln

irj,ìù"ylna (ij, ¡-eaylu irj, rrgáyp (rj, rr-r'avier(1), rl-traslmayB (1)., b-lanátþaylhll (1),

;;f; iií b"vná til, ï.vìt (o,iÉ"vltu (1)' 'ãiãvlh (1)' 'alavþt (1)' 'alavlk (l-)' 'alavln¿r

iii'ãyiiil,iiylnt' (r), íày¡nfy (1), iaylnaylh (1), gaylbu.(l), kaf (1)' kavlfa (r)' Iqavltu

iii: t"ftr; (t),-iuÈaylnian irl, *"t.y-tni (i), mrtiyln (1), qa{aylta (1)' çavldh (1)' çavlf

(1), fa-'lylna (1).

3.5.3.21F: -wþ (l) F Cl: ll-mwlti (1)-

S.S,.Z.ZZF: -awl- (3) F Cl: fa-y:awlm'áun (1), hawlnu (t), yawlmun (1)'

3.5.3.23HC1.:-HMw:-
g.Si.g,.zqM,-yl- (25) M Cl.: t-lylsa (t), tlylka (1), tyldy.(l) b-þylr[ (l), bylniy (t), by¡na

aijjir it),'áty[,¡ (2),'alyku; (l),'lylh (3),'lylhat(1),'lylhm.(1),-'lvlk (1), f-lvln (1), f-

ryþ. (ii,ìk;[' ii), ryl.r (i), eyl'(t), irygrr (1), kvlf (1), lvlsa (1), lv[ta (1)'

í.h.;í M','-avF ir'g) rr¿ óiií-,"ys'(t),- rl-'aynay¡n {t), ll-ma5riqayln (1), ll-traylr (1),

i"ynlil ùay¡trä (ì), r*'ayta i1¡,L-gnr¡ayhl (i), ú-msayltr (1I bavlnhm (l), bavnk (1)'

It.yh ¿tt:U.ilrr"n'fii,'"yl'Uttr(t) Êkãff (t), gaylra (1), Èavlbu (1), kavl(1)' mavlsuwr

(1),

Z.l.Z.Zd M: -ay- M Cl.: lhtadaytm (1),'ayn (1), ll-'ayntn (1), llJaynayln (1),'aynlh¡r

irl,lr"yt (1), [-gayb (l)dayn (i), rl-gayi(1), gayr (1), gayll (1), bayt (1)' iavfi.(lf'
i"íó"yíirl iáys-(ti, tays" {ä), ruyr (il, n"yr*r trl, Slhidavn (1), savd (1), savdnl(1),ll-

r"yiirl, ií-¡t..ov" (1i, rlFhayr (1) trayr (3), bavrun (l)'-yawml (1)' 
.

l.ís.u' u t -iyt- i¿l cr'' u-zr¡if (1), Éamflr (1), klvlrlan (t), vtfvlnv (1)'

l.S.Z.zA f"f , -wt- (7) Cl.: ll-mwlti (3), tq (2), qwlm (1),Slwly (1)'

1.j.Z|Zg M: -awl- (23) Cl.: ¡-mawlti (t), tl+awbat (1), f-da$/llath (1), f-yawmun (1),

i"* itl, gaw¡f i1), lawltat (1), Èawthiru (1), gawlnbhi (1),law (2),lawl(1), li-llqawl

f il åu*ti (rj, qa"4mii'it), q"*ï (tI tanlsawn (1), tawlbt (1), yadm (2), yawm (1)

yawmun (2).

äs:.¡o ru-, -iy- (61) Ql.;')¿lniy (1),',alziyd (1),ll-bbiyl (1), ll-'iyalli (1),ll-daliyl (1),ll-

ir6rfifTl, rt-úq'iv (t), U-rn*át¿iyn (1), tl-na'iym.(1), tl-nbiyi(1),.11-Sriyf (1),ll-tarivq

(il, ú-ì*riyq (l),'rLTriy¡f (t), t4-hariyq (i), rrdii (2),ll{iyna (1),.ldiyna (l), lriydh (1),

q,á'iynu*i fij, r*riyL it), tt-luiyuu (i), t-t¡ivr (1), bþivlu !])' bvlniv (1),'asivmun

iii,iyart (r), dmiyri (t), iiy (S), riyni (l), fiynr (1), babiybu (l), hadivd (1), þivla (1),

itií" trt, triyi", iri, f-lUiyrt (t), lii-ia'iyr (1), ma'iybu (1), mahlsiniv (1), mu'lridivn
(rj, qiivi (i), qmiyçtr (i), ra¡ilnat (1), sabiyl (1), çadiyqy (l), tftdiy (1), tq{iy (1),

i"üqiviri ,i-"tiy'{t), uttiyqu-(l), va'lnivh (1), vasltwiv (1), vbçiv (1)l

á.j.ä.iiM : -yl- (it) rtn*, rí-try¡u, (i), irmypuwm (1), rll-bft (t), lyln (r),lyl! (I,),.b-gylr

iij, uisurty" it), Uylnmr (1), bylr (1),'alfú (3), 'lylh (1), 'lylk (1), ff (1), kff (1)' lvllk

(1), lyllt (1),Syltr (1), tfaylly (1), tufvllv (1)'

i.í3jnM;;i: C¿il'uï' aivi (1¡' ¡-¡u5avn (1), rl-çavld (1), rt-savlr (1), rl-bubavz (1)'

*e.rli' (i), riÉ"ynr it), u-u-bäyp (t), b-;"ytat (1), baylnml (1),.baylt (1), bavlth (1),

ú.yítii,'uirriaíuat (i),'"úyii (t), 'alay3 (1),'ayl5 (1),'aynht (1),'aynyk (l),'iayh
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(1),'uwayl5t (1), ftsayln (i), Êaylr (1), Éayrk (t), baylf (t), hayltt (1), hlayt (1), l-'ayi
(1), rlsayln (t), Say (2), Ëayll (1), 5u'uaylb (1), sugayarh (1), Suwaybynh (1), çayrk
(l),tfaylly (l), waylt (1), wayl (1), bayh (1), zayld (1).

3.5.3.33 M: -wþ (5) Mw: lwlzt (1),lwl(2),3wlb (l), ¡wlbk (1).

3.5.3.34 M : -aw- (16) Mw: lhldawll (1), ü-mawr (r), ll-zawlÈ (1), fawq (1), Eawlr (2),

law (1),lawl(1), lawlmhl(l), mawld'(1), mawllalnh (1), yawlm (i), zawlg (1), za\MlÉhl
(2), zawiy (1).

3.5.3.35 [M: -iy- (125) Mw:'alhiy (1), t'iyi (1),ldiyny (1), ll-badlriyat (l), tl-blsitiyt
(11tl-'agiyn (1), tl-'iyrt (1), tldiywatn (1), tl-fis[qiyt (U ll-haliyb (l), ll-hlsiyahl (1),ll-
hllfiy (1), ll-gariyld (1), ü-matiyt (1), ll-nasalfiy (1), ll-niyl (l), l-sabiy (1), ll-¡qiyl (1), ll-
yþlniy (1), ll-ziynt (/), ll-zllbiyt (1), llþbatiy (1), lll-bltiyat (1), ltþqniy (1), lladiyn (l),
fl{iyna (1), Q'udiy (l),lrhaliy (1), hflniy (l),lbtiy (1),lI-habiyb (1), b-ylsimiynh (1),

baltiy (l), ba'iyd (1), baqiy (1), bdwiy (1), bÈ'atfiyah (1), bi-þaçiyr (t), diy (2), 4qniy
(1), dalriy (t), ¿triy (1), diyalrtht (1), f-ha4iyf (1), fiy (10), fiy'(l), fiytrt (l), fiynh (1),

fiyh (1), fiyl (t), Èmiy (t), hadiyt (1), þaliymt (1), halqiy (1), bbiyb (1), hiy (z), biyn
(1), hgtgiy (1), hubiy (1), $iynt (1), kuntiy (t), ti-t-fiyl (1), lqiy (l), madiynt (1),

mafattiyh (1), malhiy (1), m'lsamiÍ (1), m'Samiy (1), n'tniy' (1), n'iyS (1), n'iySl (1),

nsiynh (1), qalbiy (1), qaliyl (1), qal¡yh (1), ratdiy (1), raq'iy (l), raqiyqh (l), riyfy (1),

Sariyfat (1),Sfiyq (1),Silriy (t), Siy (1), Sminiy (l), sa'iyd (1), çagiyr (1), siysiy (1),

swalriy (1),liylbuh (t), ¡qiyl (2), tabiybl (1), ta'lmiy (1), tlbiyrh (t), tft¡riy (1), thziy
(1), twlhiyn (1), t?ma'iy (1), uhiy (1), wahldiy (1), bdiyny (1), bfkiy (f), bskldiy (1),

þubiyt (t), bud¡ytr (1), ya'ltiy (1), ya'wlbdiy (1), yalwiy (1), yaçiyruwt (1), yltqiy (1),

ynltliy (1), zriyf (1).1

3.5.3.36 [M: -iy¡- Mw: ll-Sariyld (i), fiyl(1), m'lsami/(t).]

3.5.4 Based on the above my conclusion is that the orthograPhy used by the copyist
either supports CA spelling or is interpretationally ambiguous except in a few
occurrences in which clearly non-CA spelling is indicated. In these cases the
vernacular spelling is clearly related to vernacular items, which seems to suggest
lexical variarion rather than rhe use of a monophthongized reflex [ê] as a stylistic
variable per se-

4. Orthographic Treatment of Selected Morphological Features

4.1 Treatment of Final -a (. /u)

The feminine ending -a is indicated in the present MSS. by -hl-t <i /r >, i <L > or -
yl-y <o/.. > with or wirhout mates lectionis. The same orthographic devices are

used further, selectively, to indicate non-feminine final -a.I The Occurrences Of the
feminine morpheme -a are investigated here, especially from the scribal point of
view by focusing on the possible variation in the use of related orthographic
features.

I Wittr obvious grammatical limitations, e.g. tâ marbitr¿ J is used only with nouns
treated as feminine. In contrast, final -h is used in one example wiJh a tertiæ ínlírmæ verb.
Although the vocalisation of such a verbal -h is different, it seems justified to treat all closely
related features here.
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4.1.1 Occurrences of feminine -(v)h/-(v)t

Table 15. Occurrences of feminine 'h and 't l

A H F E M
ct mw cl mw cl mw cl mw cl mrtr

! -b 25 239 6 31 8 159 67 232 5 72
nftot22.77o 91.97o 9.77o 36.0Vo 9.87o 63.97o 48.9Vo 9l.3Vo 42% 28-9Vo

¿ -t 85 2L 56 55 74 90 70 22 115 t77
-t /to¡.77.37o 8.L7o 90.37o 64.0Vo 90.2Vo 36.ÍVo Sl.LVo 8.77o 95.87o 7l.L%
Total 110 260 62 86 82 249 r37 254 Iz0 249
7o 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Table (15) indicates that the use of -h is more frequent than that of -t in the
Proverbs of Men and Women in MSS. AFE, and -t more frequent than -h in the

Classical Proverbs of all five MSS. Table (14) elaborates the findings in more
detail. The frequent use of -h in the vernacular proverbs seems prîmø tacíe a

conscious stylistic choice in order to impose spoken values but it is in practice

explained by the frequency of lexemes ending in -b for the sake of rhyme. These

proverbs frequently contain one to four lexemes, usually balanced in one or two
pairs, which could in fact, be interpreted as being, in pausal position.2 E-g. in A 64
proverbs end with a lexeme with feminine -b but, in addition, 78 lexemes of this

kind are used for internal rhyme. Thus the use of i seems primarily metrically
justified.3 Feminine -t is used but to a lesser extent also in pausal position

occasionally wi¡htanwin or a case-ending.4 ¡n general, it is the only form used in

the five MSS. in the status constructus.S

4.1.2 Note on the contextual use of feminine'h

Both the Classical Proverbs and the Proverbs of Men and 'vVornen present one

example of the use of feminine -h in contextual (non-constructed) aîle-wa¡la
positionó, e.g., in Cl. 199'A:E: lays- ll-nalyhab ll-tkly kll-ms'tat'grh, cf. A: lys ll-nlyht

J All occurrences are counted âs oûe irfespective of matrcs lcctíonís-
2 Cf. Harrell, A Linguistic Analysis, p. 38.
3 Many of the provérbs are, in faca, mawwãl-verses and some of them are introduced

in the ms. Hby qãla i-iã'ir.
4 Cf. Meiseles on the restoration of i'rãb vowels as the most important indicator of

OLA (=Oral Literary Arabic), p. 129,.7.421.
5 E.g. ms. A uses only ònce -h in st. conslr. in the Classical Proverbs, but in rhe last

word at the end of rhe line. ln contrasl ñ marbûF is rarely written as -t i0 HQ, see Davies, p.

60, probably reflecting, in my view, differences in scribal styles.- ó Ct. Meiseles, Hybrid, p. l08l:.2.4.1. Meiseles relates thc preservation of the literary
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ll-gukll, H: lys kl nlyht gkll, F: ll-nlyht ll-!kly, M: lylsa ll-nlyhat ll-¡kly; in Mw:
226R:A: l-hdh ll-flkht ü-bdryh lll{y ll-swrb ll-qmryh; in contrast, F: l-hdh ll-falkht tl-
bdryat lll h¿dh tl-çwrt ll-qmryt; E: l-hadhi tl-flkiht lt-badlriyah ltal h{ih tl- çuwrat ll-
qablriyah; M: l-ha{h ll-falkiht ll-badlriyat 'tll <)¡ > hadih ll-çuwrat lllqamriyb. As
the occurrences are in two different MSS., they probably reflect a widespread
spoken feature. The fact that -t is used in a segment preceded by CA .i¡ but not
with vernacular ,r.i may reflect tha¡ lexical variation was here conscious but
entailed unconscious, lexically{ependent sociolinguistic variation of i/-t. The
variation in the case of the above well-known classical proverb probably simply
reflects that it is also used in the living speech.

4.1.3 Vocalisation of -vh/-vt

4.L.3.1In MEA the phonetic quality of the feminine desinence -a depends on its
consonantal environment./ In terms of CA script the said variation is described by
an Egyptian scholar as occurring between faù.a and kasra- In the contemporary
dialects which represent strong final ímãla the replacement of the dialectal fronted
allomorph lelby a classicizing /al of the feminine morpheme seems an important
stylistic device in educated conversations.2

4.L.3.2In the present five manuscripts the feminine desinence /-al, which may be

the reflex of old [-a(h)], [-ã'J or [-ã], is written with -h < ! > | -t <t ), -l (L > or -y <
o> I -y (¡e ), which prima lacie suggests interchangeability, as Davies concluded
regarding i{q, "without any one-to-one correspondence to any of the old forms" J.

It seems, however, that -y <c> l-y <.t > is mainly used in words with the reflex of
old [-a(h)], [-ã'], which are part of an older scribal tradition but is not used as a

current variant for the old [-a(h)] which in most cases is maintained as -h <.> I -
t <¡->4 and -l <u >. It seems that the latter was the obvious choice for new lexical
items, cf. w for CA ,rrw: 249R:F: t'1, E: m'al 'come' ; A: t'lll, ¡4' ¡'¿llag l*J for CA
æLlJ: 353N:A ls'l 'still', F: lsa'aá|, E: ls'L M: lisa'at

The apparent orthographic confusion arises, obviously, from the overlapping of the
orthographic variation of a purely scribal nature due to the'cumulative' effect of

Arabic pausal allomorph (-T) with an over-concerned style of speech'

1 See, Mitchell, Colloquial Arabic, pp.22-25, Woidich, Das Âgyptisch-Arabisch, p- 208.

Although it is possible to say âs a general rule that -a is pronounced fronted, as [eJ/[?i] in a

non-emphatic consonantal conlext and as a back vowel [a] with emphatic consonants, it is not,

as pointed out by Mitchell, an infallible guide, see Mitchell, p. 23. The "classical"
pronunciarion requires back [al with b, g and r and the use of [a] vs. [ä] is sociolinguistically
conditioned, cf. Mitchell, p.23-24. Final -a changæ into {i)t in construct state, cf. Mitchell, p.

49.
2 tnis conclusion is mine although Blanc wonders why his info¡mant J, from

Jerusalem, who classicizes much less than the other speakers, alters /e/ so often. Cf. Blanc,

Sryle, p. l0l. Based on my own experience, a strong imãld is conceived as being both rural
and comic in inrerdialectal conversations by participants who do not have this featu¡e in their
own dialect. One reason for this is the extensive comic use of this feature in Arabic films.

3 See, Davies, pp.59 and 82.4 It seems that -h may be
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various scribal tradirions, which are never entirely consistent for historical reasons

and the eventual scribal and phonetic aims of the last copyist of a given text. For
this reason alone I shall focus on the question of imõIa as it seems to be the most

relevant one in the present context from the stylistical point of view.

4.1.4 Orthography oI -a and ímala

4.1.4.7 Lebedev presents multiple examples of a strong 'imäla for -ã#, indicated in

the Hebrew script vrirh çerê ilus'elef for -ë and sëgol ptus'ãlef for -ã-.I, from
various Egyptian sources dating from the 17th century: 'abúhê x¡t:rt'her father'2,

further: 'îtë'Azí)z "l am an OId woman" , nuhnë 'alaynè ni'me min_ ir-rahmãn "may

the blessing of the Merciful (AUah) be on us"3; further, e.g., qãl Þr¿ "he said"4-

Blanc, in his study on Darxe No'am, takes note of Lebedev's findings but contends

that it deserves a separate study5. Based on the evidence of the statemenB made in
Arabic by Egyptian Jews and recorded by rabbinical court officials in Hebrew
charactersó, final [a] is represented indillerently lthe italics are minel by he or 'alef,

which are used, as are yod and vav, like the matres lectionis of Hebrew 'full
spelling', though very inconsistentlyT. As such Blanc founds no indication of imâla

in the Judaeo-Arabic passages of Darxe No'am8. However, Blanc has indicated in
an earlier study that a number of modern rural Egyptian dialects have alternation
after [certain] consonants, between an [-a]type vowel in context and an l-iJ-type
vowel in pause and argues that the same alternation existed in Cairene until the late

19th century.9

Davies'evidence concerning 'imâla in Hazz il-Quhäf refers to Sirbini's comments

on phonology: the "feminine" desinence represented in conventional orthography as

/ Lebedeu, Pozdnij, p.28.
2 Lebedev, ibid., p. 76,3rd line from the bottom-
3 Lebedev, ibid., p.71.
4 Lebedeu, ibid., p.28.
5 Blanc, Darxe, pp. lE8-189.
ó In the tatter half of the lTth century.
7 Blanc, Darxe, p. 189. ln Darze No'am /i/ lil /e/ and l-el can all be represented by

yod, ltl /ít/ /o/ lõl by vav, /a/ is sometimes, /ã/ almost always, represented by'alef, in final
þosition. Blanc also menrions one single instance of the mult¡Purpose diacritic (ger3ayim)

where final yod, imitating the Arabic script, is m be read [a].
8 Cf. Hary, a > e and i > e, Hary, pp.249-250.
9 epud Dàvies, p.82, referring to Haim Blanc: La Perte d'une forme Pausale dans le

Parler Arabe du Caire. Mélanges de I'Université Saint-Joseph 48 (19734) pp. 3?6-390. Blanc
presents as his evidence, accoiding to Davies, the phonologized fo.rms o! the names of the
ietters /bi(h)/, /ti(h)/, /si(h)/ (for CA 1ã'), /ri(h)/, /f(h)/, /h(h)/, lyi(h)/. Unfortunately, I have

not seen this study. It seems, however, that the alternation [-aV[¡] tor the l9th-century Cairo
has been established by El-Tantavy i¡hisTraÍtâ "le . final se change en ¡ , Jil se lie à un autre
mot qui n'est pas au génétif" and "la lettre qui précède le . prend toujours kesra, si le mot est

suivi ã'un génétif", if not, "le . prend ators fatha". "Si le mot n'est suivi d'aucun autrç, la lettre
précédant-ie . prend le fatha ãvec les lettres l,c, è, ¡ , ,-¿ , .r, !., I I t'¿' ó, ., [*J et avec
ieslettresv,å,È, r, j, a,i,i,¡¡,J,î,å, r, o, la lettrepréeédant lé. prend le kqs¡a'.
Si le . est pronomi il se change en ,, quaird il est suivi d'un autre mot' p. ex. €-,. ¡ il a une

maison. lriouhammad Ayyad El-Tantauy was Professor of Arabic language at the Institutc of
Oriental Languages and ar the University of St. Petersburg in the middle of the l9th century.
See, Tantavy, Traité, p. X-XI.
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-h [Davies'-H] and realized in CA as [-a] is pronounced "with fatþ [aJ after qãf,

doubling of the rã', kasr [i] after the fâ'anri quiescent final hã." Davies suggesß
that the phenomenon of imãla should not be limited to the words mentioned by
Sirb¡ni and refers to the evidence found in the work of Yùsuf al-MaSribi
[7575tt567-1610] which suggesrs rhat final 'imãla is also attested after [f], [b] and

lk]. In modern Cairene 'imâla occurs after these consonants in reflexes of [-aJ,

whatever the historical origin of the ending./ Referring to the textual evidence of
HQ, Davies says that the alternation between ha' and aliÍ is very similar to the

alternation found by Blanc but concludes, due to exceptions and ambiguous cases,

that "a clear alternation of final imala in pause with [-a] in context, is suggestive

but not absolutely conclusive."2

4.7.4.2 Feminine -h which is vocalised with f atha occurs in 29 classical and 7l
vernacular proverbs. The frequencies of -ah are listed in Table (16). The
occurrences of -at and I have been included when they have been used as variants
in the same proverbs in some of the five MSS. In addition, the occurrences of -ih
[there are no occurrences of -it ] were counted from the whole data. Based on

these findings, it seems that the vocalization of -b with fath.a in pausal position

basically reflects CA, supported further by the occurrences of the Classical
Proverbs, as it is used also after consonants which would imply kasrø as in
Tantavy's list. The analysis of the few occurrences of J is equalty disappointing.

Curiously enough, however, the vocalization kasra is consistent with Tantavy's list
except that -nih occurs in internal pause, i.e., in a position which might sugges¡

pause inside the proverb in question but also in a contextual position where -nih

might not be expected. The same copyist, F uses -nah both in contextual and

proverb-final positions. The only occurrence o¡ -¡h (after s-) is used by E in
contextual position. Even as such the data gives conclusive evidence of the
exisrence oî -ah l-ih alternation but gives a clear indication of its consistency. My
interpretation is that the data indicates the same contradictory aims by the scribes,

which are also present in Chapter 6, namely, that the scribes make attempts at

classicization by imposing values of written Arabic on their writing but
occasionally also accept explicitly vernacular features in order to safeguard
intentionatly the would-be spoken nature of the Proverbs of Men and 'Women-

Although there is no reason to undermine the effect of -ah on the eventual reading,

it is evident thar its possible classicizing effect is undermined by the vast number of
unvocalized occurrences of -h.

4.L.4.3 Davies draws attention to Blanc's conclusion that the spelling of /-h/ in
place of atif,in words subject to final imãla, is of an essentially pausal nature.J

Based on his detailed study of individual words with /-bl, Davies concludes that -h,

e.g., in Sayh bdrh 'a green robe' merely reflects tã' marbùta, which in this case

cannot indicate 'imõla since the preceding consonan¡ is emphatic. Davies sets ou¡

further evidence in examples which are all line-final in verse and thus necessarily

See Davies, p. 81.
See, Davies, p. 85.
See Davies, p. 83.
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pausal¡ and wh¡ch increase, according toD_avies, "the list of consonants after which

iinal imãta is indicated to include tmJ, t¿I [sl, perhaps [n] in addition to [f], [b] and

lkl.2"

4.L.4.4The present data contains a few interesting occurrences in which pausal å
alternates with convent¡onal I <t >and -Y <,s > I aor, which may indicate ímãla.

4.I.4.4.L lst. pers. sing. poss. suff. <- > pro <ç > 60R:A: lwb 'lyl wa-¡wb 'ly ll-wtd w-

lnl byr mn kl mn fy ll-bld " A cloak on myself and one on the pin, and I am better

thal anyone in the village."; H: lwb 'tyal w-¡wb 'lay ll-wtd w-lnl ltrsn mn kl mn fy ll-
bld; F: lâwlb-lun'aliyh [in MEA with suff. 'alë-, 1. sg. 'alayya, but in Syrian Arabic
.aliyi (alayyi)¡l w gwU'lyh tl-watadu wJnl þaylrun mn kul mlfy ll-baladi; E: gwb'lyl

w-!wb.ly ti-watadl walnat þyr mn kul mn fy ll-baladh M: lwb'lyl wa-fwlb 'alay llþ

waiadlwa-,alnt byr mn kul manl fy ll-baladl . 79R:A: trdyny wJr$ny [sicll fyh lnl hstd

mlwtryu w¡nd rl-bbz lkl myh w-'nd ll-ð$l [Es dot is mising in the MS.] ml fyh "Take

-" and desire me, I am a harvester of mallow, and at the bread, I eat a hundred

and at the work, [propably:] I have no will (to work)"'; H: þ{yny wJr$by fyih lnl

hstd mlwþyh w¡n¿ rtrbz lkl myb w-'nd ll-5Él mt fyh; F: b-udlynly- wJr$by fyh Inl

þçld mlwhyh y-'¡d ll-bbz tkt myh w-'nd ll-5Él mlfyh; E: þ{yniy wJrl$abiy fyh lnl þ$ld

.t*t yu *-'¡nd U-bubz l^kul minh (sic!) wrind ll-Su$ll mal fiyh; M: lliyny wJrl$by

fiyh lml hiçald mlwtrYt w-'ind ll-þubayz lkl myh wa-'inda tl-Suill mal fiyh' The

sjelling with -ih of fyih <.r > in 79R:H may indicate that <ç > \Ã¡as meant to be

pronoõnced wirh imãta. 
- However, H uses .ú, , in 60R:H. Although -h is

ãefinitely more visual than CA <; >, it could be speculated that <ç > replaced <ç
> because it did not correspond well enough to the vernacular pronunciation as

both forms clearly refer visually to spoke¿ values vs. CA orthograPhy. This

argument is further supported by the fact that <ç > does not rhyme equally well

*ith <.= >, if the reader associates alif with taúa and -h with ímãla. This is

particularly evident in the following examples.

4.L.4.4.2 1st pers. pl. poss. and verbal obj. suff.a <c > Pro cA <t- > in line-final

position: 38R:A: byn hhh w-blnh hlqt lhlnh "Between Hanah and Bãnah our beards

ivere cut.,'; F: lhlnh; E: lhlnh; M: lhlnt. 356N:A: mn lftqdndnl b-ylsmynh ml nsynh "A
person whom we have visited with a jasmin, we will not forget." E: mn lftqdnl

s-mynar mt ns-ynh; F: mani lftqdnl b-yllsamlynh ¡¡l nsynh; M: mn lftaqadnl b-

ylsimiynb mal nsiynh. The replacement of the lst pers-,pl. suff._<s > by <e > can

ónly indicate different pronunciations [-na] vs. *[-ni/-ne] as the resulting
orthography is probably less visual but definitely more ambiguous except for the

explicìt ¡nAication of the rhyme with a clear imã'la, which is the crux here. Cf.

vocal¡sed examples, 24R:E and M: þadlnih,292N:E: bl{n!lni\,337N:E: þarlflnih and

272N:E nalmuws-ih, which are further supported by the unvocalised occurrences:

24R:M: lgsilwllklsalskm w-nlmuwl lradlnih waJgnåwt wlrfa'wl wa-þlwl ll-lmlnh wlnl

See, Davies, pp. 83-84.
See, Davies, p. 84.
See, Hinds&Badawi, p. 59?a; cf. Crotzfeld, Syrisch-Arabische' p.73, d'
Based on HQ, Davies claims that -NH pro -NA never occurs, see Davies, p. 60.
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gdblrm mat'¡ndanl lþas minkum wJn rdytm jiynlsafqnl kamtnb. "Wash your vulvas,
and sleep alone, and flirt and raise, and let honesty (prevail), and if you get angry,
we don't have anybody better than you, and if you are content, we will slam shut
(the door?)"; A: .- þdtnh .- [-lmlnh ... kmlnh; H: hdlnh .- tl-lmlnt ... kmlnh; F: ... hdlnh...
[-'tmátnah ... kumátnah; E: ... hdlnh ... ll-almlnh ... kmlnh. 292N:A: ilryh w-2þdyh 

(¡y

bld¡n$lnh mqlyh "A servant girl and a bowl for a fried egg-plant."; F: ialriyahh¡ w-
zbdyt 'ly blznÉlnh mqlyb; E: latryah wa-zibldiyah'alay bl{nilnin¡mqlyhi M: ialryat
wa-zibdyt 'ly bl{n$nt maqlyt. 340N:A: '!wzb w-þrftnh d'y dlhyh ft¡¡¡l¡b "An old
\iloman and a tattle-monger, tha¡ is one misfortune more."; 337N:F: 'aluwzahh¡ \ '-
þrflnh dy dlhyb ¡¡¡¡st' E: '!wzh wa-þarlftnih dsiy dalhiyh kmalnh; 337N:M:'iwzt wa-

þrflnh {y dlhiyat kmlnh. Further 272N:A: bttt ntmwsh'ly imyzh qllat sbþk llh bJl-

þyr qllt mn dry bk qblh 'The mosquito sPent the night on a sycomore.It said:'May
God give you a good morning!'It replied:'Who would have known (about you)

before ¡his?"'; F: bltatl nlmwsh 'ly $myzh f-qllt sbhk llh bll-þaylr qllt manl dáry bk
qblh; 272N:M: bltt nlmwst 'ly f,myzt f-qllat sabhk llh b-ll-þaylr qallat mn dry bk
[fem.?] qabllh; E: bltt nalmuws'ib 'ly Êmy.h qllt sbþk llh b-ll-þyr qallt mn dariy bik
qabllah.

4.1.4.4.3 Conclusion: Based on the above my conclusion is that 'imãla definitely
existed and was explicitly indicated in verses, which suggests vernacularization. It
is probable that all proverbs rhymed with -h suggest 'imãIa, when it was required
by the consonanml environment. A stylistic use is further supported by the fact that
kasrafor'imàla is not indicated in the classical proverbs despite a number of -h in
verse-final position. The occasional indication of Íatha corresponds Partly to the
vernacular pronunciation but very likely also reflects CA values and is, as such,

stylistically ambiguous. The apparent contradiction involving explicit classicization
concurrently with explicit vernacularizatio¿ seems to be explained by the copyists'
attempts to combine the beSt of the "two worlds" in the moSt elegant scribal way
possible without excluding either one of them at the exPense of the other.
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Table 6.2.1 Vocatization of -Cvh/'Cvt

-6¿h pausall
pausall -bat

Pausal2
contexL
stat. constr. -bat

-tah pausall

-ãah context.

-þah pausal2

context.
staL constr. -þat

4¿b pausall
pausal2
pausal2 -dat
pausal2 -dl *)

contexl

-¡¿h pausall
pausal2
pausal2 -rat
pausal2 -fl *)

context-

-2¿b pausall

Pausal2

-s¿b pausal2
pausal2 -sat
context.

-sih context-

-g¿h pausall

-çah pausal2

ActAmw HclHmw FclFmw Ecl Emrr MclMmw

1

1

2 2

1

1

I
2
3

1

1

2

14

I

I

1I

2
I
I

1

1

2
I

1

2

2

I

2
3

1

I
1

1

3

2
1

1

2

1

1

I

1

1 1
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Table 6.2.2

-tab

-'ab pausall
pausall -'at
pausal2
pausal2 -'at
contexL
stat. constr. Jat

-¡¿h pausall
pausall -fat
context-

-qah pausall

Pausal2
context.

_¡¿h pausall

-lab pausall
pausal2
pausal2 {at
context.

-mah pausall
pausa12

Vocalization of -Cvh/-Cvt

AclAmw HclHmw FclFmw Ecl Emw MclMmw

-!at
pausall
pausall
context.

1

4

1

I
I

I

2

I

4

2

I

1

1

1

I

1

1

11

2
1

I

1

I

1

1

2
I
2

1

1

1

I

1

1

I

2

11

I 1

I 1

-nah pausall
pausal2
pausal2 -nat
contexL

-nib pausal2

context.
pausal -nh

pausall

3
I

1

1

I

-1v¿b pausal2
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Table 6.2.3

-yah
-yah pausall

pausal2
pausal2 -yat
context.
staL constr. -yat

-yih
pausal2

Symbol*
pausall =final lexeme in the proverb
pausal2 =rythmic Pause
context. =in contextual position

stat constr. =in status constructus
*) forms with final alif corresponding to i/J in other MSS.

Vocalization of -Cvh/-Cvt

AclAmrp HclHmw FclFmw Ecl Emw MclMmw

1 2

I

I

6
5

3

4

I
2

1
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4.2 Notes on the use of Vowel Letters

The letters alíf , wãw and yri' are used in word-final position in the Proverbs of Men

and Womenl to indicate, grosso modo, CA long vowels which are pronounced

short in the vernacular but which have maintained their respective colour as -a, -u,

-i. The use of vowel-letters-which is quite common in popular poetry-helps to
avoid posible ambiguity in unvocalised texts.2 However, their use is difficult to
predict in individual cases as also CA consonanml ductus is equally used. The fact
that they impose vernacular pronunciation or non-CA orthography implies a
corresponding stylistic impact the recognition of which depends, obviously, on the
linguistic competence of the reader.

4.2.1 Treatrnent of pronominal suffixes

The numbers between brackets refer to the total number of occurrences.

4.2.1.1 lst person singular

4.2.1.7.1MS. A.
4.2.1.1.L.1CL -y (19); after long vowel in 301P:A: mqltly, cf. old poetic form -ya (l)
in A: bya ; verbal accus. -ny (7).

4.?.1.1.L.2 Mw: -y (47); after long vowel -yh (2) and 1l in 2l0R:A: lbwyh "my
father"; 104R:A: wrlyh "behind me", (Cf. CA Poetic form, Wright' i, p. 101, Rem. d.);

60R:A:'lyl"on me"; verbal accus. -ny (18)

4.2.1.1.2 MS. H
4.2.1.1.2.1C1: -y (26); y (2Ì verbal accus. -ny (10), -ny (1).

4.2.L.1.2.2 Mw: -y (13): after yti'60R:H:'lyal; verbal accus. -ny (3).

4.2.1.1.3 MS. F
4.2.L.1.3.1 Cl: -y (27), -iy (t); iy (aÌ after long vowel 301P:F: mqltly (1); -y (1) in
347P,F: sur*ty; cf. E: s-uruwriy; -ya in 332P:F: þalylya; verbal accus. -ny (12), -¡ly
Q).

I In contrast, the orthography of the Classical Proverbs is basically conventional with
the rare exceotions of ooetic licences

2 Dauìes rela¡ó rhe use of word-final vowel letters to the orthographic freedom which
allows, e.g, the use of -W <,- > for 3rd p. masc. cbject and possessive suffix falongsidc the

conventio-nal <- >l to indicatã a fo¡m ideã¡icat to N{EA /-u/. Based on his evidence on Ha¡z al-

Qubüf, he concludes that "this spelling is almost entirely restricted to verse, however, where it
pieiumably was adopred as a visual ieminder that the meter assumes colloquial values. The
ðonvent¡oáal spellitig -H <. > is of course ambiguous, allowing both a colloquial and a
classical reading." Aithough Davies may be entirely correct, the fact that vowel letters are

used in contexß where such ambiguity does not exist might suggest tha¡ vowel letters we¡e

adopted as visual ¡eminders in uniocaÌised texts where the occasional use of CA vowel signs

*ouid hauc been far less visual than vowel tetters. tt seems justified to add that the use of
vOwel letters iS nOt a later'vernacular'develOpment ånd, Stficly speaking, cannot be

separated from the hisrory of Arabic orthography which was developed under Aramaic
iniluence, see Diem, Untersuchungen. The use ol vowel letters refers in the context of this

study, obviously, to the late mediaeval scribal use of earlier orthographic devices.
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4.2.I.1.3.2 Mw: -y (47), -y (t) ¡n tcmy "my sleeve", -ly (1); after semi-vowel yã': -yh
(3) in 60R:F: ,aliyh (NB voc. -li-, pro faleyahl ?) [..] 'lyh ll-watadu [sic!J; 79R:F: fyh
lfyhl i.e. lfiyal; possible dropping of -y in 25R:F: ilnl dlm h{l ll-Syr [sic! S pro sl yl

ms'wd lllnlqt tbqlwJlq'wd, [See \üright, i, p. 101, Rem. c], cf.25FLM below; verbal

accus. -ny (15), -nly (1).

4.2.r.t.4 MS. E.

4.2.1.1.4.1Cl: -y (7), -iy (1), -y (11), -iy (15); after long vowel in 301P:E: muqflataly,

cf. otd poetic form -ya (1) in 410P:E:'n þlylya "(sorrow) because my bosom friend";
verbal accus. -ny (2),-niy (1), -niy (t0), -ny (1).

4.2.L.1.4.2 Mw: ly (10Ì -y* without dots y (20), iylyi* (19), after long vowel -yt (3)

and -yh (2) in 60R:E: 'ly[ 104R:E: warlyl; cf. [104R:F: blfy; M: tralfyJ; possible

dropping of -y but without indicating i¡ by kasra in 25R:E: In dalm ha{l ll-syr yl

ms"uwd lal nqh tbqy wJal q'wd, See Ït/right, i, p. 101, Rem. c, cf. 25R:M below;

verbal accus. -ny -ny (5), -niy (4), -niy (6).

4.2.L.t.5 MS. M
4-2.L.L-5-l Cl: -y (36), -iy (3); after long vowel -ya (1); verbal accus. -ny (13), -niy (2)'

4.2.1.1.5.2 Mw: -y (41), -iy (t1), -y (1), -iy (1), after ya':242R:M: fyal(l), 79R:M: fiyh
(1); Droppingof 'y,[See Vfright, i, p. 101, Rem. c] in 25R:M: watl ln dalm ha{lll-
saylr yl masl'wdi lat nlqatan tbqy w-tal qa'wdi, cf. 25R:E and 25R:F above but
without kasra, in with -y: 25R:A: ldldlm h{l ll-syr yl mas'wdy ll iml ybql w-ll q'wdy;
verbal accus. -ny (tl), -niy (1), -ny (2), -niy (1).

4.2.1.2 2nd person singular/

4.2.t.2.r MS. A
4.2.12.1.1Ct: -k (34), -ka (3); -ak (3) in 179'A:A: tqlil ltwo dots twice on qJ ¡lmak
yþmd mnlmk suggests 'vernacular'spelling but could be explained by accusative
and pause; cf. 159'A:A: sabka mn balaiak tl-sb; cf. further 38Q:A: yl lyta byny w-

bynak bu'd ll-msrqyn f-b'ysa ll-qaryn; cf. nomin. voc. uk in 131'A:A: lylk alnl ydrb

lslnuk'unuqak; 87H:A: d'ml yriybuk fly ml ll yrybk; 21Q:A: wllynbiyuka mll bbyr
[NB. replacement of hamza by yã' but maintaining CA vocalization]. -k used twice
after long vowel in lylk and lyalk. The Ctassical Proverbs only have examples of
2nd pers. masculine.
4.2.L.2.I.2 Mw: -k (75), used for both masculine and feminine, e.g''in 252Ná: In

knty hrb lltmdgy nqlbk;255N:A: ll-kllm lk yl llrh tll lnty þmlrh; -ky (3) and ky (1)

both after consonant and long vowel: 259N:A: lrmlh wjds w-mzwih ç'-'d5 lq'dy b-

'dsky; 309N:A: bdy krlky wJniry ilk ll-þry, -y in ll-hry supporting the rhyme, but
could interpreted as being equivalent to -, cf. hfk in 274N:A: bdll ml tmly w-thzy
ktfky rq'y frdt hfk.

4.2.t.2.2 MS. H.
4.2.I.22.1C¡: -k (57). Classical Proverbs only have examples of }nd pers. masculine.

I The vowclling immediately before the suffix has been included in all cases as it ls
virtually impossible to say whether it belongs, e.g., to the preceding verb or noun.
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4.2.1.2.2.2 Mw: -k (35), used for both genders.

4.2.1.2.3 MS. F.

4.2.I.2.3.1Cl: -k (58), nom. -uk (1), acc. -ak (3); -ka (5), -k'a (2), -k'la (1), -k'¿ (1)

mainly after long vowels and diphthongs but in ka-'lnaka (l), la-'amlruk-a and la-

'am-r'uk-á (1). The Classical Proverbs only have examples of 2nð pers. masculine.

4.2.1.2.3.2 Mw: -k (61) used, in general, for both genders, -ka (9) after nominative
and 2nd pers. perf. masculine -u where related words are superfluously vocalized,

once after double consonant in þfka. Feminine is rarely indicated: -ik (1) in 40R:F:

bá.dalþái lhmk w-qullqálsik þull lk S'yl'ly r'ls-þ -ky (1) after long vowel in 309N:F:

þ{y krlrk wlngry galky ll-þri; -ki (1) used after nominative -u in $aylruki-

4.2.12.4 MS. E.

4.2.I.2.4.t Cl: -k (62), -ka (4), accus. -ak (3), gen. -¡ka (3), cf. bika below. classical

Proverbs only have examples oî Znd pers. masculine'

4.2.1.2.4.2 Mw: -k (56) for both genders; bik (1) cf. above: -ak (9), used occasionally

for masculine in all cases, cf. 13R:E: In knt maliyþ rbak þalaq wln knt s''yd rabak

razaql wJn kunt raqy'dam falaql;40R:E: bdall lþmk w-qlqals-k budl lak siy 'ly rls'k;
l04R:E: rakbtk wartylhafayt lydak fy tl-þur!; 338N:E: $yrak yaquwm b-mqlmak'ly5
qulaybiy'a{buh; but once for feminine but possibly due to scribal error in 268N:E:

b'd msiyak fy ll-hlfu bql lik salallm w-grfh w-ls'mik styt. -ik (7) occasionally for
feminine after consonant and -ky ky (1) after long vowel in 309N:E: bdiy kr¡rk w-
Itiriy llky ll-hur.

4.2.r.2.5 MS. M.
4.2.1.2.5.1Cl -k (38); nom' -uk (5)' gen' -ik (1)' -ak (2)' -akl (1) after 3rd pers' perf' -

a in mn þrmakl (pausal), ka (29), nom. uka (1), gen. ika (1). Classical Proverbs have

examples only of 2nd pers. masculine.

4-Z.t-i.5.2 Mw: -k (62), -ak (3): 89R:M: drlham lk w-dirlhm'lyk ll lak wlal 'lyk;
40R:M: bd[ lt¡lrnk wa-qulqlsak budl lk Siy 'ly ralsak pro cA gen. -ka (5) in 2R:M: l-dl

bgdka ltrk þawl btb dtik; IZ4R:M: qtlwtl-l-grlb mal lka tsrq ll-çalbwn qlla lll {y ¡abl';
tTgR:vl kl manl 'awadth blklk kulml ral^ka Éf; 247R:M: yllytnal lnksrnlw-lal bika
ln[taçrnl; 80R:M: þubiyt laka slþta ly. Feminine is indicated by -ky (7); NB- gen. in

259N:M: trmqlt wJads wa-mzwft 'dls lq'dy bi-'adlsiky, -kiy (1) in 274N:M: bdll mal

tmsy w-thziy ktfky raq'iy frdt bfkiy. -ki (1) only in 254N:M:'ll-kltm laki yl$lr1 lll

lnty himalrh.

4.2.L.3 3rd person singular masculine

4.2.r.3.1MS. A.
4.2.1.3.1.1Ct -h (90), -hu (5).

4.2.1.3.1.2 Mw. -h (9t); -w (5) in 295N:A; u'Jl-bltmh ytlb lqln lfh qhlb w-ffw lpossible

hamza on ll'!qln; 224R:A: wlhid ntfw w-wlhd lqfw wlþr yqwl ylqryb [-fr!;82R:A:

þazynw fy lrblthe dot of llm is missingJ w-mlþh fy 83R:A: bbzw b-lllydlm w-y'zm

'ly ll-Syrln; -wl(1) 146R:A: tlr tyrk wJþ{wl $¡rrk-

4.2.1.3.2 MS. H.
4.2.t.3.2.1Cl: -h (88); -hi (1) in ykfyhi.
4.2.1.3.2.2 Mw: -h (21); -wl(1) in 105R:H: rlh ll-fndy w-þllþlqwl'ndy
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4.2.1.3.3 MS. F.

4.2.1.3.3.L Cl: -h (130), after 2nd pers. subiunctíve -ah (1),2nd pers. perf. ' acc..-ah
(t), 3rd pers. masc. imperf. and lit pers. pl. imperf. -uh (1); after gen. -ih (1); -hl (3)

after indicated or non-indicated kasra, once -hi (1).

4.2.1.3.3.2 Mw: -h (ZZ), -uh (2) 51R:r: rglrt llrlhmq 'ly lhll bayltuh, however, this case

is uncertain due to the -u- which is written unclearly; 205R:F: mn'lSar tl-zbdlny flþt
,lyh rwtyhuh. hl (6), only if preceded by kasra. -wt(7Ì 146R:F: tlr tyrk w-'lhdwlÉyrk,
LOSR:R flrs þrl wJsmwl 'anltar'; 145R:F: 1ab'aluwt llkm'1m{n lydwl wral' wJydwl
qdlm; 167R:F: fas-aduwl qrd daral qll bwl [prep b- + suff. -wl pro -hJ zyldt dm;

280N:F: tdlrbt ll-mÈnwnt m'll-hmqh t¡sbtwt ll-r'nh mn hqh; 83R:F: þbzwl b-ll lydlm

w-y.zm'ly ll-fyráln; 227R:F: wálh-yidl smwh'nbrlw-sn(th srlblty qll ll{y ksbh fy ll-bm

þsrwl fy ll-sn't.

4.2.r.3.4 MS. E.

4.2.t.3.4.1Ct: -h (36), nom. -uh (i3), -hu (54) in general only if preceded by a short

or long vowel.
4.2.1.3.4.2 Mw: -h (36), -uh (29), -hu (6) preceded by short vowel, once after 3rd

pers. fem. -ath -hi (3) after short or long -i; -w (1) in l91R:E knw'açlfuwr ynyk bllS

wa-yalwiy fy ll-l'lSl3; -wr(1) in227R.E: walhid samwh'anbr wa-san'twls-rlblty qll ll{y
ks-buwl fy ll-'ilsm trs'ruwl fy il-5¿¡¡'¿h.

4.2.r.3.5 MS. M.
4.2.1.3.5.1Cl: -h (104Ì after imperf. or nominative -uh (3); after verbal -a or acc. -

ah (6); gen. -ih (13); -hi (8), after non-indicated genitive kasra, once after
preposition in fiyhi, after indicated kasra -ihi (3).

4.2.1.3.5.2 Mw: -h (65); -uh (8), the la¡ter is used even for oblique cases e.g.' in
202R:M: mn'alSr $aylr lnsuh daq ll-hm sadlrh; 72R:E: hwl þabyby mat'uwnuh w-
qdrtahu m' kalnuwnuh; however, after imperf. -u, -uh (2); -w (2) in 204kM: man lal

yaSl lw yqwl halmd w-lall$nwy;263N:M: dlrtw; -wl(6), once -uwt 263N:M: lst'lrat ll-
r'nt 5y bsbtwtlhllþ{t tl-mqs w-dlrtw lhl; 191R:E: knwl'aslfwr ynyk bll5 wa-yalwy fy
ll-t'515;94R:M: {lll-wald ll-þrl mn Trfwlsll riillwl w-þka bhllnfwl; 82R:M: þazynwl fy

larh w-mlhuwl fy surt; 83R:M: bublzwl b-ll 'ilydatm wa-y'zm 'ly ll-fyraln; 146R:E:

¡ra tyrt< w-þ{uwl $yrk "Your bird flew and was taken by somebody else (than

you)"; A: wJþ{wl; F: w-'ltrdwl; M: w-'abdwl; That -wl stands here, indeed, for 3rd
pers. m. suffix, see al-Hanafi, p. 238, Nr 1131 wa]atradahu $ayrakl.

4.2.1.4 3rd person singular feminine

The conventional -hl is used by all MSS.

4.2.L.5 lst person ptural

4.2.t.5.t MS. A.
4.2.1.5.1J Cl: -nt (13).

4.2.1.5.1.2 Mw:-nl(11); -nh (2) in 38R:A: byn htnh w-blnt' þlqt lþlnh, as verbal suffix
-nh in 355N:A: mn lftqdnl b-ylsmynb mlnsynh.

4.2.t.5.2 MS. H.
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4.2.t.5.?J Cl: -nl (10).

4.2.7.5.2.2 Mw: -nt (2).

4.2.t.5.3 MS. F.

4.2.1.5.3.I CL -nl, -nal and -îát (21).

4.2.1.5.3.2 Mw: -nl (16); -nh (2) in 38R:F: baylna lrlnh w-bhh þlqt [sic! b pro h] Ihtntr;

356N:F: mani lftqdnt[faint point beside l- for wagla (l)?] b-yllsamlynb ml nsynh.

4.2.t.5.4 MS. E.

4.2.1.5.4.I Ct -nland -nal(19).
4.2.7.5-4.2 Mw: -nl and -nal (12); -nh (2) in 38R:E: bayln halnh wa-malnh hlqt lhlnh;

356N:E: mn lftqdnl s-mynah ml ns'Ynh.

4.2.r.5.s MS. M.
4.2.1.5.5.L CL -nt (Z¿).

4.2.1.5.5.2 Mw: -nl(12); -nh (i) in 26lN:M: ll-'lqilt fiynh tzmr b-yqtynb.

4.2.1.6 2nd person plural masculine

4.2.1.6.I The conventional -km is used by all MSS. (6-18 occurrences per MS.).

4.2.1.6.2 Only E exhibits one occurrence of rzqkmuwlin the Classical Proverbs; F

hanlk-áumu (1).

4.?.1.6.3 MS. A exhibits one occurrence of an awkward kmwl in the Proverbs of
Men and Women which is not used by other MSS.; 246R:A: yhnykmwt qdwmh qd

$lkm b-3wmh.

4.2.1.7 2nd person plural feminine

The suffix -kn with minor variarions occurs (total 1-2 per MS.) only in the Classical

Proverbs of all five MSS.

4.2.1.8 3rd person plural masculine

Convential -hm is used by all MSS. Occasional vocalization occurs as -hum(l), with
or without preceding short vowel. Only E F and M exhibit -him(), (E:7), (F2)' (M:6)

after kasra or yã', only in the Classical Proverbs.

4.2,1.9 3rd person plural feminine

Only in Classical Proverbs: E: lahuna (1); F lhn (1); M lhn (1)-

4.2.1.10 2nd person dual

The conventional -hml is used by all \{SS., in Classical Proverbs only (3

occurrences).

4.2.2 Note on 2nd person feminine verbal suffix

4.2.2.I ,7pro .) for 2nd pers.leninine verbal suffix 252N:A: In knty hrh lt tmdgy

nqlbk; È: kntiy, but F: knti, M: knt: 277N:A: b'd miyk fy tl-hllfy lbsty ll-tglfy F:
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lbsty; E: lbsty; but M: Ibslq 315N:H: rq$ty ml þsnty kln q'tdk l$ml "You danced, you

dídn't do ít welt, it was nicer to sít down)'i F: raqlsatly ml lhsanti kln q'tdk lfmal; E:

raqaçltiy mal 'athsanltiy kaln q'ldik lilmal; M: raq$ty mat'tþsanlty ktna q'ldk lÈmah but
A: raqgt mlhsnt kln q'tdk tgml 328N:A: Sdy qr¡lsk mn'nd mwsy qll {lðy mlfrþty bh

wJnti'rws[ H: frþty F: frhty; E: frþtiy; M: frþty.

Conclusion: Based on the above, the scribes use the non-conventional forms of the

1st person singular -yhl-yl, 2nd person singular feminine -ky, 3rd Person masculine
-w/-wl and lst person plural -nh only in the Proverbs of Men and Vfomen The

fact that they concurrently use matres lectionís in both proverbial sections makes

the use of vowel letters definitely characteristic of written vernacular language

only and thus represents an irnportant stylistic feature which excludes any
posibility of scribal "linguistic incompetence". Another important finding is that
the use of the above morphemes seems not to be clearly lexically dependent.

4.2.3 Independent Pronouns

4.2.3.1 2nd person singular feminine

6;lpro É;r: 254N:A: ll-ktlm Ik ylilrh llllnty hmlrh; E: Intiy, M: Inty; F: lnti;359N:H:
Inly; E: tníiy; M: lnty, but F: Int, [missing in Al;

4.2.3.2 2nd person singular masculine

Lul: 313N:A: dq mn lsfl wll t¡l'ml lntl'ly ll-qlb "Knock from below and don't stare,
you are not in (my) heart"; MSS. E, F and M represent a longer version of the
proverbs with verbs and the personal pronoun explicitly feminine in E: Intiy; F: Inti;

the pronoun is left unvocalised in M: Int. The 2nd pers. independent personal
pronoun with final alif in MS. A-a unique form in the MSS.-seems most logically
explained as an analogical development for ferninine ,r:;1, which implies that the
object in A is masculine and if the proverb is understood to be a jibe in the domain
of female-male contact. The use of final alif by A to indicate masculine gender

would be entirely justified because A does not use in this proverb any other
vowelling. The proverb in E F and M should be considered an entirely different
variant where both parties of the proverb are feminine. The Possible ambiguity of
the unvocalised pronoun in M is avoided by the explicitly feminine verbal ending -
y and their use even in the perfect (as in E). The case of MS. F is interesting
because the orthography is basically as per CA and feminine endings are indicated
by kasra, lnti; tlqti; q'adlti which suggests that the vowel letters in E, alongside its
frequent short vowel marks, indeed stylistically loaded towards vernacular
language. In contrast, the use of final J in MS. A seems to be primarily motivated
by practical reasons, as the context, i.e. Proverbs of Women might entail an

interpretational problem due to the orthographic ambiguity of unvocalised c-;1.

This claim seems supported by the fact that MS. A uses s¡ for masculine in other,
unambiguous contexts: e.g., 16R:A: ly3 Int fy ll-shlrh yl mnþl b-lttlrh; E: Int; H: tnt; cf.
F hta; M: Int¿ 47R:A: Int; F: alnlta; E: lnt; M: lnt. 133R:A: Int; H: Int; F: Int; E lnt; M:
ilnt (NB. vern. voc. i-).
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4.2.3.3 3rd person singular masculine

19:225R:A: w-hwl 'and he'; F: w-hw; E: wa-hlw; M: wa-hw. The orthography used

by A suggests an intentional stylistic choice to use a vernacular word suggesting
variation of a lexical nature. The iadda used by A is definitely original-

4.2.3.4 lst person plural

L-l : 363N:A: lhnl 'we'; as the whole word is explicitly vernacular, the potential
stylistic 'vernacular' value of final alif as an independent variant seems more or less

secondary. That final alif is used at all, could be explained fairly convincingly by

the fact that an unvocalisedú>l might be ambiguous for many readers. The use of
final alif seems primarily intended, therefore, to mainnin mutual intelligibility of
an unvocalised text but also suggests intentional lexical choice in favour of
vernacular language. The word'uS'does not occur in this prOverb in the other
MSS.

Based on the above the use of vowel-letters with independent personal Pronouns
seems primarily lexically dependent and is comparable to the conscious use of
vernacular vocabulary.

4.3 Treatment of the sound plural

4.3.1 Classical Proverbs

The Classical Proverbs contain only a few occurrences of the sound plural, which

are all üeated regularly as in CA including irregular vocalization with final -a:

4.3.1.1.1 Nominative cases: 5lQ:A: ll-'lmilv/n 'labourers' nom; H: ll-'lmlwn; F: ll-

'lmlwn; E ll-'almilwn; M: llJatmiluwna. 33Q:A: l-kl{bwn "indeed (they are) liars"

nom.; H: l-kldbwn; F: l-kldbwn: E: l-kl{ibuwna; M: þkldbuwn' 37Q:A: muqtadwna

Tollowing'nom.; E: mugltaduwna; F: mqtdwn; M: mqtdwnq H: mqtdwn.

4.3.1.1.2 Oblique cases. Prep.+gen: 18Qa:A:'ty ll-mhsnyna "(to reprove) well-doers";
H:'ly tl-mþsnyq F:'ly ll-mhsnyn; E:'ly ll-muhlsniyn; M:'ly tl-muhlsinyn- 39Q:A: mn

muslmyn "of Muslims"; H: mn ll-mslmyn; F: mn ll-mslmyn; E: mn musllimiyna; M:

mina musllimyn. Acc.: 338P:H: llJkrmyn 'noble people'; F: ll-lkrmlyn; E: ll-'lklrmiyn;

M: fl-lkrmyna; . [In the title of muwallad-Proverbs: A: ll-mwldyn gen.; E: ll-
mwaldiyn; F: il-muwallidiyna; H: ll-mwldyn; M: ll-mwaldiyn.

4.3.2 Proverbs of Men and \ryomen

The occurrences of the sound plural are even fewer in this Section, so that they do

no¡ offer a proper basis for analysis. However, it is interesting to notice that the

sound plural ending attached to the active participle¿¿JiL-Jl in the accusative ¡s

replaced in the later mss. by a more literary broken plural but without end-

voweling,

4.3.2.112R:A: ll-hldryn "people Present" acc.; H: ll-hldryn; F: ll-hdlç E ll-hu{alr; M: ll-
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4.4 Treatment of dual

4.4.1 Classical Proverbs

4.4.1.1Nominative: 440P:A: ll-'ynln '(the) two eyes' nom.; E: ll-'aylnaln; F: ll-'aylnln;

M: tl-'aynln; H: tl-'ynln. 388P:A: bllln 'two states'nom.; E: hallaln; F: hllln; M: þllln; H:

htlln. With pron. suffix: 135'A:M: fal'alh qd fqyt'ynlh "because maybe both of his

eyes have been put out" nom. (with passive verbÌ A: f-l'lh fqyt'ynh lthe use of the

singular form by A destroys the punch of this proverb| E:'ynalh nom.; F: f-l'lh qd

fq,lt'aylnaylh [with passive verb but \ilith oblique case reflecting vernacular]; [in H
the final part of the proverb is missingJ. 301P:A: mqltly 'my [twoì eyes' nom; F:

mqltly; E muqllataly; M: mqltlya. 161'A:A: tagsalu rlllh 'its feet are v/ashed' nom.

[with passive verb with second hand incorrect vowelling of the preformative pro

CA tu-], H: t$sl rålh; F: tgsl rgllh, E: tu$s-al r$llh; M: t$tsl r$llh luse vern- refl. pro

literary pass.).

4.4.1.2 Oblique cases: Genitive: 135'A:A: lhd ll-þsmyn "one of the (two) adversaries"

gen.; E:'alhad ll-þislmayln [pro CA -hal; F: lhd ll-þaslmayln; M: lhad ll-þsmayn; H: lhd

U-bçmyn.231W:A: mlzwmt [sic!] ll-'ynyn "with almond-shaped eyes " gen.; F: mlwzt
ll-'ynayln; E: mlwzt tl-'aylnayn gen.; M: mlwzt ll-'aynayln. 222W:A: lhdy ll-gnymtyn
"one of the two preys" gen.; H: lhdl l-inymtyn; F: lþdy ll-$nymtalyn; E: llrlday ll-
ganiymtaylq M: lhldy ll-$nymtyn. 38Q:A: bu'd ll-msrqyn "distance between East and
'West" gen.; E bu'd tl-msriqayln; F: bu'd tl-mSrqyn; M: bu'da ll-malriqayln; H: b'd ll-

msrqyn. 96H:E: mrtyn'twice'acc.; F: mrtyn; M: mrtyn. 203'A:A: mrtyn'twice'acc-;
F: mrtayln; E: mrtyn; M: mrtyn. 285P:E: martaylni 'tvr'ice' acc.; F: mrtaylni; M:

mrtyn. 248W:A: þyr mn ðlhdayli 'dlin "than lwo honest witnesses"; E: þyr mn
Slhidayn "better than two witnesses" gen.; F: þyr mn Slhdyn; M: þyr mn Slhidayn.
\rlVith pron. suffix:206'A:A: byn fkyh "between his jaws" gen; E: byn fkyh; F: byn

fkyh; M: byna fkylh. 309P:E: b-fanalhyhl"by its wings" gen; F: b-ianltþaylhál; M: b-

fnlhayhl; H: b-$nlþayht

4.4.2 Proverbs of Men and Women

4,4.2.L Use of the oblique case pro CA nominativq 107R:A: rlsyn "two heads" nom.;

H: rlsyn; F: rlslyn lpossibly suggesting vernacular pronunciation [-en] ] E rats-yry M:

rlsayln. 136a:A: {rbtyn "two blows" nom., H: drbtyn; F: drbtyn; 135R:E: drbtyn; M:

drbtyn. 159R:A: nhsyn "two disasters" nom.; H: nhsyn; F: nhsyn; E: naþs-ayln; M:
nþsyn. l54R:A: bhlq'ynyk "let your eyes stare " nom.: F: bþliq lscribal error: þ pro

lr, pro /bahla'/ll'ynyk; E: bþliq 'aylnyk. 94R:A: hll [sic! pro Sâll r$lyh '(he) raised his

legs", F: Ëll [5's dots is blurred] rÉlh [sing.] ; E: Sall ri$luh [sing. pro dual as in F but
also nom. pro acc.l; M: ðll rilllwl lsing. pro dual and vern. Pron. suff. t pro CAc.

4.4.2.2 Oblique cases: Genitive:31ON:A: ltb't hk r9lyhl "(she) followed the itch of

,l For the verb g* /bahla'/ 'to stare', see tlinds&Badawi, p. 55a.
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her legs" gen.; F: ltb't hk rllyhl gen.; E qa'dat tþk r$lyhl "(she) started to scratch her
legs" acc. [E has, obviously, not understood this proverbl; M: ltb'at þak rilyhl. With
preposition: 44R:H: bJbdyn "with two slaves'' gen.; F: b-'bdayln; E: b¡abldyn ; M: b-

'bldyn;.266N:A: glbt bnt w-Sfryn "she gave birth to a girl with two (vaginal) lips"
acc.; F: glbt bnt b-Sfrayln; E flbt bnt b-Sfryn gen; M: lbt bnt bi-Sufryln lpro CA -Sa-l.

Accusativel: 17R:A: flsyn 'fils', E: flsayn, M: flsayln.

4.5 Treatment of .rî and ¿î

4.5.1 .¡î

4.5.1.1 Classical Proverbs. Nominative: 346P:E: znymun lys- yu'raf manl 'albuwhu
"A bastard doesn't know his father" [The father of a bastard is not known] nom.; F:

lbwh; M:'albwhu; H: lbwh. Accusative: 37Q:A: lblnl 'our fathers'acc.; H: lblnl; F: lblnl,

E: l'bal'nl, ¡4' lþln'¿¡l < u .Lt > 264W:A: 'ly Srf :blh "on his forefathers' honour"; H: 'ly
Srf lbyh "on his father's [sic!] honour", F:'ly 5rf álbál'yh <..:ul >; E: 'ly Sr [sic!] lblyhi' M:

'ly iarf l¡bl'yh.

4-5.1.2 Proverbs of Men and Women. Nominative pro oblique case: 77R:A: lbwk

[nom. pro acc.], F: tblk [acc.], E: tblk [acc.], M: albuwk [nom. pro acc'], 210R:A: ml

kflnl hm [utr missingJ qlm lbwyh ilb lbwh "[As if] The trouble for our father was

not enough for us, my father wen¡ and brought his father" lnom pro acc.]; F: mal

kaÍálnál hm tbwnlqlm lbwnl$lb lbwh [nom. pro acc.], E: mal kfalkum lbuwnlÉalb

lbwh, [nom. pro acc.], M: malkflnllbwnlqlm tbwnlilb albwh [nom. pro acc. 283N:A:

tlbdwl lbwnl i'You take our father" nom. pro acc.; E: tlþ{wl lbuwnl nom. Pro acc.], F:

t'lþ{wl lbwnl [nom. pro acc.], M: tlþ{wl lbuwnl [nom. pro acc.]. With preposition:

327N:E: sa'alluwhl mn'albuwhat"They asked her abou¡ her father" [nom. pro acc.

combined with vernacular prep. mín with the verb sa'alal cf. as per CA: A: süwhl 'n
byhl[acc.], F: s'llwhll'n lbyhL M: slluwhl'n lbyhl.

4.5.2 ¿t

4.5.2.L Classical Proverbs. Accusative: 88$:A: lnsur lþlk "Help your brother" acc.; H:
¡¡5¡ lþlk; E: Insur lþalk; M: Insur lþlka. 175'A:A: lþlk; F: lþlk; E: 'alþalk; M: lþalk.

274P:A: lþlk acc.; H: lþlk; F: lþlk; E: lþlk; M: lþlk. Cenitive: 94H:E:'n 'rd lþiyh "his

bro¡her's reputation" gen.; F:'n 'rd lþyh; M: 'anl 'ird lþyh. 99H:E: l-'alþiyhi "for his

brother" gen; F: l-lþyh; M: l-lþiyh*.

4.5.?.2 Proverbs of Men and Women. Nominative:234R:A: lllþwk "He is not your

brother" nom.; F: ll lþwk; E: lallþuwk;M: ll lþwk. [Genitive: 248R:A: yl wyl mn kln
,syh mn byt byh "woe ro anybody whose supper is in the house of his little
brother"; E: yl wyl mn kln'ðyh min bayt þiyh ; F: yll wyl mn kln'ylSh mn baylt þyh
[The lexeme <.::'> "his livehood", not in diminutive, introduced by F no longer

/ Cf. Spezifierender Akkusativ, Fischer, p. 175, $ 384. However, it is plausible thaß-the

copyiSS used ¿,- in "my price is rwo filS" simply because -ayn/-ên was the prevalent dual
ending in the spoken language.
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rhymes very wetl <+ >l ; M: yal wayll man klna 'ðayh mn baylt þayh, for /'u5ayyuh/

- lbayyuh/1.]

4.6 Conclusion: Based on the above, the correct use of CA endings is definitely

more frequent in the Classical Proverbs than in the Proverbs of Men and Women.

As the inñexion affects the consonantal ductus, the copyists seem more reluctant to

change the underlying forms in any lvay except regarding the use of maÛes

Iectíõnis. However, it is interesting to note that the copyist of M used vernacular
vowel letter construction -wl, which excludes the possibility of reading the

accusative as in CA. This seems to suggest that certain morphological elements

may function vísualty as stylistic variables rePresenting spoken values, which

supports Davies' conclusion on the use of vowel-letters.

5. Conclusion

The findings of the present study indicate that the scribes of MSS. A, H, F, E and M

*"t" .rery lonscious of the linguistic difference between the Classical Proverbs and

the Proverbs of Men and Women, which has partly resulted in a different scribal

and linguistic treatment of these texts. While the overall stylistic tendency could

be described as c/assicízation towards formal literary Arabic due to the

conservatism of the Arabic script, which is pushed even further by the use of
matre¡ lectíonis as in Classical Arabic in both grouPs of proverbs, the basic

vernacular nature of the Proverbs of Men and Women is carefully maintained by a

conscious stylistic use of vernacular variants. Although a certain number of scribal

errors and linguistic misinterpretations exist, in the majority of the vernacular

occurrences the possibility of scribal linguistic incompetence must be firmly refuted

because of the frequent use of vernacular key-words which the copyists use also in
'classicised' form. However, the scribal and linguistic differences which
characterize both texts do not result in a clear-cut diglossic division between, say,

literary vs. spoken proverbs. The differences between the two texts are with
regard to most features relatíve rather than absolute. One of the reason why e.g.

CA graphemes Þ , 3 , ¿à , Jè and 6 are used in clearly vernacular context iS

obviously that the copyists had no special interest to write in colloquial. However,

the fact that for all these graphemes also their vernacular variants were used

indicates that the copyists were aware of the linguistic nature of their material.

The fact that these graphemes had non-CA 'high' and 'low'variants (!: t and s; d: d

and a d: g and t; 1: d; È: y and 3/c) indicates that the writing process might have

involved what should be called a socialinguistic asPect. Many occurrences suggest

that the copyists \rere not necessarily aware of then, just as it hapPens in free
conversation. The number of the occurrences of 4ã' and Zà' is far too limited to
Suggest conscious uSe Of their non-CA variants, 'high' Or 'low', for COnScious

vernacularization or classicization albeit they definitely reflect the underlying

/ The diminutive occurs fairty frequently in the Proverbs of Men and rüomen and its
use here probably emphasizes more the truly spoken nature of these proverbs than the
vernaculai reading of the case-endings. For the frequent use of the diminutive in HEzz al'
Qulrúf, see Davies, pp. 13l-138.
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spoken varianß. However, it is justified to claim that the more frequent variants
especially of dal and possibly also of ¿d' were consciously used for stylistic
purposes. The use of d pro / occurs both in the Classical Proverbs and the
Proverbs of Men and rily'omen but is overwhelmingly more frequent in the latter
group, where vernacular d is used concurrently in the same c/assícized words.
Explicit vernacularization by using d seems further supported by the fact that z
pro d may have represented the 'high' variant in the speech of some of the scribes.
The use of vernacular d pro cl seems, therefore, to serve clearly stylistic aims and
was used mainly with selecred lexical items. Similar variation is attested for t,
although its stylistic value is more limited due to the low number of occurrences of
¡ in general. The case of ! is particularly interesting due to the use of the
grapheme i (and i) in well-known Arabic words in the Proverbs of Men and

Women, which indicates conscious focusing on the pronunciation and underlines
further the speech-based nature of this section. However, in many cases the
reason to use vernacular lexemes is necessary for poetical reasons: yki - rvif.i) in
which A and M but .z¡ in F and E which serves classícízatio¿ but destroys the
rhyme. Hamza is used in the MSS. most frequently in the Classical Proverbs and to
a lesser extent in the Proverbs of Men and Women where it primarily serves

classicization while explicitly vernacular vocabulary such as the construction
/kann+/ is also used.

Matres lectíonis arestylistically interesting as it may be assumed that the copyists
are more or less independent regarding their use. The study indicates that basically
the use of matres lectionis is definitely more consistent than inconsistent as the
variation takes place, so to speak, within the orthographic register defined by the
scribal style. Provided that a scribe uses rnarre.r lectionis, the relative frequencies
of the resulring orthographic forms for given words allow the identification of his

scribal profile. It seems possible to say that despite the options of vocalization
available, a given scribe rarely uses forms which do not belong to his orthographic
register, his 'schreiberschule'. As such it is difficult to accept the claim of
orthograph¡c arbitrariness if the variation takes place as with welldefined
individual stylistic principles. Final short vowels are used more frequently in the

Classical Proverbs than in the Proverbs of Men and Women, which seems to serve

classicization. It should be remembered, however, that the use of matres lectíonis
for decorative purposes may be equally important. The actual stylistic impact of
this feature remains uncertain due to the ambiguity of unvocalized script. It could

be argued that the occasional use of, say, tanwín in the Proverbs of Men and

Women is more effective in that particular context irrespective of quantitative
differences between the two texts.

The treatment of the feminine morpheme -h gives supPort to previous studies on

'ímãla and suggests that it was consciously used for vernacularizatíon in proverbs

rhymed with -h. The occasional indication of Íatha corresponds partly to the
vernacular pronunciation but also very likely reflects CA values and iS, as such,

stylistically ambiguous. The apparent contradiction involving explicit classícízation

concurrently with explicit vernacularizatior? seems to be explained by the copyists'

attempts to combine both literary and spoken linguistic aims in the most elegant

scribal way possible.
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A different scribal trearment of the ctassical Proverbs vs. the Proverbs of Mcn and

Women is most clearly demonstrated by the use of vowel-letters which represent

vîsual:y spoken values, as noted earlier by Davies. This is Particularly evident

regardíng'the use of personal suffixes, i.e., the lst person singular thl-yl, 2nd

p"iton siigular feminine -ky, 3rd person masculine -w/-wl and lst person plural -

nh, *hi.h ãte used concurrãntly with CA forms but only in the Proverbs of Mcn

and Women. This is particularly interesting because vowel- letters are also used by

the scribes, who makè frequent use of matel lectíonís. As such the basic motive

seems to be to indicat e the speech-based nature of these proverbs. Although the

first introduction of vowel-leiters could be explained by the different textual origin

of this part of al-Mustaçraf, it seems irrelevant from the point of view of thcir

stylistic'use because they could have been easily replaced by more conventional,

póssibly more elegant oithography if their use had been stylistically irrelevanl The

simutt"neous us" ãf CA graphemic forms indicates beyond any doubt that the use

of vowel-letters was a ãonscious choice which also refutes the possibility of

eventual scribal linguistic incomPetence
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